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Abstract
A modern user of technology today owns a collection of devices, typically fewer
than ten, such as smart-phones, tablets, laptops, PCs, and file servers at home
or in the office. With the emergence of cloud computing, the user can also add
virtual machines and associated storage into their computation and communication
environments by renting these resources on demand from cloud providers such as
Amazon EC2.
A personal cloud in this dissertation refers to the aforementioned ensemble of
personal devices owned by a single user, where the devices interact in a peer-topeer fashion in combination with the acquirable resources from the cloud. This
dissertation addresses the problems of data storage, replication, transfers and communication in personal cloud platforms. The main motivation for doing the research presented in this dissertation as opposed to a research on building central
cloud services is the fact that such an approach to personal data storage and replication is likely to offer a greater degree of privacy. Moreover, this approach is more
resilient in the face of a provider becoming insolvent, or the victim of a large-scale
compromise of private data.
Anzere Personal Cloud addresses the problem of data storage and replication in
personal clouds. It proposes a personal data storage system that aims to preserve
a user’s growing body of personal data by replication, and that makes it selectively available according to the user’s applications and needs, specified as a set of
declarative replication policies. Anzere demonstrates that the range of allowable
policies (i.e., the expressivity of the policy language) can be widened over previous
systems without sacrificing scalability. It proposes a way in which the replication
policies for personal data can be written independently of specific devices and can
even result in the system acquiring and releasing virtual resources on-demand.
Moreover, in order to preserve policy goals, Anzere can react to changes in the
environment such as failures or network outages.
Following up on Anzere, Dexferizer tackles the problem of optimizing data
transfers in personal clouds as there are a number of resources that can be considered scarce in such environments when data transfers are considered. Firstly,
bandwidth may be limited. Secondly, energy (i.e., battery life) is a valuable resource that should be used carefully. Thirdly, money is also a constraining resource
v
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in these environments. Dexferizer proposes a transfer optimization framework,
which employs a declarative approach whereby high-level requests are made on a
transfer service. This service then schedules data transmission and late-binds the
mechanism used for transferring an object, the paths taken by the data through
the network, and the origin nodes of the data itself. Furthermore, clients of Dexferizer can write transfer policies in order to constrain how objects are transferred
(such as avoiding public links or intermediate nodes, or transferring only at certain times). They can also choose the optimization metrics while planning the
transfer (such as monetary cost, latency, etc.) as well as the relative importance
of particular object types from a transfer perspective.
The third problem explored in the dissertation is how to provide the users of
personal clouds with means to make sense of the detailed and complicated underlying network information and low-level network measurements. This helps them
to further optimize the data transfers within their storage and replication systems.
This work is designed to integrate with the Dexferizer framework. It introduces the
idea of data transfer estimators which employ existing and new statistical models
to estimate the cost (such as transfer time, money, energy consumption) of data
transfers.
The rest of the work presented in this dissertation is about communication
in personal cloud platforms. The first half of the work tackles the problem of
how to perform intra-personal cloud routing: the routing within a single personal
cloud. The work proposes a novel approach inspired from declarative networking,
combining detailed representations of the specific network elements with concise
and executable descriptions of routing algorithms. The work extends declarative
networking with the discovery and representation of the network resources, and
with using constraint logic programming in order to enable flexible optimization of
routes based on various performance metrics. The second half of the work tackles
the inter-personal cloud routing problem: routing between instances of personal
clouds owned by different users. This work first presents and motivates the problem, and then proposes an approach that allows users to flexibly and selectively
advertise network and routing information to one another and to optimize the
routes for various metrics such as latency, bandwidth, monetary cost and energy.

Kurzfassung
Heutzutage besitzt jeder Mensch ein Anzahl, normalerweise bis zu 10, verschiedener
programmierbarer Geräte, zum Beispiel Smartphones, Tablets, Laptops, Computer und Server zu Hause oder auf der Arbeit. Durch die Entstehung von Cloud
Computing können zusätzliche virtuelle Geräte und entsprechender Speicherplatz
hinzugefügt werden indem man von Anbietern wie zum Beispiel Amazon EC2
entsprechende Optionen erwirbt.
Eine Personal Cloud in dieser Dissertation beschreibt diese Ansammlung von
Geräten die genau einem Nutzer gehören. Die Geräte des Nutzers sind hierbei über
ein Peer-to-Peer Netzwerk miteinander verbunden und können Ressourcen über
die Cloud beziehen. In dieser Arbeit wird beschrieben wie Datenhaltung, Datenreplikation, Datenübertragungen und Kommunikation in solchen Personal Clouds
gehandhabt werden kann. Dies wird motiviert durch den erhöhten Datenschutz in
Personal Clouds im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen, zentralisierten Cloud-Systemen.
Ausserdem wird durch Personal Clouds der Nutzer besser vor einer etwaigen Insolvenz und kompromittierenden Datenübergriffen des Anbieters geschützt.
Um das Problem der Datenhaltung und -replikation in Personal Clouds zu untersuchen, wurde die Anzere Personal Cloud entwickelt. Es bietet dem Nutzer die
Möglichkeit seine Daten durch Replikation konsistent zu halten und entsprechend
seinen Anwendungen und Geräten nutzbar zu machen. Die Nutzungsanweisungen werden in deklarativen Regeln festgehalten. In Anzere können diese Regeln
beliebig ausdrucksstark gemacht werden ohne Skalierbarkeit einzubüssen. Es bietet die Möglichkeit, Replikationsanweisungen unabhängig von den Geräten zu
machen, wobei das System ausserdem virtuelle Ressourcen automatisch allokieren
und aufgeben kann. Änderungen in der Systemumgebung, wie zum Beispiel Stromausfälle, können durch Anzere dynamisch kompensiert werden um die Replikationsziele des Nutzers zu verwirklichen.
Auf Anzere aufbauend ist Dexferizer ein System welches die Datenübertragungen für den Nutzer optimiert, welche aufgrund von Ressourcenmangel oftmals nicht
ausreichend mit herkömmlichen Strategien realisiert werden können. Beispiele für
solche limitierten Ressourcen sind Bandweite oder Batterielebensdauer. Dexferizer implementiert ein Optimierungs-Framework welches durch einen “Transfer
Service” gemachte deklarative Anfragen des Nutzers umsetzt. Dieser Service
vii
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plant die Datenübertragungen sowie den Netzwerkpfad der Nutzerdaten. Nutzer
von Dexferizer können diese Datenübertragungen ausserdem spezifizieren durch
Übertragungsregeln, zum Beispiel dass während einer Übertragung öffentliche Knotenpunkte vermieden werden sollten oder dass nur zu bestimmten Zeiten Daten übertragen werden. Weitere absolute Parameter sind die Optimierungsmetriken, die intern
im System verwendet werden, wie die entstehenden Kosten oder Latenz. Zusätzlich
kann die Wichtigkeit der Datenobjekte relativ zueinander beschrieben werden um
Übertragungen entsprechend zu optimieren.
Das dritte Problem, welches in dieser Dissertation bearbeitet wird, ist wie die
Nutzer von Personal Clouds Sinn und erweiterten Nutzen aus den verfügbaren
Netzwerk-Informationen und -Messungen gewinnen können. Dies hilft ihnen ihre
Datenübertragungen innerhalb ihrer Datenhaltungs- und Datenreplikationssysteme weiter zu verbessern. Das System, welches diese Konzepte umsetzt, kann
direkt in Dexferizer integriert werden. Es ermöglicht die Verwendung von existierenden und neuen Statistiken um die Kosten (z.B. übertragungszeit, monetäre
Ressourcen, Energieverbrauch) von Datenübertragungen besser abschätzen zu können.
Zuletzt beschäftigt sich diese Dissertation mit der Kommunikation in und zwischen Personal Clouds. Das erste Problem hierbei ist Routing innerhalb einer Personal Cloud: Um dieses Problem zu lösen entwickeln wir einen Ansatz, der Netzwerkelemente intern repräsentiert und mit präzisen und ausführbaren Beschreibungen von Routing-Algorithmen vereinigt. Er erweitert deklarative Ansätze indem
Netzwerkressourcen automatisch entdeckt und repräsentiert werden und indem
logisches Programmieren dazu verwendet wird um verschiedene Routen anhand
von unterschiedlichen Performance-Metriken zu optimieren. Das zweite Problem,
welches in diesem Kontext bearbeitet wird, ist das Problem Daten zwischen verschiedenen Personal Clouds von verschiedenen Nutzern zu verteilen. Hierfür entwickeln wir Methoden, die es ermöglichen, Netzwerk- und Routinginformationen miteinander auszutauschen und entsprechend von unterschiedlichen Metriken
(Latenz, Bandweite, Energieverbrauch etc.) zu optimieren.
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1

Introduction
The number and variety of personal computation devices a modern user owns have
both been consistently increasing over the past few years. A typical user today
has a collection of devices, usually fewer than 10, such as smart-phones, tablets,
laptops, PCs, and file servers at home or in the office. In addition to this, with
the emergence of cloud computing, users can now also add virtual machines and
associated storage into their computation and communication environments by
means of renting these resources on demand from cloud providers such as Amazon
EC2 [Ec13].
The usage of the term personal cloud throughout this Ph.D. thesis refers to the
aforementioned ensemble of personal devices owned by a single user, in combination with the acquirable resources from the cloud. The focus of my Ph.D. studies
has been in the area of personal clouds. This dissertation addresses a subset of the
problems in the field of personal clouds. In particular, the work presented in this
thesis address the following problems: data storage and replication, optimization
of data transfers within a personal cloud, enabling and optimizing communication
(i.e., routing) within and between multiple instances of personal clouds owned by
different users.
Personal clouds environments are becoming more and more evident by the advance and pervasive characteristic of today’s computation and storage technology.
Even though it is becoming increasingly a relevant and important area of research
to work on, the field of personal clouds today still contains many unaddressed
challenges and open problems.
The main motivation for my Ph.D. work being done in the area of personal
1
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clouds stems from the fact that such an approach to personal data storage and
replication is likely to offer a greater degree of privacy [Sno13,Goo13a]. Moreover,
I conjecture that this approach can be more resilient in the face of a provider
becoming insolvent, or the victim of a large-scale compromise of private data.

1.1

Contributions

This dissertation presents a combination of work that has tackled a few different
problems in the area of personal clouds. As an outcome of this work, the thesis
contains the following contributions.
Anzere:
Anzere personal cloud contributes a personal data storage and replication system that aims to preserve a user’s growing body of personal data by replication,
and makes it selectively available according to the user’s applications and needs,
specified as a set of declarative replication policies. Anzere demonstrates that the
range of allowable policies (i.e., the expressivity of the policy language) can be
increased over previous systems without sacrificing scalability. The experience on
Anzere shows that replication policies for personal data can be written independently of specific devices, and can even result in the system acquiring and releasing
virtual resources on-demand. Moreover, Anzere demonstrates that it can react to
changes in the environment such as failures or network outages to preserve policy
goals. Furthermore, Anzere shows that it can scale rich policy calculations up to
large numbers of data items with modest requirements in memory and computation, using equivalence classes.
Dexferizer:
Dexferizer presents a declarative transfer optimization service. It employs a
declarative approach whereby high-level requests are made on a transfer service,
which schedules data transmission and late-binds the mechanism used for transferring an object, the paths taken by the data through the network, and the origin
nodes of the data itself. Furthermore, clients of Dexferizer write transfer policies
in order to constrain how objects are transferred (such as avoiding public links or
intermediate nodes, or transferring only at certain times). They also choose the
metrics to be optimized for while planning the transfer (such as monetary cost,
latency, etc.), and relative importance of particular object types from a transfer
perspective. Dexferizer presents declarative techniques to represent and reason
about networks and to optimize transfers using a constraint logic programming
(CLP) approach. Secondly, it contributes an expressive and extensible grammar
for declarative transfer policies. Finally, it shows potential for bandwidth, time,
cost, and power savings from late-binding transfers and incorporating user-selected
transfer policies into the optimization process.
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Data transfer estimation models:
This work presents the early experience in building models to estimate cost
of data transfers and translate them into metrics that users of personal clouds
care about. The work proposes the idea of building statistical models of the
links by employing existing and novel techniques in order to estimate the costs
of transfers from low-level network data. Initial investigation and implementation
results regarding transfer time estimation yields promising results and shows the
feasibility of extending the approach for other metrics such as energy consumption
and monetary cost.
Intra-personal cloud communication:
The work done on the intra-personal cloud communication proposes a novel
approach inspired from declarative networking, which combines detailed representations of the specific network elements with concise executable descriptions of
routing algorithms. This work extends declarative networking with the discovery
and representation of the network resources, and using constraint logic programming enables flexible optimization of routes based on various performance metrics.
It exploits the relatively low number of devices in a personal communication network to build a routing architecture which has three important properties: Firstly,
the system can quickly react to network events such as device failures, disconnections, or increase on the load. Secondly, the architecture requires almost no configuration. Thirdly, it provides flexible optimization of routes based on multiple
metrics such as latency, bandwidth, and cost.
Inter-personal cloud communication:
The work I have done on enabling and optimizing the inter-personal cloud communication has the following contributions. Firstly, this work presents and motivates for tackling the problem of inter-overlay routing in the context of personal
clouds. Secondly, it presents an approach that allows users to flexibly advertise
network and routing information to one another and then optimize the routes for
various metrics such as latency, bandwidth, monetary cost and energy. Thirdly,
the work shows simulation and early system implementation results illustrating
a significant trade-off between route efficiency among the personal cloud overlays
and the degree of information exposed to one peer network by the other.

1.2

Overview

As the personal clouds become more and more pervasive and get integrated into
the daily lives of users, the field offers a large number of unaddressed problems and
challenges. My doctoral studies tackled five different but closely related problems
in this wide area of research. The content of the thesis is organized as the following.
Chapter 2 describes the current state-of-the-art in personal clouds. The chapter
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starts with a definition of what a personal cloud is. Then it moves on to presenting
significant characteristics of such environments as they relate to the research done
throughout my Ph.D. studies. Finally, the chapter reviews the current state-ofthe-art in the field in order to form a basis for the work that is presented in the
following chapters of the thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the Anzere Personal Cloud which is our approach to tackling
data replication in personal clouds. Anzere experiments with flexibly replicating a
user’s personal data in response to a rich set of policies in a way that is robust in the
face of devices entering and leaving the system, and with the option of dynamically
acquiring new resources such as virtual machines and cloud storage in response to
changes in workload, policy and environmental factors, if this results in a “better”
configuration of the system. The chapter presents a motivation for the work in
addition to a review of the related work. The target scenario is elaborated further
in the chapter, and the key properties a storage system for personal clouds should
provide are identified. Following sections of the chapter presents Anzere’s policy
model, and a detailed description of the Anzere implementation is given afterwards.
The chapter also presents various evaluation of the system from various aspects.
As a continuation of the work done in Anzere, Chapter 4 follows with presenting Dexferizer, a declarative transfer optimization framework. Anzere tackles the
problem of where to replicate data items in a personal cloud, whereas Dexferizer
complements it, by tackling the problem of how to carry out the transfers of the
data items within the personal cloud. Dexferizer employs a declarative approach
whereby high-level requests are made on a transfer service, which schedules data
transmission and late-binds the mechanism used for transferring an object, the
paths taken by the data through the network, and the origin nodes of the data
itself. In addition to that, clients of the system write transfer policies and priorities in order to constrain and customize how objects are transferred, such as
avoiding public links or intermediate nodes, or transferring only at certain times.
They can also choose the metrics to be optimized for in planning the transfers
(such as monetary cost, latency, etc.), and relative importance of particular object
types from a transfer perspective. As for the content, the chapter presents the
background work that Dexferizer builds upon, and further motivates the problem
using concrete scenarios. It then presents the model and general approach used in
developing the framework, and presents the design decisions in the implementation
of the research prototype. Finally, the chapter presents evaluation of the method
developed and the conclusions drawn.
Chapter 5 presents the work on data transfer estimation models. This work
proposes an approach to provide the users of personal clouds with means to make
sense of the detailed and complicated underlying network information and low-level
network measurements in order for them to be able to further optimize the data
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transfers within their storage and replication systems. The work of this chapter
presents the idea of data transfer estimators that employ statistical models of the
network links in order to estimate the cost (in terms of transfer time, monetary
cost, energy consumption) of data object transfers that are performed within a
single or between multiple personal overlays.
The first half of Chapter 6 presents the work on intra-personal cloud communication. The context of this work is again the Anzere Personal Cloud. The chapter proposes a novel approach inspired by work on declarative networking, which
combines detailed representations of the specific network elements with concise executable descriptions of routing algorithms. The aim of this chapter is to provide
means to easily specify routing protocols in a way that make them robust and
extensible at the same time. The chapter motivates the problem with a simple
user scenario which reveals important requirements. It then presents the initial
approach developed to tackle the problem and gives clarifying examples on how it
works. The chapter then moves on to giving insights on the implementation of the
software prototype, and discusses several technical challenges that the implementation raises. Finally the chapter discusses the related work, which is followed by
the conclusions.
The second half of Chapter 6 presents the work on inter-personal cloud communication. The work presented here addresses the problem of establishing efficient routes between a pair of personal clouds, where each network has incomplete
knowledge of the other’s topology. Similar to the other chapters, the main origin
and motivation of this work comes from the work on Anzere Personal Cloud. The
challenge here was to enable sharing of data between two or more Anzere instances
owned by different users. After introducing the problem, the chapter presents the
background and related work. It then presents further motivation of the problem
via some concrete scenarios. The chapter follows up with the approach developed
in order to tackle the problem and then describes the initial implementation of the
research prototype. It proceeds with presenting a preliminary evaluation via simulations and then presents a real system implementation based on Anzere and shows
some experimental results. Finally, the chapter concludes along with a discussion
of the ongoing and future work.
Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the thesis. In addition, it also presents
future research directions regarding exploration of the area of personal clouds at
a higher level.

1.3

Collaborative work

Besides my advisor Prof. Dr. Timothy Roscoe, part of the work presented in
this dissertation is done in collaboration with other members and students of the
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Systems Group at ETH Zurich. Anzere, the work of Chapter 3, has been designed,
built and evaluated in collaboration with Dr. Oriana Riva, Dr. Qin Yin, Dejan
Juric, and Prof. Dr. Timothy Roscoe. Robert Grandl helped with the development
of parts of Anzere’s Graphical User Interface (GUI).

1.4

Previous appearance of this work

Some of the work presented in this thesis has been previously published and presented in various venues such as conferences and workshops. The following list
shows the venue, publication titles and the collaborators belonging to the parts of
the work presented in this dissertation.
Anzere:

Oriana Riva, Qin Yin, Dejan Juric, Ercan Ucan, Timothy
Roscoe. Policy expressivity in the Anzere personal cloud. In
proceedings of the 2nd ACM Symposium on Cloud Computing
(SOCC 2011), Cascais, Portugal, October 2011.

Dexferizer:

Ercan Ucan, Timothy Roscoe. Dexferizer: A service for data
transfer optimization. In proceedings of the 19th ACM/IEEE
International Workshop on Quality of Service (IWQoS 2011),
San Jose, California, USA, June 2011.

Personal cloud com- Ercan Ucan, Timothy Roscoe. Establishing efficient routes
munication:
between personal clouds. In proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Networked Systems (NETYS 2013),
Marrakech, Morocco, May 2013.
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Background: Personal clouds
In this chapter of the thesis, an overview of the personal cloud platforms is given.
The chapter starts with defining what a personal cloud is, continues to presenting
its significant characteristics in the way that they relate to the research done in
my studies, then goes on with reviewing the current state-of-the-art in this field
in order to form a basis for the work that is going to be presented in the following
chapters.

2.1

Definition of a personal cloud

The number and variety of personal computation devices a modern user owns
have been consistently increasing over the past few years. A contemporary user
today owns a collection of devices, typically fewer than 10, such as smartphones,
tablets, laptops, home PCs, and file servers at home or in the office. In addition,
with the emergence of cloud computing, users can also add virtual machines and
associated storage into their computation and communication environments by
means of renting these resources on demand from cloud providers such as Amazon
EC2 [Ec13] and PlanetLab [pla13].

2.2

Why work on personal clouds?

A personal cloud consists of the aforementioned collection of devices owned by a
single user. These devices in the definition of the personal cloud platform typically
7
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interact in a peer-to-peer fashion as an alternative to centralized cloud services such
as Facebook [Fac13], Dropbox [Dro13], Wuala [Wua13] and Apple’s iCloud [icl13].
Achieving this interaction without relying on large, online service providers
like Facebook [Fac13] or Google [Doc13] is a topic of considerable research interest [PNKD11, RRT+ 09, SSCG09, SPLL+ 11]. The motivation of such research
stems from the fact that a personal approach retains a greater degree of privacy [Sno13, Goo13a], and is resilient in the face of a provider becoming insolvent,
or the victim of a large-scale compromise of private data. Cloud storage is claimed
to be highly available. However, the outages observed in these systems are significantly frequent [Off13, Azu13a, Ama13, Goo13b]. Recovering the data from the
outages can be challenging in cloud platforms [GDJ+ 11]. Moreover, such outages
may also end up with serious incidents of data loss [Ama11].

2.3

Characteristics of personal clouds

Personal cloud platforms have a certain combination of characteristics which make
them different from any other computation and storage platform. This section
presents the key characteristics of personal clouds.
Heterogeneity:
Personal clouds are highly heterogeneous environments. Heterogeneity in this
context appears in various aspects. Most of the devices that form a personal cloud
offer multiple options for connectivity and communication, such as Ethernet, WiFi,
UMTS, Bluetooth, and USB. These links may have widely different characteristics
such different packet loss rates, ping latencies, bandwidth capacities, different
levels of congestion, etc.
Some of the devices may be behind firewalls or Network Address Translators
(NAT), and some may be only intermittently connected. There is usually a lack of
complete and continuous connectivity among these devices. Some of the devices in
a personal cloud are mobile and do not have fixed addresses whereas some others
might have publicly accessible static IP addresses.
Cost of the connections can vary. Connections can be freely available over
the public Internet or a local area network, or be an expensive mobile connection
charged on a kilobyte basis, or a high-speed Internet connection on a monthly fixed
price, or on a pay per use model from a cloud provider such as Amazon EC2.
The devices that form the personal cloud may show a diversity in terms of their
storage capacities as well. For instance, some of the devices such as smartphones
may have a very limited data storage capacity whereas a desktop computer at
home can store terabytes of data.
Moreover, applications running on this set of devices may also have different
requirements. For example, a VoIP application needs a low-latency communication
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path whereas a file transfer application might benefit better from a high-bandwidth
path to reduce the transfer time.
Dynamicity:
Personal clouds are widely dynamic environments. The set of devices involved
in a personal cloud can change without a notice. This may happen due to a failure,
theft, or purchase of a new hardware. Moreover, in addition to new devices, new
links may also dynamically appear in the network, and offer opportunities for
improving the current network configuration and connectivity.
Embracing this heterogeneity and dynamicity has been one of the challenges
that I have been addressing with a model that I developed throughout the course
of my doctoral studies.
Acquirable Resources:
In addition to the set of devices owned by a user, with the emergence of
cloud computing infrastructures it is now becoming increasingly common to rent
virtual machines (VM) from various cloud computing platforms such as Amazon’s Elastic Computer Cloud (EC2) [Ec13], PlanetLab [pla13], Google’s App Engine [App], Swisscom’s Dynamic Computing Services [Azu13b], Microsoft’s Windows Azure [Azu13c], etc. EC2 is an example of a “private” cloud computing
service. It enables its users to rent VMs on which they can run their own applications. EC2 allows its users a scalable deployment of their applications. It does this
by means of providing a Web service through which a user boots an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) to create a VM. This VM is called an instance. EC2 Instances
can be configured to contain any software desired by the user. Users can create,
launch, and terminate server instances as they need, paying by the hour for active
servers. Moreover, EC2 also provides its users with control over the geographical
location of instances which can enable for latency optimization and redundancy.
Simple Storage Service (S3) [S13] is the cloud storage service provided by Amazon.
It provides an interface to its customers, with the aim of storing and retrieving
any desired amount of data, always available, from any location on the Internet.
The pricing [Sp13] of the service depends on several factors such as the amount of
data stored, the number of requests (PUT, COPY, LIST etc.) performed, and the
amount of data transfers taking place.
PlanetLab is an example of a “public” cloud infrastructure. It is a set of
computing resources for use as a testbed to support computer networking and
distributed systems research. Each research project in PlanetLab has a ”slice”,
which means access to virtual machines on a subset of the nodes. For the moment,
the accounts are limited to persons affiliated with corporations and universities
that host PlanetLab nodes. However, a number of free, public services have also
been deployed on PlanetLab.
Looking at the strong emergence of cloud platforms, an almost unlimited num-
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ber of acquirable resources can be dynamically added to a user’s personal overlay in
the time scale of seconds. For instance, renting a VM from one of Amazon’s EC2’s
US data centers takes less than 20 seconds. The number was obtained via acquiring a 32-bit machine which was a c1.medium size instance in us-1a/b/c/d data
centers. An acquisition from PlanetLab [pla13] takes about 10 seconds. Therefore, an overlay network has the option of acquiring one or more (virtual) routers,
at some cost, if the potential benefit makes this worth it.
Small Scale:
In the context of personal cloud platforms certain properties of the system need
to scale such as the number of data items stored. An important characteristic of
these platforms is the fact that they are relatively small sized networks (e.g., fewer
than 10 devices). This means that the number of devices (i.e., the number of peers)
in the system do not need to scale since it is currently not realistic to think that
one user will want to own and manage hundreds, thousands or millions of personal
devices. This property may be considered as an opportunity while designing solutions and algorithms to problems in such environments. For instance, routing in a
single personal cloud does not have to scale. Therefore, one can apply computationally more sophisticated reasoning and routing techniques as opposed to those
used for mass Internet routing. As a concrete example, a part of my Ph.D work
was about investigating potential benefits of applying declarative techniques with
the use of logic programming to unify heterogeneous network elements, and use of
constraint optimization to combine routing and resource acquisition decisions.

2.4

State-of-the-art in Personal Clouds

This section of the thesis presents a survey about the research that is being done
in the context of personal clouds and related areas. At the moment, some of the
areas such as storage and replication seem to be relatively more explored than the
other areas such as security and access control.

2.4.1

Storage and Replication in Personal Clouds

Data storage and replication are currently the two of the most commonly explored research areas in the context of personal cloud environments. Replication
is a highly important mechanism for storage systems and is employed in order
to improve reliability, fault-tolerance and/or accessibility of data. The storage
and replication systems mentioned in this section mostly address the challenge of
personal data storage with support for content-based partial replication. Partial
(selective) replication of content is important in personal cloud platforms since
some of the devices, especially the portable ones have limited storage and commu-
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nication resources. Following are a few examples of the policy-based approaches
to the problem, which means that the data is selected via certain policies using
logical predicates.
Perspective [SSCG09] is a storage system designed for home devices. It provides
a semantic file system interface based on a concept called view. A view can be
considered as a query defining the set of data items to be stored on a particular
device in the system.
Cimbiosys [RRT+ 09] is designed for the users to be able to selectively distribute data across their devices by associating content filters with each device.
The devices in the system exchange data and filters through the mechanism of
opportunistic peer-to-peer synchronization. Cimbiosys guarantees filter consistency, and makes use of an efficient compact log structure for performance. Perspective works with replicating the filters on all devices, and assumes that they
change infrequently. Cimbiosys allows incomplete knowledge of other replicas and
frequently-changing filters by employing filter-based synchronization trees.
Eyo [SLLP+ 09, SPLL+ 11] is a personal media collections storage system. It
works via fully replicating policies and all content metadata across all the devices
in a personal cloud. Content and metadata are managed separately in Eyo. One of
the key features is that the system offers a device-transparent storage API. Each
device in Eyo knows about all the objects stored in the system and the content
metadata is fully replicated across all the devices.
EnsemBlue [PF06] is a distributed file system designed mainly for PCs and
consumer electronic devices. It provides content-based partial replication through
persistent queries. These queries are used to specify the data an application is
interested in receiving. Matching operations on files are logged by the file server
in records which can be retrieved by the client.
PodBase [PKD08] is a system for storage and management across a household’s
personal devices. The goal of PodBase is to make sure that the data is replicated on
sufficient number of devices in order to tolerate failures (i.e., durability) and also
that replicas are placed on devices where they may be needed (i.e., availability).
Bayou [TTP+ 95] is a weakly consistent data storage and replication system.
It is designed for mobile computing environments which also highly resemble the
personal cloud platforms. Bayou aims to provide an infrastructure to cope with the
conflicts that arise from concurrent operation and writes onto data items replicated
in the system. Similar to Cimbiosys, Bayou also relies on pair-wise communication
to handle the arbitrary network connectivity. Bayou presents a protocol in which
the resolution of update conflicts eventually stabilizes.
There is also a body of work that is done by the relatively older, replicated file
system approaches which aim to provide partial replication in a similar context
to that of personal clouds. They, however, do not provide policies for semantic
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data management. Coda [KS92] is a file system which allows mobile devices to
cache files and use hoarding priorities to specify interest, such that the clients can
work disconnected and reconcile later. The topology model employed in Coda is
centralized.
BlueFS [NF04] is a server-based distributed file system designed for mobile
devices. As compared to Coda, the main contribution of BlueFS is to reduce the
energy usage of the file system by up to 55%, in addition to providing up to 3 times
faster access to data that is replicated on portable storage. BlueFS achieves this
by using a flexible cache hierarchy which can adaptively decide when and where to
access the data by looking at the performance and energy characteristics of each
device that exists in the system.
Ficus [Guy92] and Pangea [SKKM02] are distributed file systems which provide
partial replication and topology independence. Pangea employes a randomized
graph-based replica management scheme which adapts to changes in the system
and aims to reduce bandwidth consumption. Ficus employs a stackable architecture which permits a high degree of modularity and extensibility of file system
services. These systems, however, do not provide arbitrary consistency guarantees.
PRACTI [BDG+ 06] is a relatively recent work on storage and replication systems. It provides the applications with significantly more freedom in flexibly tuning
the consistency requirements. Moreover, PRACTI also supports partial replication and topology independence. It borrows major design ideas from Bayou and
TACT [YV02].
Homeviews [GBGL07] presents a peer-to-peer middleware designed for personal data sharing applications. It combines several concepts such as views and
queries from databases, and the concept of capabilities from operating systems and
operates in a peer-to-peer fashion. This way the system can provide user-specific
read-only views.
The goal of ZZFS [MTG+ 12] is to enable communication even in situations
where the devices can be rapidly turned on and off. It aims to make the devices
network aware at all times, even when they are off or in sleep mode. In order to
achieve this, the file system employs a novel low-power network interface that is
placed under the control of storage system protocols to inform the devices about
new data placement policies.
The Lima device [lim13], also known as Plug, is a personal data storage alternative to Dropbox. The small adapter aims to transform the USB drives into a
unified personal storage system. It aims to avoid the cloud storage for a localized
approach whereby an application or driver installed on each participating computer or mobile device intercepts filesystem accesses, and redirects data reads and
writes to storage drives attached to the users Lima device. It works by forming a
Virtual Private Network (VPN) between the participating devices and the adapter.
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Lima does not store any data on cloud-based storage services, aiming to keep the
user in complete control of all storage devices.

2.4.2

Naming in Personal Clouds

Naming of the devices in personal cloud environments is also one of the topics that
attracts researchers’ attention. The main motivation behind the naming work is
that, in order to be able to connect mobile personal devices that are behind firewalls
and NATs, one needs a better naming scheme to establish an ensemble of devices
rather than just trying to use IP addresses as host identifiers. Moreover, unlike
the temporary names used in rendezvous schemes such as Apple Bonjour [app13],
one needs names that persist and stay securely bound to the global cryptographic
identities of the end points [MKKW99, MN03, FF97].
From this perspective, the system developed and presented in Unmanaged Internet Architecture (UIA) [FSLL+ 06] addresses the problem of naming in personal
clouds. UIA is a distributed name system that aims to provide zero-configuration
connectivity among different mobile devices through “personal names“. Users own
a local namespace shared among all their devices and available on every device.
They can assign personal names to each of their devices as well as other users,
and access their friends’ namespaces. Once assigned, these names remain persistently bound to their targets, regardless of their network location. In UIA, each
device hashes the public key of a locally-generated key pair to construct its endpoint identifier (EID). EIDs are cryptographically unique, self-configuring, and
self-certifying, but not human-readable. UIA relies on opportunistic use of peer
devices for rendezvous and traffic forwarding to support mobility.
The Intentional Naming System (INS) [AWSBL99] also relates to personal
clouds research. INS is a resource discovery and service location system, geared
for dynamic and mobile networks of devices and computers. It uses a language
based on a hierarchy of attributes and values for its names, which allows provider
or consumer nodes to describe the services they provide or require. Applications
benefit from INS’s late binding support: the binding between the intentional name
and the node location is established when the message is delivered rather than
when the request is resolved.

2.4.3

Access control in Personal Clouds

Controlling access to data in personal clouds is another area of current research.
For instance, Cimbiosys offers an access control system [WRT10] for weakly consistent partial replication systems that would run on personal cloud environments.
This applies to a scenario where the peer devices are not uniformly trusted. The
system enables specification of fine-grained access control policies for a collection
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of data items that are replicated across the devices of the personal cloud. The
system employs the SecPAL [BFG07] logical policy assertion language and the
decisions of access control are logical proofs.
The work “Don’t trust your roommate” [LBK12] argues that sharing and trust
relationships in home networks and personal clouds are as complicated as any
general-purpose network. The work claims that such environments need strong
access control and privacy guarantees. It further aims to provide a system structure
that can help achieve this phenomenon. The work shows that avoiding information
leakage would require both the access and privacy control to be integrated directly
into the replication protocols instead of being layered on top of them.
[MAB+ 10] aims to understand what kind of access control mechanisms are
needed by the users of home data sharing systems. They conducted in-depth interviews with a group of users located in various households and found out that
users’ ideal policies are complex and multi-dimensional. The paper details out
these findings and also presents a set of associated guidelines aimed for the developers in order to design usable access-control systems for the home data sharing
environments. Example guidelines are to reduce the up-front complexity of policies, plan for lending of devices between the users, support iterative specification
of policies, etc.

2.4.4

Computation in the Cloud

The recent advent of cloud computing platforms has been influencing the communication, computation and storage in the context of personal data storage and
replication systems. There is a significant body of research work that involves the
cloud computing resources with personal and mobile devices. The following set
of research work presented in this section use the cloud mainly as a large-scale
out-sourced data, compute, or service resource, made available to end-users and
applications.
CloneCloud [CM09] is a platform which allows cloning the entire set of data and
applications from a mobile phone onto the cloud and performs selective execution of
some operations on the clones, to then re-integrate the results back into the mobile
phone. This scheme has an advantage in that, heavy-weight security-enhancement
operations such as virus scans and data leak detections can be performed in the
cloud without consuming the mobile phone’s battery and computation power and
at the same time improving the performance of the operation.
Cloud Proxies [WR09] proposes a solution to address the bottlenecks that
stems from the current client-server style interaction scheme in a scenario such
as CloneCloud exhibits. The work on Cloud Proxies addresses the bottleneck
issues by provisioning a cloud proxy network which allows optimized data-centric
operations to be performed at strategic network locations. The proxies can have
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several data-centric roles in which they can interact with cloud services, route data
to each other and cache data for later use, etc.
MAUI [CBC+ 10] aims to support fine-grained off-load of mobile code in order
to increase energy savings and at the same time to reduce amount of additional
work that the programmer has to do. It employs two versions of a smartphone
application, one that runs locally on the phone and the other one that runs in the
cloud. It automatically identifies the remotely executable methods and extracts
the program state needed by those methods. MAUI employs an optimization
engine, which decides at run-time, the set of methods that should be executed
remotely. The optimization engines aims to get the best energy savings possible
under the mobile devices current connectivity conditions.
Calling the Cloud [GRJ+ 09] presents a middleware platform that is capable of
automatically distributing different layers of an application between a smartphone
and a server, and optimizing a variety of objective functions such as latency, the
amount of data transferred, cost, etc. The paper discusses how to model an application’s behaviour as a consumption graph of several inter-connected software
modules, and presents a set of algorithms to find the optimal distribution of the
application modules between the smartphone and the cloud infrastructure.
The Utility Coprocessor [DEHL10] is a middleware that transforms CPU-bound
applications running on desktop PCs into parallel software. This software can
then be deployed and achieve significant speed-ups (6-11x) by exploiting utility
computing clusters in the cloud.
To sum up, this chapter has shown that
1. personal cloud platforms make an important research field to study, and
2. there is a body of related work done in this field to build on.
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Storage & Replication in personal clouds
Chapter 2 presented an introduction to and the current state-of-the-art in the
area of personal clouds. This chapter presents Anzere [RYJ+ 11], a personal data
storage and replication system designed for personal cloud environments.
Anzere is a collaborative work that was built during the course of my doctoral
studies in the Systems Group. It was designed, built and evaluated in collaboration with Dr. Oriana Riva, Dr. Qin Yin, Dejan Juric, and my advisor Prof. Dr.
Timothy Roscoe. Dr. Oriana Riva was leading the development of Anzere as a
project and guiding the students involved during her post-doctoral stay in the Systems Group. Dr. Qin Yin helped design and develop the replication policy engine
of Anzere. She also built Rhizoma [YSC+ 09] platform from which Anzere was derived and developed. During his master’s thesis studies, Dejan Juric helped with
developing the underlying storage system of Anzere, which employs ideas from
the PRACTI [BDG+ 06] replication system. Robert Grandl helped with the development of parts of Anzere’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) during his master’s
thesis studies in the Systems Group.
My main contributions in the context of Anzere involved building the system
on top of the Rhizoma platform to run on heterogeneous platforms and personal
devices, creating and maintaining Anzere’s experiment testbed, designing and performing the system experiments, developing the routing layer, and putting together
the interface between the underlying storage layer and the replication engine.
Anzere was published and presented in the Symposium on Cloud Computing
(SOCC), in 2011, in Cascais, Portugal. As this is a joint work that has been done
in collaboration with other members of the Systems Group, it has also been partly
17
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presented and cited in the Ph.D. thesis [Yin13] of my colleague and collaborator
Dr. Qin Yin.

3.1

Anzere Personal Cloud

Anzere is a personal data storage and replication system designed for personal
cloud platforms. It presents a technique for policy-based replication in a network
of personal devices, both physical and virtual as depicted in detail in Chapter 2.
Anzere is a system that shows how to flexibly replicate data in response to a
rich set of policies in a way that is robust in the face of devices entering and
leaving the system, and with the option to dynamically acquire new resources
(virtual machines and cloud storage) in response to changes in workload, policy
and environmental factors if this results in a “better” configuration of the system.
One of the strong motivational reasons which triggered the work for Anzere is
the following: Managing a user’s personal data (photos, contacts, music collection,
etc.) has been a long-standing problem, as yet, with no effective solution [OS07,
DP08, Sal09, MAB+ 10].
As also emphasized in Chapter 2, achieving personal data storage and replication without relying on large, online service providers like Facebook or Google
is a topic of considerable research interest [SSCG09, RRT+ 09, PKD08, SLLP+ 09],
since a personal approach retains a greater degree of privacy, and is resilient in the
face of a provider becoming insolvent, or the victim of a large-scale compromise of
private data.
The scenario in which Anzere tackles the problem can be summarized as follows: a user owns a small (fewer than 10) collection of different devices, which
might include phones, tablets, laptops, home machines, and virtual machines and
associated storage rented from cloud providers such as Amazon. This constitutes
the user’s personal cloud. The user acquires and (less frequently) modifies new
data items, by taking photos and videos, downloading music and documents, and
editing contacts.
The goal of the project is to preserve this growing body of personal data by
replication, and make it selectively available according to the user’s applications
and needs, which are specified as a set of replication policies. Moreover, the
complexity of the problem is also increased by the limited resources on some nodes
(such as mobile phones), the bandwidth required to replicate data quickly, and the
fact that the set of devices involved can change suddenly (e.g., due to failure, theft,
or purchase of new hardware).
The contributions of Anzere are to demonstrate that the range of allowable
policies (i.e., the expressivity of the policy language) can be increased over previous systems without sacrificing scalability. Anzere shows (i) that the replication
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policies for personal data can be written independently of specific devices, and can
even result in the system acquiring and releasing virtual resources on-demand, (ii)
how such a system can react to changes in the environment such as failures or
network outages in order to preserve policy goals, and (iii) how to scale rich policy
calculations up to large numbers of data items with only modest requirements in
memory and computation, using equivalence classes.
The rest of this chapter is organized as the following: In the next section, the
motivation for the work is presented in detail together with a review of the related
work. The target scenario is elaborated further in section 3.3, and the key properties a storage system for personal clouds should provide are identified. Section 3.4
presents Anzere’s policy model, and a description of the Anzere’s implementation
is given in Section 3.5. The evaluation of the system is shown in Section 3.6 and
the conclusion is present in Section 3.7.

3.2

Related work and Motivation

The main motivation for building Anzere has been to achieve automatic storage
and replication of personal data on personal cloud environments. Recent user studies have shown that, despite an excess of commercial point-solutions for backup
and synchronization, people still find it difficult to manage their multiple personal
devices [OS07,DP08,SHM07,MAB+ 10]. Oulasvirta and Sumari have studied practical problems people face in synchronizing devices [OS07], for example, their laptops can be automatically backed up to a file server, but their smartphones cannot
easily access this server. On the other hand, the option of storing all data on
smartphones is not always viable due to limited storage capacity. People find adhoc solutions to such problems, such as carrying more devices, anticipating future
needs by copying data to appropriate locations, and manually synchronizing their
data when convenient (e.g., before leaving for a trip).
Dearman and Pierce [DP08] report that people synchronize their devices, using
portable media (USB memory sticks, CDs), emailing files to themselves, network
data sharing, or using third-party external servers [Dro13,Doc13,win13]. All these
techniques have significant limitations: they require special configuration, cannot
handle all types of files, and/or raise privacy concerns. File synchronization tools
are rarely adopted by regular users partly because they rarely organize their personal data through hierarchical naming, but instead use data attributes [SSCG09,
SHM07, MAB+ 10] and higher-level search interfaces [goo13c, xsa13, win13].
Motivated by these problems, several recent policy-based replication systems
have been proposed. Also described in detail in Chapter 2, the ones closest to
Anzere are Perspective [SSCG09] and Cimbiosys [RRT+ 09]. They both address
the challenge of personal data storage with support for content-based partial repli-
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cation. Perspective, designed for home devices, provides a semantic file system
interface based on the concept of view, a query which defines a set of files to
be stored on a specific device. Cimbiosys is a system that allows users to selectively distribute data across their devices by associating content filters with each
device. Devices exchange data and filters through opportunistic peer-to-peer synchronization; the system guarantees filter consistency using an efficient compact
log structure for performance. Perspective replicates filters on all devices, and assumes they change infrequently, whereas Cimbiosys allows incomplete knowledge
of other replicas and frequently-changing filters using filter-based synchronization
trees.
Eyo [SLLP+ 09] is a storage system for personal media collections, and it fully
replicates policies and all content metadata across all devices – content and metadata are managed separately.
In all the systems mentioned above, the data is selected via policies using logical
predicates, but the locations are specific devices. Anzere on the other hand studied
and experimented with how to relax this constraint to devices specified by logical
predicates and, indeed, acquired on-demand if necessary. Similar to Eyo, Anzere
replicates content metadata and policies. However, in Anzere, the policies are
evaluated centrally by an elected coordinator. Anzere shows that this approach is
sufficient to deal efficiently with filter changes and in adapting to changing network
topologies.
EnsemBlue [PF06], a distributed file system for PCs and consumer electronic
devices, provides content-based partial replication through persistent queries, which
specify the data an application is interested in receiving. Anzere shares with EnsemBlue the device ensemble concept and diversity of the storage elements. Anzere
differs from EnsemBlue in that the goal in Anzere is to enable data management through device-independent policies and extend the ensemble to dynamicallyacquired cloud resources.
PodBase [PKD08] is a system for storage management across a household’s personal devices. As also mentioned in Chapter 2, PodBase’s goal is to ensure that
data is replicated on enough devices in order to tolerate failures (data durability)
and that replicas are placed on devices where they may be needed (data availability). Anzere shares with PodBase the self-managing aspects, and the general goal
of automatic data management. PodBase, however, does not focus on providing a
policy-based interface for the support of flexible replication requirements. Anzere
shows that the data durability and availability properties PodBase targets can be
expressed in Anzere’s policy language.
Other relatively older systems provide partial replication, but without policies
for semantic data management. Coda [KS92] allows mobile devices to cache files
and use hoarding priorities to specify interest, in order for clients to be able to work
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disconnected and reconcile later. Coda uses a centralized topology. Ficus [Guy92]
and Pangea [SKKM02] provide partial replication and topology independence, but
without arbitrary consistency guarantees.
In contrast, PRACTI [BDG+ 06] allows applications great freedom in tuning
consistency, and supports partial replication and topology independence. Anzere’s
runtime is partly based on the design of PRACTI, which in turn borrows ideas
from Bayou [TTP+ 95] and TACT [YV02]. Above a PRACTI-like replication system, Anzere adds semantic data management through replication policies which
are integrated in a larger runtime that performs overlay management, resource
monitoring, and dynamic acquisition of cloud resources.
Many of the systems mentioned in this section offer additional functionality in
areas that are orthogonal to those studied in the scope of the work presented in this
thesis; for example, Cimbiosys provides a powerful access control model [WRT10].
The techniques presented in this paper are very useful and complementary in the
sense that a practical system would incorporate most, if not all of them.
In addition to a large body of work on replication systems, Anzere also relates
significantly to the area of constraint logic programming (CLP) and “personal
cloud computing”.
CLP provides a way to specify parts of the control plane of a complex system
in a concise and clean fashion. Other projects have explored the use of CLP
for system administration [IBM03] and network configuration [DAJ08, Nar05]. In
addition, previous work [WPR04,YSC+ 09] has also shown the benefits of adopting
logic programming to unify information from a set of heterogeneous sources, and to
represent routing protocols as simple queries in a logic programming language such
as Datalog [LHSR05,LCG+ 06]. Cimbiosys uses the SecPAL logical policy assertion
language to specify access control policy [WRT10], and as part of another research
project, even Paxos has been implemented in a fully declarative format using
Overlog [ACC+ 10b]. A recent project called Berkeley Orders of Magnitude, also
known as BOOM [ACC+ 10a] is even exploring the use of declarative programming
(specifically Overlog) to build scalable software for the cloud. Anzere makes use
of CLP for expressing replication policies. This choice is motivated by the need to
provide expressivity and at the same time achieve a tractable implementation.
As described in more detail in Chapter 2, cloud computing platforms such as
Amazon EC2 [Ec13] and S3 [S13], Google App Engine [App], and Windows Azure
Platform [Azu13c] have been considered to enable online services that need to
be highly responsive, provide elasticity, and scale with the number of clients. In
Anzere, we were particularly interested in the implications of cloud infrastructures
on personal computing, namely “personal cloud computing”, as well as their integration with other existing infrastructures (e.g., the phone network). Anzere
relates to CloneCloud [CM09], which is a platform that allows to clone the entire
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set of data and applications from a mobile phone onto the cloud and selectively
execute some operations on the clones, to then reintegrate the results back into the
mobile phone. The Utility Coprocessor [DEHL10] is a middleware that transforms
computation-intensive applications running on desktop PCs into parallel software
that can conveniently exploit clusters of cloud machines for execution. Anzere’s
notion of acquirable resources shares the same goal of these approaches in the
context of storage capacity. Moreover, Anzere leverages the integration between
a phone and the cloud or a desktop PC and the cloud to a larger collection of
devices.

3.3

Target Scenario and Design Goals

In this section we describe and illustrate the detailed target scenario for which
Anzere was designed. As already mentioned in Chapter 2, personal clouds are
highly heterogeneous environments. They consist of both physical and virtual
resources, storage capacities range from a few gigabytes to terabytes on cloud
resources, processors vary from embedded systems to server-class processors, link
speeds range from wireless to 10Gb Ethernet, and pricing structures vary from
expensive, metered 3G connections to backbone links.
As a driving example, this section makes use of a concrete hardware configuration and a real data set, extrapolating from there where it is necessary to
investigate scaling and trade-offs.
The hardware configuration, which was also used to carry out the experiments
described in Section 3.6, is shown in Figure 3.1. It comprises an office desktop
PC, a home PC server, a laptop, a Nokia N900 smartphone, and a few virtual
machines on Amazon EC2 and PlanetLab (the number varies according to the
system’s policy decisions). The home PC and phone have private IP addresses,
and they use the virtual machines for NAT traversal as described in Section 3.5.
The data set which was obtained from a member of our research group, is
shown in Table 3.1. The main goal of using the data collection here is to exercise the purely technical problems that Anzere is tackling rather than aiming to
demonstrate future workloads or storage patterns. The data set provides us with
a starting point which is grounded in reality.
According to the data shown in Table 3.1, one can observe that data is not
replicated fully on all the devices user has; instead, partial replicas of data collections are created on different subsets of devices in the ensemble. In this data set,
the music collection has a master copy on the home server, with subsets replicated
on laptop, office PC, and phone. For photos, however, the creation of partial replicas does not follow an obvious pattern, meaning that there is no master replica.
The photos on the camera are not backed up anywhere else, and a subset of the
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Figure 3.1: The personal cloud network of a representative user for Anzere. This
scenario also the hardware setup for the experiments.
Table 3.1: The data distribution in terms of file count and
size belonging to Anzere’s representative user.
Device

Photos

Music

Videos

HomeServer
Laptop
OfficePC
Phone
Camera
Cloud

6958 (8.1GB)
3291 (7.2GB)
0 (0)
89 (38.5MB)
25 (56.5MB)
4492 (5GB)

4904 (23.1GB)
932 (5.7GB)
3997 (19GB)
868 (4.3GB)
0 (0)
0 (0)

53 (4.7GB)
10 (2.2GB)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
28 (435MB)

Total

9231 (13.2GB)

4904 (23.1GB)

56 (6.8GB)

phone’s photos is replicated on the laptop. A cloud-based web host stores a (perhaps public) subset of the photos. The number of videos in this user’s collection
is relatively small for the moment, but this might as well increase in the future.
In addition, the representative user was also asked about what kind of goals
drive such a data distribution, and he gave us the following explanation about his
preferences:
1. Backup, preferably as soon as possible, photos as well as videos taken with
the camera and the mobile phone onto the home PC server. If traveling and
the home PC server is not reachable, then make a copy of the files on the
laptop and ultimately have the laptop synchronize with the home PC.
2. Check regularly whether there is enough free storage space available on his
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phone and camera. In particular, make sure to empty the camera’s memory
card when returning from a trip.
3. Avoid uploading photos including portraits of himself, relatives, and friends
onto the cloud. Currently, this is achieved by manually checking every photo
before uploading.
4. Store the entire music collection on the home PC server, but have subsets of it
on the office PC, laptop, and phone. These collections are selected manually
and in an ad-hoc manner, and they tend to include favorite and most recent
albums. As the phone’s music collection cannot be as big as the one in the
laptop and office PC, the user would like this content to be periodically (e.g.,
weekly, monthly) refreshed such that new content would be always available
on his mobile or office devices. The user currently achieves this goal by
manually updating the phone’s collection, whenever he remembers to do so.

Even though this is just one example of a personal data storage scenario,
it shows what might be a common pattern of use across typical owners of personal clouds. Moreover, it suggests that applications through which users manage
and modify their personal data can largely benefit from richer replication policies
to control and automate the placement of a user’s data across different devices.
Rather than having the users manually categorize their photos and moving them
to the appropriate devices or cloud, an application for generating photo albums,
for instance, could use a common face-recognition algorithm to automatically categorize any new photo into public or private and replicate it accordingly. Similarly, rather than having users manually refresh their phones’ music collections,
a music player application could automatically use user-specific information such
as album’s rating, creation date, and last played date to periodically refresh the
content on the phone.
Starting with the representative user’s data storage preferences and trying to
project it to a more general crowd, we defined certain goals for the Anzere storage
system to achieve. In order to support data replication in applications for the
aforementioned scenarios, we defined the goals of Anzere are to:
1. efficiently replicate user content according to a flexibly-specified set of policies;
2. react in a timely fashion to failures and changes in data, replication policies,
devices, or external conditions such as hosting prices or network outages;
3. allow intuitive specification of policies, which are not tied to specific devices,
since they may change over time – replacing a phone or buying an additional
laptop should not require any change in the policies;
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4. exploit (and decide to acquire or release) dynamic virtual resources on demand, if necessary – that is, Anzere needs to factor monetary cost, vulnerability, and performance into the replication decisions;
5. scale to large numbers of objects, and a “reasonable” number of policy rules.
One of the key differences between the aforementioned goals and those of previous storage and replication systems in the literature are that the policy requirements are considerably broader (variable number of devices, when to rent a new
VM, etc.), and devices are, similar to the content, identified implicitly using predicates rather than identifiers. This makes the policy reasoning reasonably more
complex. In the rest of this chapter, Anzere shows how to make it tractable while
still providing such flexibility. Throughout the course of this chapter, Anzere assumes a single-user model in which one user owns all of the data items and replicas
in the system.

3.4

Anzere Design

This section of the thesis describes the design of the Anzere personal data and
replication system, starting with how Anzere’s data replication policies were designed. The users of Anzere are not expected to use the notation presented here
directly. Policies are better generated by user applications (e.g., music players,
photo sharing applications, etc.) or composed using graphical tools (e.g., a data
distribution map across devices). The focus here is what semantics can be expressed to the system.

3.4.1

Data Representation and Device & Content-neutral
Policies

In this subsection, the representation of system information and data replication
policies are presented. A data item such as a photo in the system is represented
as a pair of (content, metadata), where the content is the binary data itself, and
the metadata is a list of key-value pairs. Metadata can be mutable. Until now, we
worked with scenarios where the content is immutable. As explained in Section 3.5,
Anzere also supports mutable content and offers high flexibility in expressing its
consistency requirements.
A replication policy, hereafter called simply a policy, represents a set of rules,
filters, and constraints that applications establish to control where a user’s data
is stored. A policy might address requirements such as accessibility (“Replicate
recently-acquired music on a device the user carries”), durability (“Keep at least
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3 distributed copies of the Ph.D. thesis”), privacy (“Do not upload private photos
to the cloud”), and capacity limits (”No more than 2GB on phone devices”).
Unlike existing systems, policies are independent of the personal cloud for which
they are initially specified. In order to convey the advantage of such an approach, a
simple example is presented as the following: The goal is to guarantee that photos
taken with the phone are replicated for durability. Current replication systems
(e.g., Cimbiosys, Perspective) express this requirement by generating a filter on the
device with id=my homedesk for objects of type=jpeg and location=my iphone.
In Anzere, the same requirement is expressed through a policy requiring objects of
type=jpeg and location=phone to be replicated to at least one device of type=fixed
and with tag=owned.
The advantage of the second approach is that the replica is not bound to
a specific device. The policy can still continue to work when the connectivity
changes (e.g., my homedesk is not reachable by my iphone, but my officepc can be
used instead), when the device set changes (e.g., the user buys a new phone and
calls it my nokian900 ) and in principle it can be reused by other users.

3.4.2

Layering and Structure of Anzere Policies

Anzere policies are designed in the form of triplets <IP,R,DP>, comprising an item
predicate IP, a device predicate DP, and a relationship R that must hold among the
items and devices identified by IP and DP. As in other such systems, we find it
convenient to express policies in a logic language. In the case of Anzere, Prolog
was the language of choice. Logical unification is a powerful technique for fusing
information from a set of heterogeneous sources, such as different device and data
types, and decoupling the system from a predefined schema [WPR04, YCBR08].
In order to illustrate the data representation and policy layering, consider the
example shown in Figure 3.2. Item and device metadata are automatically extracted from files and the device OS, and represented as Prolog facts. The fact
describing the item photos/anfora.jpeg says that it is a JPEG photo, was created
on 28.4.2010, and is public. The fact for the device nokiaN900 says it is a phone,
a mobile device, owned, and with rental fee of $0.
The example shows how policy layering works in Anzere. Developers specify item and device predicates, which are applied to low-level facts. Using these
predicates, embedded in an Anzere library, user applications can compose policies.
Specifically, at layer 2, the item predicate IP is picture_item and the device predicate DP is any_device, defined through simple inference rules – the set of items of
type “photo” and the set of available devices, respectively. At layer 3, a durability
policy is defined requiring two replicas of every photo exist in the system; R is
rep>2, which means “replicate onto at least 2 devices.”
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policy([[picture_item]],[rep,#>,2],[[any_device]]).

Policies
3

picture_item(Itemid) :item{itemid:Itemid,type:'JPEG'};
item{itemid:Itemid,type:'PNG'}.
any_device(Devid) :- device{devid:Devid}.

Item and
device
predicates
2

item(photos/anfora.jpeg,’JPEG’,1272466300,public,…). Item and
device(nokiaN900,mobile,phone,owned,0,…).

device
metadata
1

Automatic extraction of metadata
(e.g., ExifTool)
photos/anfora.jpeg
Something.mp3

NokiaN900
HomeServer

Items and
devices

File system

Figure 3.2: Information and policy layers in Anzere. At level 1, facts describing
data items and devices are automatically generated from the operating system
and application tools. At level 2, item and device predicates are provided in an
Anzere library, maintained by developers. At level 3, user applications use item
and device predicates to compose replication policies.
Another example of a policy is “make items modified in the last day accessible
at no more than 100 ms latency from the phone NokiaN900”:
policy([[mod_item,#<,86400]],[repany],
[[close_device,’NokiaN900’,100]]).
mod_item(Op,Time,Itemid) :item{itemid:Itemid,moddate:Moddate},
mjd_now(MjdNow),
mjd_to_unix(MjdNow,UnixNow),
Diff is UnixNow-Moddate,
Func =.. [Op,Diff,Time], Func.
close_device(MyDevid,Devid,MaxLatency) :ollink{src:MyDevid,dst:Devid,latency:Latency},
Latency $< MaxLatency.
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close_device is a device predicate that selects devices reachable from the
specified device within the given latency; it uses ollink facts (produced by the
monitoring infrastructure described in Section 3.5) which report latency measurements between any two devices in the overlay. Together with some syntactic sugar
added, the mod_item predicate shown above helps to select the items that are
modified within the last day.
As shown through these examples, predicates can refer to both immutable
and mutable properties of an item or device: item category (picture item), device ownership (owned device) as well as time (mod item,#<,86400 ) and locality
(close device,’NokiaN900’,100 ). Multiple predicates can also be specified in a single policy, hence the list syntax for IP and DP at layer 3 in Figure 3.2.
Facts describing new types of item and device can be added to the system
on-the-fly. If a new pricing model for cloud resources is introduced, or a user’s
media files are now classified using a new metadata schema, new inference rules
can translate between old and new schemas, and the system can immediately start
reasoning anew.

3.4.3

Replication as constraint satisfaction

A given policy can be applied to a data set and device ensemble in a variety of
ways, many of which will be similar in result but not all of them will be efficient.
For instance, consider a camera that takes new photographs and two policies: 1:
Replicate mobile device files onto at least one fixed device, and 2: Replicate photos
onto a home device. If both policies are evaluated in isolation, in order, the camera
may unnecessarily upload each photo twice, e.g., to a PC in the office and a server
at home. A way to efficiently process the possible policy combinations is needed
for this approach to work well.
Policies should also be able to incorporate resource and cost constraints that
are imposed by the environment. Mobile phones have limited storage capacity,
motivating moving old photos to a better-provisioned device if they are no longer
needed. If backup in the cloud incurs a rental fee, a personally owned device might
be preferred.
Such requirements make this a complex satisfaction problem and Anzere employs constraint logic programming (CLP) to tackle it. Anzere is not the first
system to choose such an approach. Among other things, CLP has been used for
system administration [IBM03] and network configuration [DAJ08, Nar05]. CLP
programs are regular logic programs with added logical and numeric constraints,
providing a natural way to express policy requirements such as number of replicas,
device capacities, and cost limitations.
The problem consists of finding an allocation of data in the personal cloud
which satisfies the constraints. Anzere’s formulation in CLP can be visualized as
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a 2-dimensional matrix M whose columns represent the devices and rows represent
the items stored in the system. The variables are all the matrix cells, v(x,y), whose
possible values are 0 (do not store) or 1 (store). Each policy imposes constraints
on subsets of the matrix, restricting the possible values that can be assigned to its
cells.
A CLP solver computes a set of variable assignments to satisfy the constraints.
The matrix solution is then translated into an execution plan by comparing the
cells of the old and new matrices. Pairs of cells yielding the same value produce no
action. Pairs with different values are such that if the new value is 0 a delete(y,x)
action is generated, and if it is 1 a copy(y,z,x) action is generated, where z is a
device that currently stores item y. Responsible nodes then execute these actions.
In the current state of Anzere’s design, if the system is given a set of replication
policies that contain contradictions of the policies with one another, then the CLP
solver does not produce a solution nor an execution plan. One future work to
give the user feedback about the constraint satisfaction problem being unsolvable
and let him remove the contradiction in the policies. A second potential solution
would be for the user to assign importance values (i.e., weights) to the policies,
and the system would then prioritize between the given policies in the case of
contradictions.
A CLP solver does not only return a solution to the problem, but also allows for
optimization by maximizing a given objective function. For instance, an objective
function might minimize the distance between the current matrix (i.e., the current
data placement) and the new solution, where the distance metric is bandwidth
utilization. Another might minimize the overall (monetary) cost for renting cloud
resources. It is possible to add other metrics, and multi-objective optimization is
also possible using a weighted sum of single objective functions.
Table 3.2 shows a set of data storage and availability requirements which can
be expressed using Anzere’s policy grammar. In addition Appendix .1 shows a
sample set of policies which may be used in a system. However, it is clear from
the above description that this approach is unlikely to scale well as the number
of objects stored in the system increases. Section 3.5, describes how equivalence
classes which are generated dynamically from the policy specification can make
this approach scale.

3.4.4

Incorporation of Acquirable Resources

Incorporation of acquirable cloud resources can be added in the form of potential
actions, together with their associated costs and benefits, into the basic optimization framework. This feature is exploited in Anzere for acquiring and releasing
cloud storage and computational resources on demand, if doing so results in an
overall benefit to the personal cloud.
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Resources:

Data:
Availability

Fault
tolerance:

Policy type

6. No private items in the cloud
7. Public photos in the cloud

5. 5GB free storage on phone

3. 1-day old music on mobile devices
4. 1-day old photos on a fixed device at
100 ms from the laptop

1. Music backup on a home device
2. Video backup on 2 fixed, owned devices

Description

policy([[any_item]],[cost,#=<,10],[[cloud_device]]).

policy([[public_item],[picture_item]],[repany],[[cloud_device]]).

policy([[any_item]],[size,#=<,5000000000],[[phone_device]]).

policy([[picture_item],[mod_item,#<,86400]],[repany],

policy([[video_item]],[rep,#>=,2],[[fixed_device],[owned_device]]).

Prolog policy

Table 3.2: Examples of Anzere policies, expressing requirements such as fault tolerance, availability, resource management, privacy, and cost for renting cloud VMs.

Privacy:

8. Rental fee for cloud storage less than 10$

policy([[private_item]],[repnone],[[cloud_device]]).

[[fixed_device],[close_device,’laptop’,100]]).

policy([[audio_item],[mod_item,#<,86400]],[repall],[[mobile_device]]).

policy([[audio_item]],[repany],[[home_device]]).

Cost:
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Anzere factors the decision of acquiring cloud resources into the policy evaluation itself. This idea is inspired by the Rhizoma runtime [YSC+ 09] that is developed in our group. Rhizoma is a constraint-based runtime system for distributed
applications that are self-hosting. The application manages itself, acquiring and
releasing virtual machine (VM) resources in response to failures, offered load, or
changing resource policies. Operators developing and deploying application using
Rhizoma specify desired application deployment using a form of CLP, and Rhizoma uses this to drive resource requests continuously during the lifetime of the
application. Similar to the case of Rhizoma, the acquisition decision in Anzere is
taken entirely on-the-fly by the CLP solver. If the current set of storage devices
is not sufficient to satisfy the policy, then Anzere searches the possible states the
system can achieve by incrementally acquiring resources. Cloud resources simply
add new columns to the matrix model described above, the reasoning remains the
same. For instance, a scenario that was evaluated in Section 3.6 is that of a synchronizing application which besides synchronizing copies of a user’s data also lets
the user specify the maximum access time tolerable by specific classes of data. The
application uses policies such as policy 4 in Table 3.2. When the user is traveling
abroad, the system detects the increased latency to their home and office network,
and can decide to acquire cloud machines from data centers close to the current
user’s location. On these machines the system establishes temporary copies of
data for which the user requested fast access.
The release of cloud resources also occurs in an automatic manner. Cloud VMs
are released when no items are stored on them any more, or constraints on rental
fees require the content to be copied to cheaper machines. For instance, a policy
such as policy 8 of Table 3.2 would eventually force the system to cleanup unused
cloud resources, such as in the example above of the user traveling abroad (e.g.,
when the user returns from the trip and devices re-acquire faster connectivity,
cloud VMs are released).
Similar to the case of Rhizoma, in this context, CLP optimization can be very
useful. In fact, the inclusion of cloud infrastructures brings a new interesting variable to the problem: the price for renting VMs and transferring data to and from
them. Price constraints are expressed via explicit cost policies or are embedded in
objective functions. Price models can become complex and need to closely follow
the changing pricing structures of different cloud providers. Nevertheless, Anzere’s
approach goes some way to being able to integrate such factors into the behavior
of the system, much as commercial offerings like RightScale [rig13] attempt to do
today for hosted services.
The number of ordinary users today who use rented cloud storage for their
private files is somewhat limited. Anzere represents a solution also for those users
who primarily deal with their own physical devices. More importantly, Anzere
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can provide an incentive for such users to use cloud storage. By automating the
selection, acquisition and release of cloud resources, and by offering a simple API
for controlling the cost for renting such resources, and by possibly choosing the
most adequate cloud infrastructure (based on price and resource requirements) for
each user’s requirements, the API to cloud computing infrastructures is simplified,
thus making cloud computing a viable option also for regular users.

3.4.5

Discussion

It is not a realistic assumption that the end users write Prolog code in their daily
lives to specify their data storage and replication policies. Rather, we envision future applications will use context-specific knowledge or asking users a few questions
to generate most policies on user’s behalf. For example, we have built a prototype
photo album application for publishing photos to the cloud, similar to the one
the representative user presented in Section 3.2 could use for sharing his public
photos. Users select which photos to include in an album through properties such
as size, format, time frame, and privacy, which are automatically extracted from
image metadata and using image processing algorithms (i.e., a face recognition
algorithm tagging some photos as private if the contain a specific person).
Another example of how existing applications could leverage Anzere’s policy
language is with prefetching. Existing applications could integrate support for
content prefetching more extensively (such as web browsers do today by setting
their maximum cache size), and allow users to specify properties such as freshness, overall size, and rating of the content to be prefetched on specific devices.
When content is generated on a device in the personal cloud, devices matching
the prefetching policy automatically receive such content. For example, our representative user expressed the need to have a means for automatically refreshing
music content on the phone. Policy 3 in Table 3.2 could, for instance, fulfill such
a requirement.
Regardless of how policies are specified, conflicts between them may prevent
a solution from being found. Two situations can arise: In the first case, one or
more policies are issued which conflict with previously-specified policies (e.g., the
system requires 2 replicas in the cloud and a new policy specifies that private data
cannot be stored in the cloud). The second case occurs when the device ensemble
suddenly changes, new data items are submitted or the data properties change such
that the current set of policies can no longer be satisfied by the available resources
(e.g., the system requires two replicas for all objects within a fixed budget which is
exceeded by the generation of new items). Currently, the system reacts simply by
reporting detected conflicts and waiting until they are resolved. In a single-user
situation, we expect such events to happen in isolation and at a relatively low
rate, allowing the feedback returned to the application (and, ultimately, the user)
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to be accurate enough to quickly identify the cause of the conflict. If such events
occur more frequently, a possible solution that has not yet been explored is for
the system to use its logs to replay events in isolation and perform a root-cause
analysis.
In general, users would require a tool to globally manage the policies generated
by their applications. This can be achieved using graphical tools which can provide
an intuitive experience. In addition, the users should be able to directly observe
the “effects” of their policy changes. For instance, if a user adds a policy such as
“do not store private photos in the cloud”, they should be able to observe that
some photos might now have only one or even zero replicas. By understanding
the effects of a policy, it becomes easier to achieve the desired result. The focus
of the work presented in this chapter, however, has been to explore which policy
semantics can be expressed to the system, and how they can be accomplished using
a constraint-based approach.

3.5

System Implementation

Anzere is implemented in Python. It currently accounts for approximately 32,000
lines of code, as counted by David A. Wheeler’s “SLOCCount” [SLO13]. The
software architecture of Anzere is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The main components
of the system are the CLP solver, including the knowledge base (KB) which stores
the system’s state; a data replication subsystem providing flexible consistency and
partial replication; and an overlay network including sensors to monitor the network and device status, and actuators to acquire (and release) cloud resources
on-the-fly. With the exception of the solver, this code runs on all devices in the
user’s personal cloud.
Anzere is engineered through a modular framework (inspired by the OSGi [OSG07]
module management system), which not only enables easy system maintenance,
but also allows us to customize the functionality running on each device based on
its hardware/OS, as well on the role the node plays in the system (overlay coordinator, member). The CLP solver and knowledge base, for instance, do not run on
phones, but are instead located on well-provisioned coordinator nodes. Specialized
sensor modules for phones, laptops, PlanetLab, Amazon EC2 are included only in
the corresponding distributions.
The overlay network of Anzere leverages the Rhizoma [YSC+ 09] infrastructure
used by distributed applications running across PlanetLab for resource management. Rhizoma uses a number of sensor modules to monitor the status of PlanetLab nodes, and thus enables applications to dynamically react to changes in load
and failures. Anzere started with and improved on Rhizoma’s overlay protocols
for membership management and failure detection, and PlanetLab-specific sensor
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Figure 3.3: The Anzere system architecture. Main components are the overlay
network (sensors, actuators and routing functionality), the CLP solver, and the
data replication infrastructure. This software stack runs on each node in the
personal cloud network with the exception of the CLP solver which runs on a
well-provisioned node.
and actuator modules. Moreover, Anzere also adds similar functionality for the
contexts of personal devices and other cloud infrastructures.

3.5.1

Resource sensors and knowledge base

The KB stores a representation of the system’s distributed state in the form of
Prolog facts. This information is collected through overlay and storage sensors,
running on every node in the ensemble.
Overlay sensors monitor the status of the network, detect failures, and collect
information such as device type and status, number and type of network interfaces available, latency and bandwidth between any two devices. The main facts
carrying this information are the following three:
device(devid,location,type,cost,processor,mem,disk).
olnode(hostname,cpuspeed,freecpu,fiveminload,mem,freemem,gbfree).
ollink(src,dst,link-type,latency,bandwidth).
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Storage sensors inform the KB about policies, item metadata (extracted from
files using ExifTool [Exi13]), and so-called item2dev information, i.e., a summary
of which items are stored at the node. This information is essential for the CLP
solver to build a map of the current data distribution and react to changes in
policy and new items. In the KB, the facts embedding this information are the
following:
policy([[item_pred]],[relation],[[device_pred]]).
item(itemid,type,size,createdate,moddate,tag).
item2dev(itemid,devid).

Data collected through the overlay sensors is replicated across a few resourcequalified nodes (i.e., nodes that can afford to take over the role of coordinator
and run the CLP solver in case of coordinator failures), while storage sensor’s
information is replicated across all overlay nodes (the overhead is relatively small,
e.g., metadata describing 20,000 items accounts for about 6-8 MB).

3.5.2

CLP solver and equivalence classes

Policy evaluation in Anzere is centralized around one overlay coordinator node
running the CLP solver. This node is typically a well-provisioned node such as an
office or home desktop PC or a cloud VM. Phones and tablets are never elected as
coordinators. The coordinator does not represent a single point of failure because
the overlay in Anzere is capable of dynamically electing a new coordinator if the old
one fails or disconnects. However, a legitimate concern is whether this represents
a scaling bottleneck. As it is shown in Section 3.6, this centralized approach has
not caused any performance degradation or scalability issues in system operation.
Liveness is guaranteed by replicating the KB across all or a few other overlay
nodes, to speed up recovering from a lost coordinator.
As the CLP solver of choice, we use the ECLi PSe [AW07] constraint solver,
written in C and Prolog. ECLi PSe is based around a Prolog interpreter with
various added libraries for search methods, constraint programming, and interfaces
to external solvers.
As the reasoning must be done online, scalability is a primary concern in the
CLP implementation. The expected number of devices in a personal cloud are
normally small (fewer than 10), and therefore unlikely to become a scaling problem. Yet, the number of data items may be large, and grows over time. This is
potentially an issue for the policy engine, which might need to optimize placement
of hundreds of thousands of objects.
To ensure this problem is tractable, Anzere groups data items into equivalence
classes. From the IPs present in the active policies, the CLP program directly
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derives the smallest set of equivalence relations which allow the item set to be
partitioned into disjoint subsets, namely the equivalence classes. Assume a system
managing a user’s picture, video, and audio items, and two policies:
policy([[picture_item][private_item]],[repany],[[owned_device]]).
policy([[audio_item]],[rep,#>=,1],[[fixed_device]]).

The program computes four equivalence relations:
[[picture_item],[private_item]]
[[picture_item],[public_item]]
[[audio_item]]
[[video_item]]

The number and type of equivalence classes as well as the granularity of how
data is aggregated into such classes is derived directly from the user’s policies,
specifically the IPs present in the user’s active policies. By doing so, the number
of classes is much smaller than the number that would be obtained by considering
all possible combinations of metadata properties, which would be exponential.
One might claim that the equivalence classes transform the scaling problem into
one exponential in the complexity of policies and IPs. We conjecture that these
equivalence classes derived from the active policies specified by the user will highly
likely to be bounded since the number and the complexity of active policies written
by a user will not grow indefinitely. Moreover, unlike the metadata, IPs are boolean
predicates which ensures a finite number of combinations.
Having introduced equivalence classes, the matrix model described in the previous section does not refer anymore to item identifiers but instead to equivalence
classes. This significantly reduces the number of variables the CLP solver has to
manage, and hence its solving time. As we show in the evaluation section, equivalence classes bring a substantial performance improvement to the system. The
current design does not consider the scenarios in which an equivalence class might
have too many objects to fit on a device. If this happens to become a problem,
then a potential solution could be to sub-divide the equivalence classes into subequivalence classes. For instance, an equivalence class could be divided into two
sub-classes where the data items starting with A to K contained in the equivalence
class form the first sub-class and the ones starting with L to Z form the second
sub-class.
The solution provided by the CLP solver consists of an action plan for different Anzere nodes to execute. Actions are either copy or delete. These actions
are performed using the replication subsystem’s API. If the destination node of an
action is a cloud resource which is currently not present in the network overlay, the
corresponding cloud actuator is invoked and the node is dynamically acquired and
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added to the overlay, such that the action can complete. The solver periodically
re-calculates the execution plan to incorporate new items and policy variations, as
well as to react to changes in the device status and topology (e.g., “device within
100 ms access latency from the phone”). Policies with time relationships (e.g., recently modified items) also require the CLP solver to periodically run – continuous
time requirements are approximated. Anzere has not yet explored an event-driven
invocation of the solver, e.g., invoking the solver only when substantial changes
have occurred in the environment or the action load generated by previous runs is
low.
Generating and applying the action plan in an uncertain environment with
unreliable network connectivity, where devices can fail or be turned on and off
dynamically, requires some care.
First, actions should not be generated every time a condition in the environment changes, otherwise the system may become unstable. For instance, route
flapping can cause the network latency to change rather often and mobile devices
can disconnect frequently. As explained later, the overlay network smooths these
variations so that only stable network changes are processed by the solver. In
general, one option Anzere has not yet investigated is to let the user directly trade
the responsiveness and stability of the system. Some users might be willing to
tolerate a delay in the application of their policies if this implies a more stable
system, while other users might prefer the opposite. This trade-off might even be
specified on a per-policy or per-data granularity, thus allowing users to prioritize
their policy and data treatment.
A second class of challenges concerns the execution of the actions. An action
plan might not be fully executed before some of the responsible devices are turned
off, and actions happen asynchronously. For instance, in a naı̈ve implementation
an item could be deleted by a device before a copy of the same item is executed. To
deal with these issues, the coordinator node running the solver needs to maintain
a coherent view of the system state. Each time a device completes an action,
an acknowledgment is sent to the coordinator (in the form of item2dev fact). A
move action is implemented as a copy followed by a delete. Only after the copy
has completed, the coordinator issues a delete. Thus, at any point in time, the
coordinator has an up-to-date view of which items are present on which devices. If
some devices are turned off before completing their execution plan, the coordinator
knows their latest status and can re-issue requests for missing actions, if the devices
come back before the next policy evaluation. In this way, unnecessary requests are
avoided and policies are enforced in a timely manner.
Anzere has run into cases where thousands of actions were requested together
(e.g., when simulating the permanent crash of a home PC) and could not be completed before the next solver invocation, or completed without updating the KB
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due to delayed acknowledgments. To avoid duplicated action requests, Anzere
keeps a queue of pending actions, which are removed from the queue upon completion or timer expiry.

3.5.3

Data replication subsystem

Anzere uses the replication subsystem to replicate user data as well as information
necessary for the system operation (e.g., overlay and storage sensors’ information).
For Anzere it was important to support the three PR-AC-TI [BDG+ 06] properties: Partial Replication is necessary to address the different resource requirements
of a heterogeneous ensemble of devices; Arbitrary Consistency permits tuning the
cost of consistency when dealing with different types of mutable content; Topology
Independence is a requirement for the entire system to ensure device failures and
mobility do not compromise system operation. Anzere’s implementation builds on
existing replication techniques, in large part on PRACTI, but also TACT [YV02],
Bayou [TTP+ 95], and Paxos [Lam98].
As in PRACTI, partial replication is achieved through separation of bodies
and invalidations. Bodies, stored in the datastore (e.g., file system), contain the
actual value of the writes. Invalidations are metadata describing write operations,
in the form <itemID,logical-time> – logical-time is the Lamport clock of the node
generating the write. Precise invalidations are sent to a node only if it has subscribed for that item. Imprecise invalidations summarize the information of several
writes, and are sent to all nodes in the overlay, thus allowing each node to maintain consistency invariants despite partial replication. To perform read and write
operations locally, each node maintains a log of received invalidations and stores
bodies in a checkpoint. Every time an invalidation is received, it is stored in the
log and the checkpoint is updated. For instance, if the invalidation reports a write
to “item123”, the entry “item123” is marked as “invalid” until the new body is
received.
Invalidations are exchanged via a causally-ordered stream. A protocol similar
to Bayou’s log exchange protocol (based on version vectors and logical time) is
used to efficiently select a sender’s updates which are needed by a receiver. This
mechanism ensures that each node’s state reflects a causally consistent view of
the system. To achieve sequential consistency Anzere uses Paxos: all nodes in the
overlay reach consensus on the total order of all invalidations.
The combination of these protocols provides the basis for a broad range of
consistency guarantees. Specifically, consistency can be specified on a per-item
basis (at item creation) as well as on a per-read, per-write basis. For example,
a blocking read requires the system to first fetch the latest version of the item,
while a non-blocking read returns the local copy. Likewise, writes can be performed
locally if the consistency requirements associated with the item and the write itself
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allow, otherwise the latest copy of the item must be first obtained. The system
provides a continuous range of consistency levels through the concept of conitbased continuous consistency of the TACT system. Each item belongs to a conit.
A conit limits the current order deviation, which is the number of writes that
occurred without synchronizing with other nodes. Every time the order deviation
exceeds the conit, Paxos is invoked such that the outstanding writes are committed
in a sequentially consistent order. In addition to conits, one can specify bounds
on the number of outstanding invalidations. These conits and invalidation bounds
allow an application to tune consistency at runtime.
Using these techniques, copy and delete actions are implemented. Besides
copying or deleting the file content on the specified nodes, this involves updating subscriptions and invalidation streams across the interested nodes such that
consistency can be guaranteed.
Information collected by the overlay and storage sensors is also replicated fully
using this module.
The CLP solver invokes copy (or delete) actions and the replication subsystem
takes care of copying (or deleting).

3.5.4

Overlay network and actuators

The third PRACTI property mentioned above, topology independence is achieved
using a self-managing overlay network. An overlay node is elected as coordinator,
while the others act as members. The election mechanism can be based on any
device attributes (e.g., resource availability, location, owned vs. rented device,
etc.). In case of coordinator failure or overlay partition, a new coordinator is reelected automatically and liveness is guaranteed by replicating the KB across a
few overlay nodes.
Although a user’s personal cloud is generally small, its complexity arises from
the heterogeneity and instability of its resources. Overlay sensors allow the coordinator to detect and react to events such as node failures, variations of link
quality, introduction of new network links as well as cloud outages. To avoid flapping in the network measurements, the coordinator maintains a moving average
of the last few hours of operation. Devices voluntarily (and temporarily) leaving
the overlay directly inform the coordinator, while events such as permanent loss or
replacement of a device are reported by the user and are treated differently (e.g., a
temporary failure of the home PC is treated differently from a permanent crash).
Paxos also does not restrict the topology. If acceptors detect a proposer’s failure
or if a new acceptor wants to join the current group configuration (called view ),
a view-change is initiated. A group member proposes a new view-id on which all
members have to agree, and can then form a new view. The protocol ensures that
only one view is established at a time [Maz07]. In extreme cases (more than 50%
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of the devices are simultaneously turned off), the elected coordinator creates a new
Paxos view (as done at system bootstrap).
Overlay routing also uses logic to reason about the diverse network and device
types and provide path optimization based on latency, bandwidth, and price. For
instance, using information about available interface types and node-to-node latency, the routing module can setup a minimum latency path “phone-laptop-cloud”
which uses the phone-laptop Bluetooth link and the laptop-cloud Ethernet link.
The experiments presented in this chapter use such mechanisms to automatically
connect devices residing in private IP networks.
Specific routing submodules are then in charge of establishing the actual routing
paths using IP tunnelling, proxies, traffic aggregations and similar techniques.
Finally, actuators are modules that allow the overlay to dynamically add extra
cloud resources to the overlay. The decision on when and which resources to add or
remove is taken by the CLP solver and communicated to actuators through acquire
and remove actions. Adding a node to the overlay implies copying onto it the code
necessary for running Anzere. At startup the node contacts the coordinator (whose
address is provided by the actuator), joins Paxos, and synchronizes with the system
state. Anzere currently supports actuators for Amazon EC2 and PlanetLab.

3.5.5

Debugging/Using Anzere

Our current system prototype uses the web interface shown in Figure 3.4 for debugging purposes. The interface allows developers to keep track of which devices
are online, browse or add content, edit their policies, and monitor the solver’s execution. In particular, the debugging window shows the output of the CLP solver,
copy and delete actions and duration of their execution. This is not by any means
intended to be the final user interface (UI) that ordinary users should be provided
with.
Bootstrapping Anzere on a user’s personal cloud is relatively easy. Currently,
this happens in two steps. Firstly, the user provides a configuration file which contains a list of device hostnames that can run as the overlay coordinator. Typically,
coordinator nodes are permanent devices capable of running the CLP solver. For
instance, a user’s home PC can be a coordinator. Secondly, the user runs a startup
script which detects the device platform and fetches the needed installation tarball from a public repository. If the device’s hostname appears in the list of given
coordinators, the script first checks whether an overlay already exists. If it exists,
the device joins it as a member, otherwise it starts as a coordinator, which implies
initializing the system (including Paxos and other protocols) and the CLP solver.
If the device’s hostname does not appear in the configuration file, it simply starts
as a member. Devices can then join and leave the system at runtime.
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Figure 3.4: Anzere’s management interface.

3.6

Anzere Evaluation

This section of the chapter presents an evaluation of Anzere as a personal data
storage and replication system. It is important to note that it is hard to thoroughly
evaluate a system like Anzere. It is a large system with many different aspects
and there are not many example systems designed and built in a similar fashion
to compare and constrast Anzere with. Moreover, as personal clouds are relatively
newly emerging, it is another challenge to find large number of workloads and
usage patterns of these systems. In the context of the work presented in this
chapter, Anzere was evaluated with the following three evaluation goals in mind:
• quick convergence to finding a suitable data placement in compliance with the
specified policies and reducing the computation complexity using equivalence
classes;
• allowing applications tuning of the window of item vulnerability by varying
the solving interval;
• reacting promptly to resource disruption and mobility using acquirable resources.
The target scenario of this section is the one depicted in Section 3.3: a single
user model, with a dataset of 15,000–25,000 data items and a policy sets of 20–30
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policies. In the system experiments, a real personal cloud, illustrated in Figure 3.1,
emulating the configuration of such a user was employed. The testbed consists
of an office desktop PC, home PC, laptop, Nokia N900 smartphone, and cloud
resources (two Amazon EC2 VMs, one located in Europe and one in US, and one
PlanetLab VM). The usage of cloud resources varies according to policy decisions.
The home server and the phone have private IP addresses, but the Anzere routing
module takes care of automatically establishing tunnels for these devices using the
office PC or cloud machines as traffic forwarders. The phone and laptop use WiFi
for communication.
At the startup, the office PC acts as the overlay coordinator and runs the
CLP solver. All nodes participate in Paxos, and run the overlay sensors collecting
information on device status and link performance. In the experiments, a workload
consisting of real-life samples of photo, music, and video files, with average sizes of
1.1 MB, 3.3 MB, and 4.2 MB, respectively was employed. Metadata files, generated
using ExifTool [Exi13], are about 300–400 bytes large. This section starts with
presenting the evaluation of the CLP solver performance and continues with the
analysis of the full system in operation.
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Figure 3.5: Solving time vs. size of the data set.
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Policy sustainability

The CLP solver was exercised to study the scalability aspects and resource overhead of policy evaluation. The CLP solver runs on a single well-provisioned cluster
node, which has a 2.3GHz AMD Opteron processor and 16GB of RAM. For the
tests, a number of data sets were generated directly from the item and item2dev
facts describing the media files of Anzere user’s data collection. For smaller data
sets, random subsets of the original fact list is used, while for larger ones the items
in the original list was duplicated, until the desired data set size was reached. Policies used in these tests are similar to those shown in Table 3.2. This section does
not report the exact policy set used in each experiment since in terms of solving
time all policies are basically equivalent. Instead, what matters is the number
of equivalence classes derived from a policy. Graphs report median values and
standard deviation based on 20 repetitions with different data sets.
Two methods were compared: the brute force method which constrains each
item’s placement by reasoning item by item, and the equivalence class (EC)
method, which generates equivalence classes from the policy set, groups the items
accordingly, and then solves the placement problem. Figure 3.5 compares solving
time of the two methods for an increasing number of items, with 10 policies (corresponding to 12 equivalence classes). The solving time increases linearly with the
number of items, and can handle even a dataset of 100,000 items quickly. If we
consider that the data collection of the representative user in Table 3.1 contains
about 15,000 items, we can see that less than five seconds is enough to process
the entire collection. The system can scale to handle very large numbers of data
items and equivalence classes allow the system to roughly double the speed of
the solving process. A linear increase for the EC method is observed due to the
overhead of expanding the solution matrix (expressed in equivalence classes) into
an execution plan consisting of per-item actions. This suggests the performance
could be improved further by producing actions based on equivalence classes and
delegating the conversion into item identifiers to the devices responsible for their
execution.
If the size of the data set does not represent a scalability bottleneck, the other
two variables to consider are the number of devices and number of policies. An
increase in the number of devices brings a linear increase to the solving time as
this corresponds to an increase in the number of columns in the solving matrix.
As the number of devices in a personal cloud is likely to be small, we keep the
overlay size constant at 7 nodes. Instead, an increase in the number of policies,
hence equivalence classes, can cause an exponential growth in the solving time.
When varying the number of equivalence classes from 4 to 78 (corresponding to 4
and 43 policies) and measuring the solving time for data sets of tens of thousands
of items, it was observed that Anzere still executes reasonably fast and with stable
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Figure 3.6: Solving time vs. number of equivalence classes.
behavior. Results are shown in Figure 3.6. It is worth to note that the observation
above about delegating the task of converting the solution from equivalence classes
to per-item actions to the overlay nodes also applies here, and could reduce the
performance gap between the data sets.
In terms of CLP performance, the results shown here demonstrate that the
current implementation is capable of supporting the target scenario of a single
user with a collection of roughly 20,000 data items and 30 policies. The only
concern that remains to consider would be the resource overhead of the ECLi PSe
solver.
Figure 3.7 depicts the solver’s upper-bound memory consumption, defined as
the total heap space and sum of four different stack peaks (storing Prolog variables,
backtracking information, checkpoints, etc.). The peak value gives the maximum
allocated during the session. For a data set of 10,000 items, the upper-bound
memory usage is within 64 MB, and even with 100,000 items, the upper bound
is still within 300 MB. These are more than acceptable requirements for current
mainstream personal computers. Recall that the overlay coordinator and the CLP
solver always run on well-provisioned nodes, not on phones or tablets.
The control stack stores the checkpoints while the trail stack is used to record
information needed for backtracking. The peak values of these two stacks stays
stable with an increasing reasoning workload. The global stack holds Prolog structures, lists, strings and long numbers, while the local stack stores Prolog variables
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Figure 3.7: CLP memory consumption.
and return addresses. The peak values of these two stacks climb according to the
increase of the data set size.

3.6.2

System resource overhead

Anzere leverages and combines existing techniques for data replication and couples
their execution with resource management. It is reasonable to ask whether this
approach may be prohibitively expensive.
The message overhead of the system was measured in a standard scenario
where the office PC produces a new photo every 10 seconds and replicates it across
7 devices in the overlay. While doing this, the level of consistency of such data
items was decreased, and 50 writes were executed with each setting. A consistency
level is specified by the tuple (c,s), where c is the conit bound (i.e., maximum
number of outstanding writes) and s is the send bound (i.e., maximum number of
outstanding invalidations). The smaller c and s are, the stronger is the consistency.
For each new write generated at the office PC node (also acting as Paxos
proposer), if the conit (or send) bound is exceeded, the node sends all outstanding
writes (or invalidations) to all other replicas in the overlay. Figure 3.8 shows
the number of messages sent by the Paxos proposer in each consistency scenario
(on the left), and the bandwidth consumed (on the right). We do not plot the
traffic due to body exchange as the size of bodies is obviously much larger and
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application-dependent. For a Paxos acceptor the number of messages is slightly
smaller.
As the consistency guarantees become weaker, the overhead of Paxos and invalidation messages decreases. In scenario (0,10), for instance, the number of Paxos
messages is roughly twice the number exchanged in (10,10). Likewise, the number
of invalidations decreases from scenario (10,0) to (10,10). We also observe that
the send bound parameter has an impact on the message overhead as long as it
is lower than the conit bound (i.e., when consensus is invoked, invalidations must
be exchanged regardless of the send bound). This is the reason why the first two
scenarios are identical.
These experiments do not claim any extraordinary result, but serve to calibrate
the system, and demonstrate that Anzere’s message overhead is largely affordable
for a modern personal cloud. The number of overlay messages for failure detection
and for monitoring network links and devices is constant, and costs about 2 kbit/s.
Interestingly, Paxos also appears to be reasonably cheap. Even in the scenario
(0,0), with strongest consistency, it costs only 11 kbit/s. Running consensus 730
times a day across a user’s personal ensemble consumes about 1 MB of data. This
makes Paxos affordable also for less-powerful mobile devices. One round of Paxos
across the 7 devices of our testbed takes about 2 seconds.

3.6.3

Steady-state tradeoffs

The CLP solver has proven to be fast and cheap to run. The next question is how
often it should run and which tradeoffs are involved. The experiments performed
in this section demonstrate how an application can tune item vulnerability with
the solver’s execution period. The experiments consider a scenario in the steadystate behavior of the system. Every 2 minutes, the Nokia N900 phone generates
blocks of 5 photos, 20 seconds apart from each other. Every 20 seconds, the
phone (and all other devices) send item2dev reports to the KB, thus informing
it about the new photos. Photo metadata is fully replicated. Photo bodies are
replicated according to 8 policies (12 ec), including policies 6 and 7 of Table 3.2
and policy([[private_item]],[repany], [[fixed_device]]). With this policy
and device configuration, the solver’s solution is to copy private photos to the
office PC and public photos onto a cloud VM.
Figure 3.9 shows the impact the solving period has on the number of vulnerable
items in the system. Item vulnerability is defined as the number of items not yet
replicated to achieve a stable state – compliant with the given set of policies.
Peaks appear when new items are generated in the system, and disappear once
copy actions have completed. The average vulnerability decreases as the solver
runs more frequently. As shown, with a solving period of 1 minute the level of
vulnerability reaches 0 once all copy actions are executed, while with a period of
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2 minutes 0 is reached more rarely. In an implementation in which the CLP solver
was invoked in an event-based manner rather than periodically, the delay between
the first event and the solver’s invocation could be adjusted for a similar trade-off
in resource overhead versus data vulnerability.
The rate at which devices report the list of their stored items (based on which
the solver takes actions) is not a limiting factor for these scenarios. In fact, transferring item2dev reports has such a low overhead that it is possible to set the
reporting period to be very short (e.g., 2 seconds) or simply let each device report
its new items as soon as they are generated. The limiting factor here is clearly
the bandwidth of the phone’s WiFi connection: the phone cannot complete the
transfer to the office PC and to the cloud VM before new items appear.
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Figure 3.8: Message overhead at the proposer node for different levels of consistency specified as (conit, send bound).
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Figure 3.9: Item vulnerability vs. solving interval (Nokia N900 generating a new
photo every 20 seconds).
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Reactivity

This section investigates about how Anzere can autonomously react and recover
from node failures, user mobility, and policy changes.
In the first test, the system was pre-populated with about 6,500 media files
distributed across all personal devices. Then the experiment permanently crashed
the home server, storing roughly 1,200 files, thus making the system vulnerable.
The remaining personal devices are insufficient to create enough replicas to satisfy
the given durability policy. Anzere reasons about how to recover and re-establish
a stable state. As Figure 3.10(a) shows, it autonomously acquires a VM from EC2
and creates the missing replicas (roughly 1,200 files, for a total of 1.5 GB). The
files are copied to the EC2 VM partly from the office PC and partly from the
laptop. This process successfully stabilizes the system and decreases the risk of
data loss to an acceptable level in a fully automated manner.
In the second part of this experiment, a case of user mobility was emulated. The
assumption was that the laptop initially resides in the office network (in Europe),
and then leaves it to later re-appear in the US. In the US, the laptop initiates a
read workload – downloading about 70 recently-created photos from the office PC
in Europe, or roughly 100 MB. This could be the case of a user living in Europe
and traveling to the US for some time. The expected duration of such a read
workload was evaluated, when policy 4 of Table 3.2 is enabled at runtime.
The policy requires the recent photos to be copied close to the user’s laptop
for fast access. When the laptop appears in the US, the solver reacts by acquiring
a local cloud VM and copying the photos to it. Figure 3.10(b) shows the access
time (per photo) achieved by the user before and after traveling to the US; for
comparison it also shows what would have been achieved by remotely accessing the
office PC (in Europe) from the US. This simple test demonstrates the power of the
policy architecture. CLP allows for almost any conceivable policy to be specified,
and can be used for long-term data placement, but also for short-term events,
such as downloading bulk data or leaving the home network. The performance
improvements achievable are clear. In the test, a laptop with WiFi connection
was used for simplicity, but for a mobile phone with limited 3G connectivity, the
performance gain would be even higher.
Anzere is also designed to deal with changes in policy. To show this, the third
part of this experiment used a collection of 1,000 photos (of which 25% are private)
and stored them on a cloud VM and the office PC. Policies 6 and 7 of Table 3.2 are
disabled, while policy([[private_item]],[rep,#>=,2], [[fixed_device]]) and
policy([[picture_item]], [repany],[[cloud_device]]) are active. At runtime
the policy set was changed by enabling policies 6 and 7 and disabling the last
policy. This change causes the system to delete all private photos from the cloud,
but also replicate the content previously stored on the cloud to the home server, as
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the policy set requires at least two replicas of private items on fixed devices. The
solver generates roughly 500 actions. As Figure 3.10(c) shows, photos are deleted
from the cloud and at the same time, the same set of photos is copied to the home
server (from the office PC). The system automatically reacts to the policy change
and re-establishes a stable state.

3.6.5

Optimization

The last experiment of this section evaluates the cost of supporting policy optimization. As mentioned in earlier in the chapter, the CLP solver can optionally include
a user-defined objective function and find the data placement that optimizes this
function. Here the case in which the solver minimizes the bandwidth necessary for
enforcing the policy set was considered. It was observed that the system scales well
up to 30 equivalence classes, but after that the solving time can be over 100 seconds for large data sets (results in Figure 3.11). This suggests using optimization
is feasible only with small policy sets, and its overhead is justified only if the cost
metric varies considerably across the possible solutions. Further work is necessary
before optimization can be made an integral part of the system. In the current
implementation, the optimization bottleneck is the ECLi PSe ’s branch_and_bound
search library, which has shown to become very slow with more than 100 variables
(corresponding to roughly 32 ec). Modern solvers are capable of handling a much
higher number of variables, in the order of 1000 variables, and could therefore
improve the search time. We chose ECLi PSe because of its extensive library support and ease of use, but its performance is not as good as more recent solvers. In
Kotthoff’s comparative study [Kot09] with three other constraint solvers, ECLi PSe
is largely outperformed by Gecode [gec] and Minion [GJM06]. Microsoft Solver
Foundation [MSF12] is promising as well, supporting programming problems with
more than 1000 variables and constraints. As another alternative to improve the
solving performance, the built-in search algorithm in the solver could be replaced
by our own customized implementation.

3.6.6

Summary

Anzere is a complete platform and has been evaluated in a real personal cloud consisting of phones, laptops, PCs, and cloud VMs. Anzere is capable of autonomously
reacting to device failures, policy changes, and user mobility, and this chapter has
shown how it can scale to support our target scenarios and the performance gain
equivalence classes bring. The system overhead for overlay and device monitoring,
and for running the constraint solver was also found to be reasonable. Yet, the
current Prolog implementation is completely unoptimized code. In an optimized
implementation, the entire policy calculation could be based on equivalence classes
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Figure 3.11: Optimization cost.
thus making the system scale better. For instance, the conversion from equivalence classes to per-item actions could be outsourced from the Prolog base to the
actuating devices. Also, as mentioned in the previous section of this chapter, the
solver itself could be replaced with a more powerful one in order to improve the
performance.

3.7

Anzere Conclusion

The work presented in this chapter of the thesis explored the features that a
storage system for personal clouds needs to support, and described the Anzere
prototype that incorporates them. Anzere is novel in a few aspects: It supports
device-neutral policies, and thus it is capable of operating with a changing set of
devices. It shows an alternative way to use cloud infrastructure, where cloud VMs
are seen as acquirable resources about which the system can reason, and that it
can acquire on-the-fly. Anzere not only offers greater policy expressivity, but also
a tractable approach, scaling to many data items. Anzere is a novel yet practical
system: it is shown in action in trials across phones, laptops, desktop PCs, EC2
and PlanetLab. Its source code is available at http://www.systems.ethz.ch/
research/researchareas/networks/anzere.
This chapter of the thesis considered a single-user model. A multi-user scenario
is employed in the context of routing and data sharing in the second half of Chap-
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ter 6. This chapter has evaluated Anzere mainly with immutable data, but the
replication infrastructure supports mutable content such as contact information,
calendar entries, or text files.
Future work for this work could include auto-tuning the reasoning engine to
operate within user-defined vulnerability boundaries, exploring the trade-offs of
an event-driven implementation, and gaining experience with other CLP solvers.
Some longer term and broader future work directions for Anzere are described in
Chapter 7.

4

Data transfers in personal clouds
The work presented in Chapter 3 investigated replication and management of data
in the context of personal clouds. This chapter of the thesis presents an approach to
optimizing the transfer of data objects within a user’s collection of computers and
personal devices, subject to a variety of user-defined quality metrics such as cost,
power consumption, and latency. By abstracting object transfer as a high-level
service, and employing declarative networking techniques to cast object transfer as
a constrained optimization problem, this work shows how to transparently exploit
techniques as diverse as swarming and multi-hop transfer through virtual machines.
Using the data replication system presented in the previous chapter as a driving
application, this chapter demonstrates that the approach presented here can easily
accommodate flexible policies not easily implemented with existing solutions, and
can thereby result in savings in time, bandwidth, power, or other costs.
The work [UR11] presented here in this chapter was published and presented
at the IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Quality of Service (IWQoS) in
June 2011.

4.1

Introduction

The number and variety of personal computation devices owned by a modern user
have been increasing over the past few years. This chapter of my thesis presents
an approach to optimizing the transfer of data objects within a user’s collection
of computation devices, subject to a variety of user-defined quality metrics such
55
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as cost, power consumption, and latency. Techniques from declarative networking
are used together with application-defined policies to select appropriate transfer
mechanisms and schedules.
The goal of the work presented in this chapter was to evaluate the extent to
which intelligent policy-based routing decisions, combined with a choice of different transport mechanisms, can outperform simple approaches such as centralized,
cloud-based storage for a user’s personal data. The work presented here is not the
first to propose a decentralized ensemble of personal devices (both physical and
virtual) as an alternative to entrusting one’s data to a large application provider;
the focus here is on how to best use what connectivity exists between a user’s
computing hardware to manage their data.
In the target scenario, a user runs a personal replication system (along the lines
of Cimbiosys [RRT+ 09], Perspective [SSCG09], Eyo [SLLP+ 09] or Anzere [RYJ+ 11])
on a small (about 10 nodes) collection of devices such as phones, tablets, laptops, home PCs, and virtual machines and associated storage rented from cloud
providers such as Amazon. The user generates new data items, by taking photos and videos, downloading music and documents. Items are replicated across
the devices using one of the above personal storage and replication systems. The
items stored vary in size from a few kilobytes up to a few gigabytes, and these
items have varying synchronization and replication priorities. Most of the devices
in such systems offer multiple options for communication, such as Ethernet, WiFi,
UMTS, Bluetooth, and USB.
In a personal data management environment such as the one targeted in this
chapter, a number of different resources can be considered scarce. Bandwidth
may be limited. Energy is a valuable resource in mobile and hand-held devices
in a personal network system. Furthermore, money is a constraining resource in
such systems - there are financial costs as well as efficiency benefits from renting
cloud storage or computation (including use of virtual machines as intermediate
routers for data object transfers), and many mobile devices support transfer over
cheap, but intermittently available, WiFi connections as well as expensive but
more ubiquitous 3G data services.
The challenge here is to transfer these objects between devices, satisfying user
requirements for replication, availability, and privacy, while optimizing other user
objectives such as latency, power consumption, and bandwidth cost for expensive
links. Furthermore, the problem is complicated by the limited resources on some
of the nodes (such as phones), and the dynamic nature of connectivity.
This chapter presents Dexferizer, a declarative transfer optimization service.
Dexferizer employs a declarative approach whereby high-level requests are made on
a transfer service, which schedules data transmission and late-binds the mechanism
used for transferring an object, the paths taken by the data through the network,
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and the origin nodes of the data itself.
Furthermore, clients of the system write transfer policies in order to constrain
how objects are transferred (such as avoiding public links or intermediate nodes, or
transferring only at certain times). They also choose the metrics to be optimized
for in planning the transfer (such as monetary cost, latency, etc.), and relative
importance of particular object types from a transfer perspective.
The contributions of this work are as follows: Firstly, it presents declarative
techniques to represent and reason about networks and optimize transfers using a
constraint logic programming (CLP) approach. Secondly, it contributes an expressive and extensible grammar for declarative transfer policies. Finally, the potential
is shown for bandwidth, time, cost, and power savings from late-binding transfers
and incorporating user-selected transfer policies into the optimization process.
The rest of the chapter is organized as the following: The next section presents
the background work Dexferizer builds upon, and then Section 4.3 further motivates the problem using concrete scenarios. Section 4.4, presents the model and
general approach used in developing this framework, and Section 4.5 presents the
design decisions in the implementation of the research prototype. The evaluation
of Dexferizer is present in Section 4.6. Conclusion and discussion of the future
work follows in Section 4.7.

4.2

Background and Related Work

Over 50% of today’s Internet traffic comprises bulk data transfers [AG03]. Therefore, many research efforts have been made in order to increase the efficiency and
speed of such transfers. DOT [TKAP06] is such an approach, in which the applications negotiate the transfer first, and the actual transfer is carried out subsequently
by a separate transfer service. This way DOT enables the object transfers to be
performed via different transport mechanisms without the applications having to
know about the underlying details of the transport. The transfer service acts as a
common interface between applications and the lower-level network layers, which
I conjecture is an important architectural abstraction that needs to be present in
a modern system with heterogeneous elements.
My work in this chapter builds on DOT’s concept of abstracting data transfers
as single operations. However, in its current form, DOT does not aim to optimize
the transfers based on changing network circumstances or user preferences, nor
does it try to create an optimal schedule to carry out a set of transfer requests.
As described in detail in Chapter 2, Perspective [SSCG09], Cimbiosys [RRT+ 09],
Eyo [SPLL+ 11] and Anzere [RYJ+ 11] from Chapter 3 are some of the examples
of personal data storage systems that form the context for this work. All of these
systems are aimed to address the challenge of personal data storage with support
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for content-based partial replication. The work presented in this chapter has employed Anzere as the context and driving application as a personal data storage
and replication system.
Haggle [SSH+ 07], an architecture for seamless network connectivity in mobile
environments, has also influenced the design ideas of this work. The key idea is to
separate the application logic from the underlying networking technology, and delegate network decisions to a central resource manager running on each node in the
network. This manager can select the right just-in-time bindings for the node’s network interfaces and protocols, based on application-level semantics. Other projects
have also exploited late-binding of interfaces to provide flexibility to applications.
For instance, Horde [QG05] provides flexible network striping across different network channels, based on application-level policies. Wang et. al. [WKG99] propose
policy-enabled handoff across heterogeneous wireless networks, with a focus on
limiting the need for user involvement in dynamic environments. The work I have
done here is more data transfer-centric, and therefore complementary to these systems. The framework presented offers a way to represent the network heterogeneity
and integrate this knowledge into declarative specifications of routing algorithms.
These services could be used, for instance, by Haggle to increase the number of
supported network interfaces and achieve a more fine-grained control on the routing aspects. As another example, Horde could use the approach presented in this
chapter to achieve a declarative representation of its striping algorithm.
The approach I developed in tackling this problem also relates to the field of
overlay networks. Overlay networks try to solve routing and transfer optimization problems of the underlying network substrate (e.g., the Internet) to accommodate the needs of various classes of applications. The requirements can be
improved resilience [ABKM01], higher throughput, IP multicast [Eri94], or QoS
support [SSBK04]. The approach also works with employing overlay networks and
is geared towards optimization of data object transfers within a personal data
storage and replication system owned by a single user.
Moreover, the work presented in this chapter also takes inspiration from some
of the naming work such as the Intentional Naming System (INS) [AWSBL99] and
the Unmanaged Internet Architecture (UIA) [FSLL+ 06] which are described in
detail in Section 2.4, Chapter 2. This work’s idea of late-binding in the context of
transfers is inspired by that of INS which does it in the context of naming.
Anzere and hence the Dexferizer work presented in this chapter borrows ideas
from UIA’s naming mechanisms which are described in Chapter 2 . In return,
I also believe that systems such as UIA can make use of the approach and the
mechanisms presented in this chapter in order to benefit from reasoning about
heterogeneous network and connectivity elements and to optimize data transfers
taking place in them.
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My work in this chapter can also be viewed as an instance of cross-layer visibility [KGR+ 05]. The limited visibility across layers in a networked system hinders network management tasks, failure diagnosis, and ultimately the reliability
of the network [BKC+ 98]. Similar observations have motivated architectural work
like Plutarch [CHR+ 03] and the Metanet [Wro97]. Plutarch proposes a new internetworking architecture, where the heterogeneity among different networks is made
explicit through the concepts of context, a set of hosts, routers, links, and interstitial functions, that are the elements that map the functions provided by different
contexts. Metanet proposes that a new architectural component called a region
which should be employed as a first-class object of the future networks. Regions
can be defined based on physical proximity, cost, security, etc. Points of connection between regions are called waypoints and can support translation functionality
when needed. The general motivation behind these projects is close to the motivation of the work of this chapter: Increasing visibility to the underlying network
substrate can increase the quality of optimization for routing, data transfers, etc.
A rather different point in the design space is the field of Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks (MANETs). Research on MANETs has greatly contributed to the
problem of routing in personal computing environments. MANET routing protocols [DPBR00, PR99, CJ03] work without relying on any centralized component
or infrastructure, and are designed to quickly react to device and link failures,
changes in the network topology, and network partitions. Because of these properties MANETs can be used whenever an infrastructure (e.g,. Internet) is not
available, but at the same time, they can also be viewed as an extension to the
Internet. If a node in the MANET has Internet connectivity, this can be used as
a gateway to the Internet [ESBRP02, SBRA07]. Handling network heterogeneity
has not been a primary focus of MANET research. I believe that the approach
developed here can be extended to MANETs. Moreover, MANET protocols could
also be expressed declaratively in our system, as with other routing approaches.
Dynamic DNS [TRB97] is intended to enable real-time updating of resource
records. By this way, from the viewpoint of a mobile user, connecting home becomes easier by employing DNS queries in the usual way. By incorporating automatic and on-demand acquisition of cloud resources into the design, Dexferizer
provides an alternative way for reaching home networks which can be done with
the help of cloud resources that provide globally accessible machines. Mobile
IP [Per02] gives a mobile device the illusion of a fixed IP address, but this requires
a dedicated forwarding server at a static, public IP address. SIP [RSC+ 02] employs
rendezvous mechanism with registrar servers which accept registrations from user
agents, containing information about their current location. This information is
then used by proxy servers which help user agents to locate other user agents.
Finally, DTN [Fal03] proposes a network architecture for challenged environ-
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ments, and an API based on possibly-unreliable asynchronous message forwarding,
with limited expectations of end-to-end connectivity and node resources.

4.3

Problem Description

This section of the thesis elaborates further on the problem and emphasizes the
motivation behind this work. The section presents a series of concrete scenarios in
order to demonstrate potential downsides of a naive implementation of a partial
replication and file synchronization system that runs on a personal device ensemble.

4.3.1

Money is a scarce resource

Resources like metered 3G/2G data connections or virtual machines rented from
cloud providers can incur significant monetary cost, which depends on usage.
For example, Swisscom [3g-13a] currently offers a 3G data plan at a monthly
subscription rate of 45 CHF. The plan has a data transfer cap at 250 MB, and
charges 0.10 CHF per MB thereafter. Pricing on this plan for international roaming
depends on where the user is connecting from. In Western Europe, a 24-hour slot
costs 7 CHF with a cap of 5 MB. In Eastern Europe, a 24-hour slot costs 14
CHF with a 5 MB cap. For the rest of the world, each 30KB chunk of data costs
0.30 CHF [3g-13b]. As the numbers suggest, data transfer on 3G connections can
become quite complicated and costly. Therefore, while transferring data items, a
personal data storage and replication system needs to be smart enough to account
for things such as the pricing policies of the underlying network.
Consider a user taking photographs with the phone of about 700KB each, and
suppose the default replication policy copies the photos to at least 3 other machines
in the user’s ensemble. A naive replication approach using 3G will transfer 2.1 MB
to replicate one photo to these 3 other destinations in the network. This alone will
exhaust the user’s domestic bandwidth cap after 119 photos, and further pictures
will cost 0.21 CHF each to replicate. At 5 pictures a day (150 a month), this will
lead up to a monthly bill of 51.5 CHF only with photo transfers.
Of course, as an alternative, the users can manually turn off the synchronization system until they get home, and then transfer the photos via USB or WiFi,
at substantial saving, but this prevents the immediate replication of other objects
(such as important documents or critically important pictures). Synchronization
systems like Dropbox [Dro13] do not currently provide any way to prioritize replication by object type or attributes. Ideally, the user should maximize use of the
3G transfer without incurring extra cost, replicating the most important items
first.
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Time is a scarce resource

Consider the following hypothetical scenario illustrated in Figure 4.1, in the context of a personal data replication system where the user’s home server experiences
a crash. In this scenario, the server stores a large number of replicas of media items
such as photos and music files.
Figure 4.1 shows the nodes in the user’s replication system, and the network
topology at the time of the crash. As a reaction, the replication system triggers
an alert and decides to replicate the data currently stored on the Desktop PC and
the phone onto two more nodes: Amazon EC2 and GoGrid virtual machines. The
optimal way to carry out these transfers is not quite obvious at the first glance.
A naive approach can overload a single node or a single link for transferring data
items to different targets, even though the items can be fetched from other nodes in
the system as well. For instance, as a result of bad scheduling of the transfers, the
user may experience very long transfer times (during which the data durability will
be compromised) if the naive system decides that all the data items to replicate
should be copied to EC2 and GoGrid from the phone.

GoGrid
EC2

Office PC
Homeserver

Desktop

Phone

Figure 4.1: An example transfer scenario in case of a home server crash.

4.3.3

Energy is a scarce resource

Energy is widely recognized as a scarce resource in handheld devices. I compiled the information shown in Table 4.1 from different usage scenarios presented
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in [n9013]. The table shows the power consumption (actually, current draw) of the
Nokia N900 phone in various states, obtained using the onboard battery monitor.
A ‘T’ in the ‘Type’ column means the data is the total energy consumption of the
whole device, and a ‘+’ means the data is additional energy consumed only by the
device component.
An N900 on a 3G connection sending a file at 150 kbit/s draws 375 mA, and
when receiving at 200 kbit/s draws 275 mA. This is actually more power than
playing an MP3, activating the camera and showing a preview image, or even
vibrating the phone continuously.
Device State
3G connection sending a file at 150 kbit/s
3G connection receiving at 200 kbit/s
3G connected, good signal, no data activity
2G connected, good signal, no data activity
Media player playing an MP3, one step above mute
Camera active, showing preview, back-light off
Vibration at max level

Type
T
T
+
+
T
T
+

Current
375 mA
275 mA
8 mA
5 mA
110 mA
210 mA
100 mA

Table 4.1: Nokia N900 hardware power consumption data
As an another example of battery power consumption, Figure 4.2 shows a
single experiment trace which was ran on the Nokia N900 smartphone. In this
experiment, the smartphone is receiving a file periodically from one of the machines
in the personal cloud network. The smartphone is using a Wi-Fi connection in this
case. The size of the file used in this experiment is 12 MB and this file is transferred
every 2 minutes to the destination device. The experiment is ran in both cases
until the battery runs out on the phone.
The data plotted in this figure looks like a step function due to fact that the
battery capacity measurement information provided by the lshal utility of Nokia
N900 is relatively coarse-grained.
The figure shows the experiment data in terms of remaining battery capacity
(in mAh) vs. the battery’s life-time (in minutes). As the figure illustrates, the
data transfers performed over Wi-Fi almost halve the battery life of the phone.
It is clear from both examples that replicating data to or from a phone using
a 3G connection will cost a lot of energy. Such devices can often use other connections (e.g. USB) that consume less power if they are available, and transfers
of some (but not all) items can be delayed if it is known that these connections
will be available later. Moreover, multicasting from such a device can significantly
save energy.
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Figure 4.2: Observation of the remaining battery capacity on Nokia N900 smartphone with and without data transfers.
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4.4

Approach

This section of the thesis describes in detail the way the problem is modeled and
presents my solution framework. The framework consists of three major sections:
a network model, a model for user/developer-specified transfer policies, and a
model to express conditions on the optimal transfer schedule and mechanism. As
described in Section 4.5 below, the representation is encoded using Constraint
Logic Programming and, in particular, the ECLi PSe CLP engine [ecl13, AW07],
based on Prolog.

4.4.1

Network Model

As the usual practice, this section presents the network as a set of nodes and links.
The links in this case are not necessarily physical links, but they represent the
connectivity between pairs of nodes in the user’s ensemble of devices. In addition,
onto these links the approach I developed maps a set of transfer mechanisms.
Link quality information
Network links in the model developed here are assumed to run over IP, and have
the following attributes:
• type : Type of a link (USB, 3G, Ethernet, etc.)
• latency : Ping latency between the end-points.
• bandwidth: Bandwidth estimation of the link.
• load : Current link load, estimated on a set of increasing timescales from
seconds to hours.
• cost : Monetary cost of using the link. In practice, this is often not a scalar
value but a function of volume and time derived from a pricing model.
• power consumption : Energy cost of using this link, again as a function of
time and volume.
The precise representation of a link in Dexferizer is shown later in this section.
Connectivity information is monitored and updated continuously and is used when
making routing decisions.
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Device (Node) information
A personal storage system is a very heterogeneous environment. The devices in
such systems exhibit very diverse properties. In the approach developed here, the
aim is to capture as many properties as possible of these devices. The list shown
below can be extended with simple additional implementation.
• resource ID : Similar to UIA [FSLL+ 06], devices have personal names in our
system.
• location : Location of the device. For instance, the location of a device can
be the office, home, the cloud or mobile.
• type : Type of the device. The type of a device in a personal storage system
can be a PC, a VM, a laptop or a phone.
• tag : A device in the targeted system can be owned or rented.
• cost : Monetary cost to use the device.
• processor : The processing power the device offers.
• memory : Main memory available on the device.
• hard drive : Storage capacity of the device in gigabytes.
Data item information
The data items stored in the system also have various attributes. Section below
shows the current list of the properties that are captured in our design:
• item ID : Unique identifier of the item. Each item in the system has a unique
identifier.
• type : Type of the data item. A data item in the targeted system can be of
type JPEG, MP3, PNG, AVI, DOC, etc.
• msize : Size of the data item in bytes.
• tag : Item privacy tag. It can be set to either public or private.
• createdate : Creation date of the data item.
• moddate : Last modification date of the item.
Most of the fields listed above can be extracted automatically in the targeted
system using a meta-data extraction tool such as ExifTool. The tag field is expected to be set by the users of the system.
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Transfer mechanisms
Dexferizer can execute a transfer request using a variety of models, classified as
follows:
• point-to-point : Transfer from a specific source to one destination node.
• source-agnostic point-to-point : Transfer from any possible source to one
destination node.
• swarming : BitTorrent-like transfer mechanism where parts/chunks of a file
can be gathered from multiple nodes via multiple links at the same time to
a sink node.
• multicast : Transfer employing an application-level multicast tree.
The goal of the Dexferizer framework is to be able to support all such different
transfer mechanisms, and select the optimal one based on network and system
state, transparently to the application.

4.4.2

Declarative Representation and Transfer Policies

Dexferizer has also a model of representation for transfer policies. This section
starts with simple descriptions of some example transfer policy scenarios informally
in plain English, in order to illustrate a range of transfer policies, and then show
how these are represented formally in Dexferizer as Prolog inference rules.
The example scenarios are the following:
• Constraints on the media type, e.g. “never copy any of my video files over a
3G connection.”
• Constraints on single item size, e.g. “never copy files bigger than 50MB over
3G.”
• Time-based transfer size constraints, e.g. “don’t copy more than 10MB per
day over 3G.”
• Privacy constraints, e.g. “never synchronize my private photos through cloud
resources.”
• Item based prioritization, e.g. “always synchronize my To-Do list first.”
• Link type based prioritization, e.g. “always prefer USB or Ethernet to Bluetooth or WiFi.”
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The aforementioned policies in Dexferizer are expressed via a declarative approach using CLP, and exploit Prolog predicates to abstract away from specific
entities (items, links, nodes) in the system. Firstly, I explain the declarative data
representation (facts, predicates) of the system, and then move on to the description of the transfer policies which build on top of this representation.
All the data in the system about items, devices, and links are stored as Prolog
facts. The example below shows how a picture called ‘bosphorus.jpeg’, created on
19 January 2011, and tagged by the user as “public” (i.e. not private) is represented:
item(photos/bosphorus.jpeg, ’JPEG’, 1295448700, public,...).

Similarly, devices and links are also stored as Prolog facts. Example below
shows a phone called nokiaN900, which is mobile and owned by the user (as
opposed to a rented virtual machine), and a link in the network showing that the
phone has an active 3G wireless connection to a desktop, with a ping latency of
about 178 milliseconds; the bandwidth of the link is 150 kbit/s, and the current
draw is 375mA:
device(nokiaN900, mobile, phone, owned,...).
link(’nokiaN900’,’desktop’, ’3g’, 178.742752, 150, 375, ...).

Next, I present some examples which illustrate how policies can be aggregated
based on simple rules, starting with three predicates that classify files based on
media type. An object is a picture if it is of type JPEG or of type PNG; and is a
video if it is of type MPEG or AVI. Similarly, an object is an audio item if it is of
type MP3 or WAV:
picture_item(ItemID) :item{itemid:ItemID, type:’JPEG’};
item{itemid:ItemID, type:’PNG’}.
video_item(ItemID) :item{itemid:ItemID, type:’MPEG’};
item{itemid:ItemID, type:’AVI’}.
audio_item(ItemID) :item{itemid:ItemID, type:’MP3’};
item{itemid:ItemID, type:’WAV’}.

Device predicates are written in a similar fashion to extract information about
the attributes of a device. A few examples are shown below. The first two are
used to extract the type of a device and the last one is used to query if the device
is a mobile one.
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phone_device(ResID) :device{resid:ResID,type:phone,harddrive:32}.
laptop_device(ResID) :device{resid:ResID,type:laptop}.
mobile_device(ResID) :laptop_device(ResID);
phone_device(ResID).

The examples demonstrated above are relatively simple. With low effort, more
interesting predicates can be written in order to query different properties about
the links, devices and items in the system. For instance, the Prolog predicate
below can be used to detect the device(s) that are in the close vicinity (in terms
of ping latency) of a device.
close_device(MyResID, MaxLatency, ResID) :link{srchost:MyResID,dsthost:ResID,latency:Latency},
Latency $< MaxLatency.

Additionaly, one can also easily write a convenient predicate to refer to “any
device” in the system:
any_device(ResID) :- device{resid:ResID}.

Dexferizer employs link predicates written in a similar spirit in order to extract
and reason about the properties of links in the system. However, for the sake of
focus and brevity this is not shown here in this section.
Transfer policies can now build on top of these twin concepts of facts and
predicates about both devices and items. In the design of Dexferizer, a transfer
policy has the following grammar:
xfer_policy( IP, SrcP, DstP, TR, LP ).

IP corresponds to a list of item predicates, SrcP and DstP correspond to lists of
device predicates. TR is the transfer relation which allows or disallows the transfer.
LP is a list of link predicates. For example:
xfer_policy([any_item], [phone_device], [any_device],
[xfernone], [any_link]).
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This expresses the policy: “Do not use a phone as a transfer source while
replicating items”.
The next declaration expresses the policy “Never copy any of my video files
over a 3G connection”:
xfer_policy([video_item], [any_device], [any_device],
[xfernone], [3g_link]).

The optimization framework also allows prioritization of transfer requests. This
can be done at the granularity of item predicates. Transfer prioritizations have
the following form:
item_priority([IPList, IPList, IPList, ...]).

As with transfer policies, IPList is a list of item predicates, and the predicates
inside an IPList are treated as conjunctions. item_priority fact is a list of IPLists,
and the ordering among these lists specifies the transfer priorities of corresponding
items. For example:
item_priority([[doc_item, private_item], [picture_item],
[video_item]]).

This priority policy enforces that any document item tagged by the user as
“private” should be treated with the highest priority in a transfer situation. Photo
items are of the second highest priority, followed by the video items. Transfer of
other items in the system will follow after these three item groups.
In addition to the prioritization support based on data item types, the optimization framework also allows the developer or the user of the system to prioritize
based on network link types used in data transfers. Similar to the priority policies
described above, link prioritization policies are also expressed at the granularity
of item predicates. Link prioritization policies have the following grammar:
link_priority([LPList, LPList, LPList, ...]).

LPList is a list of link predicates, and similarly the predicates inside an LPList
are treated as conjunctions. link_priority fact is a list consisting of LPLists,
and the ordering among these lists specifies the usage preferences of corresponding
links. For instance, consider the following:
link_priority([[eth_link], [wifi_link], [usb_link],
[3g_link]]).

Such a policy enforces that a link type that is 3G will be preferred last in a
transfer sitation. First preference will always be the available Ethernet type connections. Second preference will be available WiFi links, and the third preference
will be the USB type links.
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Formulating the optimization problem

When a transfer service is given a series of transfer requests to be performed, often
there are multiple end-points (sources, destinations), paths, and mechanisms which
could carry out these transfers in the network. The approach of Dexferizer casts
the task of providing data transfer as an optimization problem.

Transfer
Policies

Transfer
Priorities

Time
Schedules

CLP
Optimization

Transfer
Schedules

Figure 4.3: High-level architecture of the Dexferizer.
Figure 4.3 shows the logical structure of the problem formulation and how
Dexferizer employs constraint logic programming optimization. In a nutshell, the
basic optimization process examines possible transfer scenarios, decides how ‘good’
they are based on a cost or utility calculation mechanism, and selects the best possible solution. Transfer policies, transfer priorities and other types of declarative
information (such as time schedules for transfers) are also incorporated into the
optimization process, acting as constraints that narrow down the search space.
The output of the optimization framework are detailed transfer schedules that
belong to the list of issued transfer requests. The following three sections describe
how the approach developed here incorporates the potential transfer endpoints,
routing and time schedules/usage profile information into the optimizer.
Incorporation of transfer endpoints information
Dexferizer represents a transfer request as 3 two-dimensional matrices. Figure 4.4
shows an example: the columns of the matrices correspond to devices, and the rows
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represent data items in the system. Figure 4.4a is the source matrix and represents the current view of the replication system. Figure 4.4b shows the destination
matrix representing the target configuration to be reached by the replication system. Figure 4.4c shows the difference matrix and is derived from the first two. It
represents the actions to be performed in order to reach the desired state of the
replication system.
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Figure 4.4: Source, destination and difference matrices representing a request.
As shown in Figure 4.4, item X has two potential sources (a and c), and
two destinations (b and d). Potential transfer configurations can be written as
{(S1, b), (S2, d)} where S1 and S2 can be any non-empty subset of the {a, c}. S1
and S2 can be directly translated into Prolog variables.
Figure 4.4 depicts the case for a single file transfer. However, in real applications, the task of optimization should consider multiple transfer requests belonging
to multiple data items at the same time.
Treating the problem as an optimization requires a cost metric (or, equivalently,
a utility metric) to compare potential solution scenarios. A cost function weighs
potential transfer configurations and says how much a particular solution ‘costs’ the
user, whereas a utility function says how useful a particular solution scenario is for
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the user. In Dexferizer’s approach, depending on the desired criteria, the optimizer
can be fed either type of function and be told to minimize cost or maximize utility.
As an initial representation of a cost or a utility function, Dexferizer uses a
2-dimensional matrix where the rows represent the destination and the columns
represent the source of a transfer. The value of element [x, y] of the matrix
denotes the cost or utility of performing a transfer from a source node y to a
destination node x. The matrix can be populated based on different optimization
criteria. One advantage of this model is the ability to flexibly plug custom cost
and utility calculation schemes into the framework. The section here mentions
some potential cost and utility functions that can be plugged into the formulation
as the optimization criteria.
1. Network latency as cost: One potential criteria for cost can be the
network latency among the nodes between which the transfers are to be
carried out. For instance, a cost matrix can be filled out with the shortestpath values if the desired cost scheme was to use Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm to calculate the smallest latency paths.
2. Bandwidth as utility / Transfer time as cost: Bandwidth utilization
can be a criteria to maximize. This approach can also be represented as
a cost criteria where the cost is the completion time of the issued transfer
requests.
3. Money as cost: Another alternative for a cost criteria can be money, for
example using pricing models for 3G connections and rented cloud virtual
machines.
4. Power consumption as cost: Another optimization criteria can be the
power consumption as it is an important concern for mobile and hand-held
devices.
5. Cost as a combination of two or more parameters: Morever, an
approach for the cost function could also be to optimize for a combination
of parameters mentioned above. A user or developer can assign weights and
priorities to the parameters he wants to optimize for.
Incorporating routing information
The knowledge about and enumeration over the potential transfer endpoints alone
is not always sufficient for optimization. There are scenarios in which the solution
found by the optimizer would be sub-optimal; an example is illustrated in Figure 4.5. In this example there are four nodes in the network: a GoGrid virtual
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machine, a personal desktop, an EC2 virtual machine rented from Amazon and a
phone. A file residing on EC2 and GoGrid nodes needs to be transferred onto the
phone. The phone is connected to EC2 and GoGrid over a slow 3G link, and to
the desktop via a USB cable. The desktop PC is connected to EC2 and GoGrid
nodes over a fast internet connection. Here, looking at the bandwidth values the
links provide, the optimal transfer situation would be that the file gets copied in
parallel via the Desktop PC from EC2 and GoGrid machines over to the phone.
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Figure 4.5: A use case for supporting the integration of routing information.

This scenario demonstrates that there are at least two dimensions to the problem space. The first dimension is the end points involved in the transfer of an
object. The second dimension involves the possible paths the transfers can be carried out over, once the sources and destinations are determined. Considering only
the potential transfer endpoints cannot completely capture the whole optimization
space.
Dexferizer captures the second dimension of the space by adding reasoning
about path and routing information into the optimization framework. The optimizer contains flexible and tunable, declarative routing algorithms that run using
the existing declarative link and device information in the system. The optimizer
can generate multi-hop routes for the transfers based on one of the various metrics
such as latency, bandwidth, or monetary cost that it has been tuned for.
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Incorporation of time schedules
In order to further optimize and support some additional features such as deadlines
on transfer requests, Dexferizer can include personal usage profiles and daily user
connectivity profile information into the optimization process. As illustrated in
Figure 4.6, this can be done via representing the schedule with a three-dimensional
matrix that has the list of devices on the x-axis, one complete day on a 1-hour
granularity (hence the 24 rows) on the y-axis, and the type of different links the
devices can have on the z-axis. Each cell of the matrix can hold a value of either
0 or 1. For instance, a value of 1 in the cell (21:00, b, 3G) means that the 3G
connection of device b is going to be available from 21:00 to 21:59. This way, a
user’s personalized connectivity profile can be represented in the system and be
integrated into the optimization framework. Such a feature gives Dexferizer the
opportunity to enhance even further the quality of optimization and the amount
of late-binding that can be provided to the end user.
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Figure 4.6: Integration of the time schedules and user profiles into optimization.

4.4.4

Output of the framework: Transfer schedules

This section of the thesis elaborates on the final output that is generated from
the optimization framework. The framework outputs a set of transfer schedules
belonging to one or more transfer requests that are issued. The transfer schedules
are optimized for the given network circumstances, transfer policies and priorities.
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The information contained inside a typical transfer schedule structure is shown
below. Depending on how an item is going to be transferred (swarming or nonswarming fashion), there may be multiple transfer schedule structures generated
by the optimizer each of which containing the following data fields in them.
• item ID: the name of the item to be transferred.
• source: the resource ID of the device that the item should be fetched from.
• destination: the resource ID of the device that the item should be delivered
to.
• chunk : portion of the file that should be transferred. This can correspond to
the whole item or part of an item depending on whether this is a swarming
case. In the swarming cases the item will be fetched in parts from different
sources.
• route: the path that the transfer should be carried out from. The route
information might imply setting up a rendezvous point (for NAT traversals),
contain different type of links in the route, etc.
• start time: starting time of the transfer.

4.5

Implementation

The client application for Dexferizer is the Anzere [RYJ+ 11] which is the work
presented in detail in Chapter 3. The architecture, implementation details and
the modules that make up Anzere are described in Section 3.5.
As it is implemented in the context of Anzere’s knowledge base, the transfer
scheduling and optimization code of Dexferizer is written entirely in ECLi PSe
CLP language (a dialect of Prolog with constraint programming extensions). In
the current design, the optimization code runs centrally on one of the devices in
the ensemble. This is the device which is called the coordinator node in Anzere’s
terminology. The device maintains complete metadata of the items, devices and
links in its knowledge base and acts as a coordinator of transfer requests. The
search routine used by the current optimizer is a relatively naive one: we use the
minimize function inside the branch_and_bound library provided by the ECLi PSe
CLP solver.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the logical stratification of declarative information and
mechanisms in Dexferizer. The bottom two layers of the stratification share the
same concept as those of Anzere’s.
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Figure 4.7: Declarative transfer service abstraction layers.
Similar to Anzere, at the base of the declarative information stack, there is
the network and item related data as Prolog facts. One layer above, there are
Prolog predicates written by developers. These are used to extract information
about various properties of the data from the layer below. With the use of such
predicates, the items, devices and the network resources can be reasoned about
using their properties at a more abstract level instead of hard-coded names that
they are attached to. Above this are transfer and priority policies introduced by
Dexferizer, some of which will be written by users but most of which we anticipate
being provided by developers in the form of a library.
Another key difference between traditional approaches and the way Dexferizer
models the problem is the design of the communication scheme between the application and the transfer service itself. Figure 4.8 shows the basic interaction
architecture between the application and the transfer service. The two modules
communicate over a declarative model. The transfer requests are represented in
a fashion similar to a database, via the difference matrix. The database is examined by Dexferizer and the schedules of the transfers are generated after the
incorporation of user specified transfer policies, network and cost models.

4.6

Evaluation

This section of the thesis presents initial results on the prototype implementation
of Dexferizer. As also touched in Chapters 2 and 3, it is important to note once
again that this problem might well be considered a trivial one if one could use
a large, centralized storage service. However, the whole point of the research
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Figure 4.8: Interaction diagram between an application and the transfer service.

presented in this dissertation is to avoid the other, non-functional properties of
such a centralized “cloud” solution.
Some of the figures presented in this section, while insightful, are still at an illustrative stage regarding the approach and the idea, rather than being exhaustive
and comprehensive. The focus was on the behavior of the optimizer and its tunability via different transfer policies. The section also presents initial numbers on
how the optimizer scales with different numbers of items and in different transfer
scenarios followed by results examining the resource consumption of the optimizer.
I argue that the results presented here imply significant potential savings on cost,
time and power usage.
Unless otherwise noted, the experiment and simulation setup used in this section assumes a device ensemble consisting of 7 devices (desktop PC, office PC,
laptop, smartphone, homeserver and 2 rented cloud virtual machines). The experiments employ different type of workloads for different experiments and they are
describe in as necessary.

4.6.1

Comparison of optimized and naive approaches

In this first section of evaluation, the behavior of Dexferizer is compared with that
of naive approach alternatives.
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Baseline: optimizer set for maximum overall bandwidth utilization
In this baseline experiment, the utility of the solutions generated using two different
approaches are compared. In the case of an unoptimized default behavior, the
source node of a transfer is selected as the first node encountered in a scan over the
nodes in the network, whereas Dexferizer’s transfer optimizer considers different
possible transfer scenarios and mechanisms, and optimizes the solution to obtain
the highest utility value possible. A synthetic workload was employed for this
baseline experiment. Each item in the data set has up to 2 initial copies which are
randomly distributed over all the devices in the ensemble. In this scenario, one
new replica for each item is going to be created on one of the other devices (also
randomly chosen) in the system.
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Figure 4.9: Utility comparison between optimized versus naive behavior.
Table 4.2 shows the utility matrix used in Figure 4.9. The columns are the potential devices (sources) that a file can be copied from. The rows are the potential
destination (sink) devices for a transfer. The matrix cell (x, y) shows the utility
of performing a transfer from the source node y to the sink node x. The numbers
inside the cells of the matrix can be thought of as representative bandwidth (in
megabytes/s) values in between devices.
It is necessary to emphasize here that these values are not completely realistic,
but they currently act as representative placeholders to demonstrate the use of
the utility matrix. In the actual system, the bandwidth is monitored continuously
and the optimizer works with up-to-date information rather than the static and
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independent estimated bandwidth shown in this table. The aim of the optimizer
is to maximize the utility, which is the overall bandwidth used in the network. It
schedules the transfers to be carried out in a BitTorrent fashion wherever possible
as this is the configuration that maximizes the utility. The naive approach does
not show high utility since it always carries out the transfers from first node it
finds containing the item. This plot shows how the optimizer works with a utility
function. The resulting meaning and the benefit of the higher utility to the user
of the system is demonstrated in the next experiment.
laptop
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laptop
0.5
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0.3
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0.5
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0.3
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Table 4.2: Utility Matrix for the experiment of Figure 4.9

Multi-hop transfer scenario
This experiment shows the results of a transfer simulation showcasing the effect
of multi-hop transfer schedules aimed at high bandwidth utilization generated by
Dexferizer. In the context of this experiment, the device ensemble and topology
shown in Figure 4.5 is used.
A synthetic workload is employed. The total number of items to be replicated
is 155 and the sizes of the items vary (uniformly distributed) between 4 and 25 MB.
Initially, there are either 1 or 2 copies of each item, and the locations are chosen
randomly. The experiment creates 1 new replica for each item, and the target
location is also selected randomly. The optimizer routing algorithm is configured
to favor the higher bandwidth paths whenever possible. Cells of the utility matrix
are set to bandwidth values generated by the routing algorithm. Figure 4.10
illustrates the comparison of two approaches.
Transfer durations for many of the items get smaller with the optimized schedule. Transfer schedules generated by Dexferizer employ BitTorrent style downloads whenever possible and the routes generated are aimed at using the highest
bandwidth paths between nodes. The naive approach, which has been the initial
implementation used in Anzere, always performs the transfer from the first node
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of transfer times using Dexferizer and a naive approach.
it finds having the item, and by default always uses the one-hop links between
source and destination devices.

4.6.2

Tuning the optimizer with policies

In this section of the evaluation, the focus of the experiment was on the programmability of the approach. The results presented here aim to showcase the
tunability of Dexferizer using user/developer-specified transfer policies.
A transfer policy in action
In this experiment, a transfer policy that is mentioned in section 4.4 is inserted
into Dexferizer framework. The policy says the following: “Do not use a phone as
a transfer source to replicate items”, and it looks like as the following:
xfer_policy([any_item], [phone_device], [any_device],
[xfernone], [any_link]).

For this experiment, a generated workload is employed. Each item in the data
set has up to 3 initial copies that are randomly distributed over all the devices
in the ensemble. In this scenario, up to 3 new replicas of each item are going
to be created on the rest of the devices (also randomly chosen). Figure 4.11
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# of times phone is involved

illustrates the effect of the policy on the generated transfer schedule. Activation
of the policy dramatically reduces the amount of data traffic originating from
the phone. Without the policy, Dexferizer maximizes the achievable bandwidth
without considering the cost or energy constraint. Note that the number of times
the phone gets involved is still not 0 even when the policy is active. This is because
some of the data items had only one copy at the time the request was issued and
that single copy was located on the phone.
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Figure 4.11: Transfer policy in action.

A priority policy in action
In this experiment what is observed is the effect of inserting item prioritization
policies into Dexferizer. This section compares the two different transfer schedules
generated by the optimizer. The prioritization policy that is inserted into the
optimizer is the following Prolog fact:
item_priority([[picture_item, private_item], [video_item]]).

which states that the photo items that are tagged as private by the user should
be treated with the highest priority in a data transfer situation. The video items
are of the second highest priority and the transfer of the rest of the items in the
system will follow after these two. Figure 4.12 shows two CDFs that belong to
transfers of all the photo items.
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Figure 4.12: Priority policy in action.
The data set in this experiment has 1000 data items consisting of photos, mp3s,
and video items. One of the CDFs belongs to the transfer schedule generated when
there is no active priority policy in the system and the other one is the CDF in
the presence of the policy.
The figure shows that the set of private photos (about half of the total photo
collection) get scheduled earlier. As also depicted in the figure, the CDF with the
priority policy stays constant for a certain period. This is due to the fact that the
video items are scheduled for that particular period of time, as this was specified
by the policy.

4.6.3

Optimizer scalability and resource usage

The next set of experiments are aimed to observe the limitations and resource
consumption of the current implementation of Dexferizer. In these experiments,
the CLP solver was running on a laptop that has a 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
processor, and 2 GB of memory.
Number of requests vs. solution time
Figure 4.13 shows the scaling of the basic CLP optimization with regard to number
of items that need to be replicated. The data set labeled with I in this experiment
is the same data set that is used in the experiment of Figure 4.11. Data set II is
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Figure 4.13: Performance figure for the vanilla approach.
generated in a similar way. The difference in data set II is that the numbers of
initial copies and new replicas were both set to 2. As depicted by the figure, the
numbers of initial copies and new replicas changes the search space significantly,
and therefore largely influences the solving time. One can envision that, in most of
the ordinary usage scenarios (except for disaster scenarios where several thousands
of items might need to be moved around at the same time), the optimizer does
not have to scale up to very many items. In practice, most of the time the system
needs to deal with a few items at a time, e.g., after taking 10 photos. If scalability
does become a problem, then the plan is to address this issue by grouping the
items into equivalence classes (similar to the case of Anzere) which can be derived
by looking at the active item predicates that exist in the system.
Memory consumption
One last aspect examined in the evaluation of Anzere is about the resource consumption of the CLP solver. Figure 4.14 illustrates the solver’s upper-bound memory consumption. Upper-bound memory consumption mean the total heap space
and the sum of four different stack peaks (storing Prolog variables, backtracking
information, checkpoints, etc). The peak value gives the maximum allocated during a session. As the figure shows, the memory consumption of the optimizer seems
to scale better as compared to the solving time for the same data set.
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Figure 4.14: CLP solver memory consumption.

4.7

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter of the thesis presented an approach that I developed for optimizing
the transfer of data objects within a user’s collection of devices. The chapter
demonstrates that the approach developed here can accommodate flexible user
specified transfer policies that are not easily implemented with existing solutions.
Moreover, I conclude that the approach shows significant potential for savings in
terms of time, power, bandwidth and other costs.
In terms of usability, Dexferizer is a framework which is intended for both the
users and developers, with being more geared towards the latter for the time being.
For improving usability of the system from an end-user’s perspective, a future plan
is to develop a GUI similar to Anzere’s, that can help users specify their transfer
policies in a more intuitive way. This GUI can then translate a user’s policies into
pure Prolog facts. Moreover, as a short term future work, I am also interested in
finding out potential set of commonly used libraries of transfer policies that can
be served to the users as off-the-shelf components.
As part of the future work, various extensions to the Dexferizer framework are
in consideration. I think that the declarative optimization framework I developed
can incorporate more information that can help improve the quality of transfer
optimization even further. For example, each paid service such as a 3G connection
or a rented cloud virtual machine has its own pricing model. Dexferizer should
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be extended so that it is able to integrate various pricing models into declarative
framework and reason about this data in a more intelligent way.
In Dexferizer’s current design of the optimization procedure, the possibility of
interrupting on-going transfers are not considered, mainly for the sake of getting a
better transfer schedule. It is an interesting future research direction to incorporate
a model of the cost of canceling already scheduled and on-going transfers and then
rescheduling them in a different way with additional newly arrived requests.
As a longer term future work, it seems to be a promising direction to explore
the problem in the context of data centers and larger networks. I would like to
examine how our formulation of the problem fits with the conditions of data center
networks which have different networking and storage characteristics than personal
data replication systems.
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5

Estimation models for personal clouds
The problem addressed in this chapter is how to provide the users of personal
clouds with means to make sense of the detailed and complicated underlying network information and low-level network measurements in order for them to further
optimize the data transfers within their storage and replication systems. The work
presented in this chapter proposes the idea of data transfer estimators which employ statistical models to estimate the cost (in terms of transfer time, monetary
cost, energy consumption) of data object transfers that are performed within a
single or between multiple personal overlays. The approach developed here is designed as an extension on the Dexferizer declarative optimization framework which
is presented in Chapter 4.
The work presented in this chapter is a preliminary study to show that the
estimation models for personal clouds are a realistic idea. This work is part of the
research I started in the final year of my doctoral studies. Regarding the structure
and organization of the thesis, this work appears in this chapter due to the fact
that it fits properly after the introduction of Dexferizer which is the piece of work
that will benefit immediately from the outcome and contributions of this research.

5.1

Introduction

Users of personal overlay networks today are concerned with various costs of data
transfers that take place in their personal clouds. The problem we address in
this work is how to translate the underlying network events and low-level network
87
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measurements into a set of metrics that the end-users care about and can actually
make sense of. Moreover, the work presented in this chapter aims to allow the users
to optimize the data transfers accordingly, once they have a better understanding
of the costs involved.
The main motivation for this work stems from the fact that the owners of
personal clouds at the moment can not easily make sense of the detailed network
information and measurements such as the round-trip latency, throughput etc.
Therefore, for an average user, such kind of information does not help to make
good optimization decisions about the data object transfers taking place in his
personal cloud. The idea is that a user should have more useful information such
as how many dollars a data transfer on his 3G connections will cost him, how much
of the battery (in terms of percentage) on his tablet is going to be consumed by
the transfer, and how much time the transfer is going to take rather than knowing
about the details of latency, bandwidth or throughput measurements of the link.
Only then this average user can make better informed optimization decisions.
The work presented in this chapter of the thesis aims to help the average user
in this direction via building statistical models of the links in a personal overlay
network and use these models to estimate transfer time, battery consumption,
monetary cost of data transfer and let the users optimize the transfers accordingly
based on the set of metrics they choose. The work proposes a framework which is
able to employ implementations of existing and newly developed object transfer
estimation models for metrics such as transfer time, monetary cost and energy
consumption.
Contributions of this work can be summarized as the following: Firstly, it
presents a basic analysis of the link characteristics of personal overlay networks,
using data traces that are taken from an instance of the Anzere personal cloud. Secondly, it suggests a system architecture that employs existing and new statistical
models (TCP throughput, battery consumption, monetary cost) to estimate cost
from low-level network measurements. (i.e. translation of the low-level network
information). Finally, the chapter presents the initial effort of implementation of
the approach along with a preliminary evaluation.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The next section (5.2) presents
the general motivation for doing this work as well as providing a basic analysis
of the link characteristics of a personal cloud based on an instance of Anzere.
Section 5.5 presents a survey of the related work with a slight focus on estimation
models for TCP performance which are necessary to estimate the transfer time
of data objects. Section 5.3 proposes the framework and the approach developed
to address the problem. Initial implementation efforts and the experience with
the approach in the context of Anzere are presented in Section 5.4. Section 5.6
presents the initial results of evaluation. Future work is discussed in Section 5.7
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and conclusion is present in Section 5.8.

5.2

Understanding the Personal Cloud

In this section we present a report on the initial analyses done to find out more on
the network characteristics of personal cloud environments. In order to understand
the problem and the network characteristics of the personal clouds better so that
one can develop some estimation models, we first performed basic set of analyses
on traces that we have gathered from an existing instance of Anzere personal cloud.

5.2.1

Diverse latency characteristics

The analyses presented in this section belong to peer-to-peer latency measurements during a 10-hour trace of an Anzere instance. The instance included
a desktop, a smart-phone (Nokia N900), one cloud device located in the US
(PlanetLab-Northwestern), two other cloud devices located in Europe (PlanetLabMPI-Germany and PlanetLab-Erlangen-Germany). The smart-phone was connected to the personal cloud over a Wi-Fi connection. The ping measurements
were taken every 5 seconds and the network had a fully connected topology (i.e.,
each node in the network had links to all other nodes in the network).
It is worth to note that a personal cloud can get much more heterogeneous than
the one employed in this trace. However, the current instance shown here still
exhibits the diverse link characteristics observed in personal cloud environments.
Table 5.1 shows some basic set of statistics (i.e., min, max, median, variance
and standard deviation.) on the peer-to-peer round-trip latency measurements
gathered over 10 hours.
As the table demonstrates, the standard deviation of latency measurements between the links exhibit a large variety. Moreover, mean values of the measurements
also show a diversity from around 14 milliseconds up to about 200 milliseconds.
The Figure 5.1 shown here presents the CDFs that are generated from the data
described in the beginning of this section. For the sake of brevity, only the data
about the latencies from one of the PlanetLab nodes (Northwestern - US) to the
rest of the personal cloud is shown.
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n900
–

min:27.16
max:1448.33
mean:93.64
medn:91.99
var:2592.35
sdev:50.92

pl-erl
min:25.13
max:1256.18
mean:54.52
medn:37.47
var:2289.14
sdev:47.84
–

desktop

pl-us

pl-mpi

min:2.95
max:1237.12
mean:34.26
medn:18.52
var:1855.65
sdev:43.08

min:133.16
max:2063.21
mean:208.01
medn:192.75
var:9486.53
sdev:97.40

min:33.84
max:1971.78
mean:72.05
medn:56.55
var:4345.76
sdev:65.92

min:23.06
max:61.25
mean:23.54
medn:23.23
var:1.41
sdev:1.19

min:121.86
max:2624.91
mean:136.55
medn:122.50
var:6097.78
sdev:78.09

min:14.83
max:1318.64
mean:16.99
medn:15.02
var:1159.89
sdev:34.06

min:118.66
max:3517.30
mean:133.68
medn:119.01
var:8518.22
sdev:92.29

min:29.46
max:4153.00
mean:35.61
medn:31.80
var:5458.62
sdev:73.88

–

min:4.84
max:1318.73
mean:71.09
medn:69.36
var:2218.33
sdev:47.10

min:23.10
max:399.20
mean:23.69
medn:23.26
var:30.69
sdev:5.54

min:127.43
max:1175.82
mean:201.19
medn:199.90
var:2067.19
sdev:45.47

min:122.10
max:317.38
mean:123.14
medn:122.35
var:13.95
sdev:3.73

min:118.66
max:232.98
mean:119.67
medn:118.82
var:10.44
sdev:3.23

min:35.39
max:877.87
mean:101.38
medn:99.85
var:2042.16
sdev:45.19

min:14.63
max:233.73
mean:14.88
medn:14.76
var:11.33
sdev:3.37

min:31.30
max:82.80
mean:31.66
medn:31.49
var:0.91
sdev:0.96

–

min:112.42
max:4533.45
mean:128.75
medn:112.64
var:12242.28
sdev:110.64

min:112.51
max:1612.99
mean:116.12
medn:112.79
var:1509.60
sdev:38.85
–

Table 5.1: Basic statistical analysis of the 10-hour data trace of an Anzere Personal
Cloud.
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As both the Table 5.1 and the Figure 5.1 suggest together, the network of a
personal cloud demonstrates the variety of network links with widely different characteristics regarding consistency and stability of the ping measurements between
the pairs of devices.
An important point to make here is the fact that the data shown in this section
serves two purposes. Firstly, it serves to demonstrate scientists and researchers
some facts about link characteristics and diversity of a personal cloud. Secondly,
it also a good example that serves as a motivation of the work that is presented in
this chapter: The fact that non-researchers would not able to make sense of such
data when they are presented. An average user needs a better interpretation of
such data to make sense of and make decisions based on them.

5.2.2

Power and money consumption characteristics

Understanding the power consumption of data transfers in their personal cloud
systems is essential for the owners of the personal clouds as they would like to
experience as long battery life as possible in using their mobile devices.
Figure 4.2 from Chapter 4 shows an example trace of the battery consumption
on the Nokia N900 smart-phone in case of periodic data transfers. Again, such
experimental traces and figures are useful for the researchers and system developers. However, an average user of a personal cloud may not have the means
and is not even expected to have the know-how to perform such an experiment.
Moreover, they may not be able to understand a figure such as the one shown
in this section. It is important for them to have an understanding of the power
consumption, especially in a way that they can make sense of. The work of this
chapter is motivated by the idea that the users of personal clouds can make better optimization decisions while tuning their personal storage systems when they
have better understanding as to how costly it would be for their mobile devices
in terms of power to carry out data transfers in their personal clouds. For example, they would find it highly useful if the system gave them information such as
“transferring data item X will consume Y battery hours on your smart-phone”.
Similar motivation applies for the monetary cost estimation. As discussed in
Section 4.3, the pricing used for 3G connections, cloud storage and computation
resources show huge diversity from one provider to another. It is hardly possible
for a user to keep track of all the pricing policies in the services he uses. Therefore,
a user can make good use of this information only if it is translated to him in an
intuitive fashion. For instance, the system can provide the user the information in
the following way: “transferring data item X will consume Y Swiss Francs on you
3G connection”.
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Figure 5.1: CDFs of round-trip ping latency measurements from a cloud device
(PlanetLab - Northwestern - US) to the rest of the devices in the personal cloud.
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Initial Approach

The main idea of the approach here is to employ statistical models (existing or
newly developed) for estimating the costs of object transfers and to translate the
low-level network information into a set of metrics users care about. For the time
being, we have identified three metrics that an typical user of personal cloud would
care about and started building statistical models for them. These metrics are the
following three: Transfer time, Money, Energy (battery) consumption.
Another motivation in designing the approach is to build models using relatively cheap techniques which do not consume a lot of resources or impose a high
overhead to the system’s steady state.
In order to build the model to estimate a certain cost, one first has to find out
what kind of information is needed to have the model running. We call this the
information dependency diagram.

5.3.1

Transfer time estimation model

This section discusses how to build a model for estimating the transfer time of
data objects. This model aims to estimate a lower bound on the time it would
take to carry out the transfer. In order to build the model, we first had to identify
the type of information needed.
Figure 5.2 shows the dependencies of information in order to translate low-level
network measurements into the estimated transfer times. The figure lays out what
kind of information is needed and how these information depend on each other for
the estimation model to work.
The initial architecture of the transfer time model works as the following. The
first piece of information that needs to be known is how many bytes to send (i.e.,
the size of the data object to be transferred) over the link. The second piece of
information necessary is the maximum TCP bandwidth that can be achieved over
this link. Maximum TCP bandwidth estimation further depends on the following
two information: ping latency on the link and the packet loss rate. Section 5.4 provides more details on how the bandwidth estimation makes use of these two types
of information that it depends on. Packet loss rate depends on one information
which is estimated by looking at the number of TCP retransmissions.

5.3.2

Monetary cost estimation model

The architecture of the model presented here is about the second metric that
we have identified: The monetary cost. Figure 5.3 shows the dependencies of
information in order to translate low-level information about the network into the
monetary cost estimation that users can understand and reason about.
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Figure 5.2: Dependencies diagram shows the information necessary to translate
low-level network information into transfer time.
As show the Figure 5.3, in order to be able to estimate the monetary cost of
an object transfer, the initial framework designed needs the following two types
of information: The exact number of total bytes to be sent on the link and the
pricing model to send the bytes on the link. The framework aims to estimate the
exact number of bytes to send on the link as this is how for instance a 3G provider
charges a user. The total number of bytes to send on the link further requires to
know about three more pieces of information: The number of retransmissions, how
many bytes is the object and how many extra bytes come from the headers (i.e.,
from all layers of the network stack such as the protocol, IP, link layer etc.).

5.3.3

Energy cost estimation model

The last estimation model proposed in this chapter is aimed to estimate the cost of
a data object transfer in terms of energy consumption. This metric is very relevant
in the case of mobile devices.
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Figure 5.3: Dependencies diagram shows the information necessary to translate
low-level network information into monetary cost estimation.
Similar to Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the Figure 5.4 depicts the dependencies of
information in order to estimate energy consumption cost of a data object transfer.
In order to be able to estimate the energy consumption of an object transfer,
two types of information are needed to know: First, the total number of bytes to
send on the link and second, an average energy cost of transferring one byte of
data on the link. The average energy cost can be calculated by collecting energy
consumption data similar to the case of the trace shown in Figure 4.2. The total
number of bytes can be estimated in the same way as it is done for the model of
monetary cost estimation (i.e., with using three types of information: the number
of retransmissions, the file size and the additional header bytes).

5.4

Implementation

This section presents the details of initial experience and the implementation effort
done in the context of this work.
The first step of this work was to get as accurate measurements as possible regarding the underlying network events. Anzere is implemented using the
Python Twisted event-driven framework [twi13]. Twisted’s event-driven programming model has the concept of a deferred, which is an instance of a class designed
to receive and process a result which has not been computed yet. Each deferred
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Figure 5.4: Dependencies diagram shows the information necessary to translate
low-level network information into estimated energy consumption cost.
supports a callback chain. When the deferred gets the value, it is then passed to
the functions on the callback chain, with the result of each callback becoming the
input for the next.
Twisted supports an abstraction over raw threads by means of using a thread
as a deferred source. Thus, a deferred is returned immediately, which will receive
a value when the thread finishes. Callbacks can be attached which will run in the
main thread, and therefore avoiding the need for complex locking solutions.
However, the fact that everything gets scheduled in the main thread of the
Twisted Framework becomes an impediment when it comes to getting precise
ping latency measurements at the Python Twisted level between the devices that
run Anzere. It was observed that this is especially a problem while working with
smart-phones and mobile devices which are not very strong in terms of computation
capabilities.
For this reason, during the work done in this chapter, we came up with a
method to calculate the precise measurements between the devices in the Anzere
Personal Cloud. Firstly, the incoming and outgoing measurement packets were
timestamped at the kernel level by setting the SO_TIMESTAMP of the socket. Figure 5.5 illustrates the timeline of an example ping measurement between two devices in the Anzere Personal Cloud.
In the protocol shown in Figure 5.5, Py_Send stands for the packet’s send
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Figure 5.5: Accurate ping measurements in Python Twisted Event Driven Programming Framework.
timestamp that is taken at the Python level. kern_Send stands for the send
timestamp taken at the kernel level. Similarly, Py_Recv stands for the packet’s
receive timestamp which is taken at the Python level whereas kern_Recv stands for
the receive timestamp taken at the kernel level. The calculation of the round-trip
ping latency happens as the following: Both peers P1 and P2 know kern_Send,
Py_Send, kern_Recv and Py_Recv values (shown in the figure) at their own ends.
P1 calculates the round-trip ping latency to P2 as the following:
RTT = (kern_Recv_P1 - kern_Send_P1) - (Diff 1 + Diff 2)
The values Diff 1 and Diff 2 shown in the figure represent the time spent at
the Python Twisted software level, and are sent from P2 to P1 in a separate packet
right after the measurement takes place. This packet is shown as the SW_OHEAD in
the figure.
Since the data gathered from the measurements show some volatility due to the
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nature of link characteristics, it is smoothed using the exponential moving average
which is the same mechanism as the one used internally in TCP.
After obtaining the accurate round-trip latency measurements, the next step
was to use this information in order to estimate more properties about the links.
The first thing we have done was to use this information for bandwidth estimation since this is one of the building blocks necessary to estimate transfer time
as described in Section 5.3. We adopted an estimation mechanism which is inspired by the work which analyses the macroscopic behavior of the TCP congestion
avoidance algorithm [MSMO97]. The model presented in this paper predicts the
bandwidth of a sustained TCP connection which is subjected to light to moderate
packet losses.
In order to get the packet loss rate of a link, our measurement framework
examines the TCP connection data. The total number of TCP retransmissions is
used to approximate the loss rate of the link for the aforementioned bandwidth
estimation model. The value obtained from the TCP connection data is then
plugged into the estimation model.

5.5

Related Work

As mentioned in the preceding sections, the initial efforts to implement the approach started with trying to estimate the transfer time. In order achieve this, one
has to know about the performance of TCP connection in data transfer scenarios.
There is a large body of research work that deals with estimating and modeling
the behaviour of TCP [PFTK00, LM97, MSMO97, FF96, YR01, GGR02, Dow05].
[MSMO97] analyzes a performance model for the TCP congestion avoidance
algorithm. The model developed in this work aims to predict the bandwidth of a
sustained TCP connection which is in the congestion avoidance phase, subjected
to light to moderate packet losses, such as the ones caused in case of network
congestion. The model assumes that TCP avoids retransmission timeouts and
always has sufficient receiver window and sender data. It predicts the congestion
avoidance performance of various TCP implementations. As an initial attempt the
estimate the behavior of TCP in data object transfer scenarios, the work presented
in this chapter took inspiration from this paper. The main motivation driving this
decision is the fact that, in the context of data object transfers in personal clouds,
TCP will mostly be in the congestion avoidance phase due to the size of the data
objects in general.
There is also large body of research work which deals with modeling and
estimating the power consumption of mobile devices on various usage scenarios. [WUB11] presents an analysis of power consumption during data transmission
with constant bit rate over 3G networks. The work describes the transition state
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machine in 3G networks and presents a detailed energy consumption analysis and
measurement results of the radio link. It uses the Nokia N900 smartphone as the
mobile device of choice to run on 3G.

5.6

An Initial Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation results obtained from the initial application of
the estimation approach. The focus of the first application was on the bandwidth
estimation which would be plugged into transfer time estimation model.
Figure 5.6 shows an experiment that compares the estimated theoretical maximum bandwidth generated by the developed model with the actual bandwidth observed between the desktop and a PlanetLab node (Northwestern) in the personal
cloud. This experiment is from a 3 hour-long trace. Throughout this experiment,
a 25 MB file was transferred periodically every 2.5 mins between desktop PC and
one of the PlanetLab nodes (Northwestern) in the personal cloud. The figure plots
the error rate as a CDF. As the figure shows, for around %70 of the transfers, the
error of the estimated bandwidth is within %15 of the actual observed bandwidth
on this connection.
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Figure 5.6: Estimated maximum bandwidth versus actual bandwidth observed
between desktop and PlanetLab node (Northwestern) using a 25 MB file.
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Figure 5.7 shows an experiment that compares the estimated theoretical maximum bandwidth with actual observed bandwidth between the desktop and PlanetLab node (MPI). This experiment is conducted in a similar fashion to the one
described by the Figure 5.6. However, there are a couple of significant differences
between the two experiments. In this experiment a 12 MB file is transferred from
desktop PC to one of the PlanetLab nodes (MPI) in the personal cloud, periodically, every 4 minutes. This experiment belongs to a 2.5 hour-long trace. Similar
to the Figure 5.6, this figure plots the error rate as a CDF as well. As is can
be seen from the figure, the error rate of the estimation has become significantly
larger as compared to the previous experiment.
We conjecture that this difference is due to the fact that a 12 MB file is not
completely utilizing the TCP connection and not taking it to its steady state. The
estimation model described in [MSMO97] is designed to estimate the behaviour of
a TCP connection in its steady-state (i.e., congestion avoidance phase).
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Figure 5.7: Estimated maximum bandwidth versus actual bandwidth observed
between desktop and PlanetLab node (MPI) using a 12 MB file.
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Future work

The work presented in this chapter is currently at the beginning stages of approach,
design and implementation. There is a very large number of potential directions
to take from the current state of this research project.
Some of the short term future work directions are the following: Firstly, the
current estimation method of the transfer bandwidth (hence the transfer time) can
be much more improved. The performance and accuracy of the model need to be
tested with various link types such Wi-Fi, 3G, Bluetooth, etc.
Once the bandwidth estimation model is taken into a state in which it works
reasonably accurately for different types of link, connectivity and data object transfer scenarios, then this information will be translated into the transfer time metric
for the transfers with which the end users can reason.
The follow-up step after that would be to start building the estimation models
for monetary cost and power consumption. As for the power consumption estimation model shown in Figure 5.4, the current state of this work already has most
of the infrastructure and implementation (the number of retransmissions, header
bytes, etc.) in place in order to estimate the total number of bytes to send on
the link using a TCP connection. One immediate short-term future work here is
to estimate the energy cost of transferring a byte on various types of links. Figure 4.2 provides a basic analysis of energy consumption on Nokia N900 while it
is on a Wi-Fi connection. More of such experiments should be performed and a
knowledge-base with energy consumption information for various link types should
be formed.
In terms of the monetary cost estimation model shown in Figure 5.3, similar to
the case of energy model, there is currently various implementation and infrastructure present to help approximate the total number of bytes necessary to send on
the link in order carry out a data transfer. What is needed here as an immediate
future work is the integration of pricing models of various cloud and 3G providers
into the equation.
An important extension to all the models proposed in this chapter is to store the
historical data about the links that have been collected and use them intelligently.
For instance, the data about wireless connections can be saved in the system
history using their SSIDs. This historical data can help us estimate better the
cost of potential and upcoming transfers.

5.8

Conclusion

This chapter presented the early work on building models to estimate costs of data
transfers and translate them into metrics that users of personal clouds care about.
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The contributions of this work are the following:
Firstly, the research presented in this chapter of the thesis suggests and works
on an approach that translates low-level network information and events into the
metrics the owners of personal clouds care about and can make sense of.
Secondly, the work proposes the idea of building statistical models of the links
in order to estimate the costs of transfers from low-level network data.
Thirdly, the end goal of the research is to provide the users of personal clouds a
means to optimize the transfers in their personal storage systems based on various
metrics that they choose.
Finally, the initial investigation and implementation of the approach regarding
transfer time estimation yields some promising results and shows the feasibility of
such an approach.

6

Routing within & between personal
clouds
The work presented in the first half of this chapter looks at the problem of routing within a personal cloud. A personal cloud typically includes various mobile
devices such as cell phones, tablets, laptops; remote owned computing devices like
desktops and file servers at home or in the office, as well as personal clusters or dynamically acquirable virtual machines from utility computing providers. Moreover,
as discussed in detail in Chapter 2 these devices often use multiple communication
links (e.g. Ethernet, UMTS, Bluetooth, WiFi, etc.).
How to optimally use these links to carry traffic with varying latency and
bandwidth requirements has long been an open problem. The work done in the first
half of this chapter is about using ideas from declarative networking to combine
detailed representations of the specific network links and devices, with concise
executable descriptions of routing algorithms. By breaking the network abstraction
employed by traditional routing systems one can exploit the relatively low number
of devices in a personal computing environment to build a routing architecture
that is adaptable to dynamic environments, requires almost no configuration, and
yet provides flexible optimization of routes based on multiple metrics.
The work presented in the second half of the chapter addresses the problem
of establishing efficient routes between nodes in disjoint peer-to-peer overlay networks, motivated by the case of personal overlays, each consisting of an ensemble of
fixed, mobile, and virtual devices belonging to an individual user. One of the main
arguments made in this chapter is that the problem of route optimization between
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such systems is different from both routing between single hosts and inter-domain
internet routing – in particular, scale and heterogeneity play a significant role, and
the peer networks may wish to hide their topology for privacy reasons. The evaluation shows that there is a significant tradeoff between efficiency and the degree
of network information exposed to one peer network by the other, and present an
approach that allows users to flexibly advertise desired information about their
networks to one another. In this half of the chapter, the focus is on optimizing
the routes for latency and inferring the potential to do the same for various other
metrics such as bandwidth, monetary cost and energy consumption.
The work [UR13] that is presented in the second part of this chapter was
published and presented at the 1st International Conference on Networked Systems
(NETYS 2013).

6.1

Introduction

This first half of this chapter is about the challenge of routing in a personal cloud,
the ensemble of computing devices (phones, computers, virtual machines, etc.)
owned by a single user. The number and variety of such devices a typical user possesses are increasing. The devices can be mobile (mobile phones, tablets, laptops),
fixed (desktops, home servers and appliances), or virtual and acquired dynamically
(virtual machines from utility computing providers). Furthermore, most offer multiple options for communication, such as Ethernet, WiFi, UMTS, Bluetooth, and
USB.
Surprisingly, despite many years of research, efficient and automatic network
routing within this ensemble of devices remains an unsolved problem. Applications
today are still unable to best use these links to meet their changing requirements,
while minimizing cost (for example, in bandwidth to a network provider).
I claim that two key reasons for this deficiency are, firstly, the lack of crosslayer visibility that personal devices have onto the underlying (and highly heterogeneous) network structure and, secondly, the difficulty of reasoning online
about how best to exploit such structure. Personal networks, whether they comprise phones and laptops integrated with cloud infrastructures, or cross-platform
networks federating home and office environments, by and large assume a homogeneous IP layer. Naturally, this limits the number of routing optimizations many
applications could take. By exposing network information such as node status,
available interfaces, and link characteristics, an application could exploit specific
features of the underlying network and obtain higher performance or more efficient
resource usage.
It is relatively easy to imagine simple scenarios amenable to such optimizations.
For example, in the office, a mobile phone synchronizing with the home server can
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use a desktop PC to relay traffic, rather than expensive and slow 3G links. A
private home network not directly accessible from outside might acquire a rented
virtual machine with a public IP address to tunnel connections between the office
PC and the home server. Users of today can sometimes find or buy ad-hoc solutions
to this challenge, but I argue that it should be possible to solve this problem at
the routing layer in a way that integrates new devices and link types with minimal
configuration effort.
As discusses in the previous chapters of the thesis, wireless ad-hoc networks
(MANETs, VANETs, wireless sensor networks) relate to this problem. Research
done on various wireless ad-hoc networks has made significant forward progress in
this direction. Although large-scale deployments are still hard to achieve, routing
protocols for wireless ad hoc networks [PR99,CJ03] enable wireless devices to connect to each other without the need of any centralized component, to dynamically
react to nodes leaving and joining the network, and to exploit the availability of
Internet connectivity whenever available [ESBRP02].
The goal of this work is to leverage the auto-configuration and self-managing
aspects of wireless ad hoc networks to encompass a more heterogeneous collection
of devices and network links. Moreover, the aim is also to provide means to easily
specify routing protocols in a way that make them robust and extensible at the
same time.
To this end, the work presented here proposes a novel approach inspired from
declarative networking, which combines detailed representations of the specific network elements with concise executable descriptions of routing algorithms. Research
on declarative networking [LCG+ 06,LHSR05] has shown how routing protocols can
be specified as simple queries in a logic programming language like Datalog. The
work of this chapter extends declarative networking with the discovery and representation of the network resources, and using constraint logic programming enables
flexible optimization of routes based on various performance metrics.
One of the aims is to intend to exploit the relatively low number of devices in a
personal communication network to build a routing architecture that 1) can quickly
react to network events such as device failures, disconnections, or increase on the
load, 2) requires almost no configuration, and 3) provides flexible optimization of
routes based on multiple metrics such as latency, bandwidth, and cost.
Section 6.2.1 motivates the problem with a simple user scenario which reveals
important requirements. Section 6.2.2 presents the initial approach developed to
tackle the problem and gives clarifying examples on how it works. Section 6.2.3
gives insights on the implementation of the software prototype, and Section ??
discusses several technical challenges the implementation arises. Section 6.2.4 discusses the related work, and the conclusion of the chapter comes in Section 6.6.
The work presented in the second half of this chapter addresses the problem
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of establishing efficient routes between a pair of personal overlay networks, where
each network has incomplete knowledge of the other’s topology. One of the main
motivations behind this work is again the scenario of personal clouds (such as
Anzere [RYJ+ 11]), ensembles of devices (phones, tablets, PCs, rented virtual machines, etc.) owned by single users, and which interact in a peer-to-peer fashion as
an alternative to centralized cloud services such as Facebook, Dropbox and Apple’s
iCloud.
The problem that is being tackled here is the following: how can we establish
efficient routes between pairs of nodes in two such personal clouds based on the
current network state and user preferences? I argue that this problem is new,
and different from both routing between single hosts, and inter-domain internet
routing, for several reasons.
Firstly, a number of different routing metrics (latency, bandwidth, monetary
cost per byte, energy budget for an object transfer, etc.) are important, sometimes
simultaneously. In addition, these properties are likely to change frequently.
Secondly, the overlay nodes themselves, and the available connectivity between
them, are highly diverse in these metrics: a 3G wireless link has very different cost,
power consumption, and latency from a wired Ethernet, for example. Moreover,
some nodes (such as phones) may have limited resources.
Thirdly, the small scale of the networks involved (around 10 devices per user)
allows more computationally sophisticated reasoning about the best route for a
given operation, exploiting detailed information about the diverse set of options
available.
Finally, information about the set of devices in a user’s personal cloud – their
location, address, type, connectivity, and even in some cases existence – is potentially sensitive data the user may not wish to fully share with peers.
The problem is an important one to tackle within the context of peer-to-peer
device ensembles, not least because resource usage matters a great deal. Money is a
scarce resource, and metered 3G/2G data connections or virtual machines rented
from cloud providers can incur significant monetary cost, depending on usage.
Time is a scarce resource, and a careless data transfer and routing approach in
a personal data replication system can overload a single node or a single link for
transferring data, even though the transfer could be carried out in a more timeefficient way using other links. Energy is also a scarce resource: a Nokia N900 on a
3G connection sending a file at 150 kbit/s draws 375 mA, and when receiving at 200
kbit/s draws 275 mA [n9013]. This is more power than consumed by continuously
playing an MP3, activating the camera with a preview image, or vibrating the
phone battery continuously. Efficient use of resources is critical.
The contributions of the work shown in this second half of the chapter are
threefold. First, I present and motivate the problem of inter-overlay routing in
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personal clouds. Second, I show simulation and early system implementation and
deployment results which illustrate a significant tradeoff between route efficiency
between overlays and the degree of information exposed to one peer network by
the other. Third, I present the work I have done on an approach that allows users
to flexibly advertise information about their networks to one another and optimize
routes for metrics such as latency, bandwidth, monetary cost and energy.
Section 6.3.1 presents the background and related work for this research. Section 6.3.2 further motivates the problem via presenting some concrete scenarios.
Section 6.3.3 presents the initial approach I developed in tackling this problem.
Section 6.3.4 describes the initial implementation of the research prototype. The
chapter proceeds with presenting a preliminary evaluation of the approach via
simulations in Section 6.4. Then the Section 6.5, presents a real system implementation based on Anzere and shows some experimental results. Finally, conclusion
and a discussion of the ongoing and future work is presented in Section 6.6.

6.2

Routing within a personal cloud

This section describes the motivation, approach, implementation and related work
in addressing the problem of routing within a personal cloud.

6.2.1

Motivation

Seamless network connectivity in personal communication networks has been a
major motivation for the work presented here in this chapter of the thesis. A
modern personal cloud resembles a small, but dispersed, network of diverse devices
with various communication links. As the number and type of devices and network
technologies increase, it becomes harder for users to manually keep track of their
devices and ensure that applications are provided with the best routing solution
anytime. Instead, the idea behind the work here conjectures that people need easy
ways to have their devices connected, and the effort of introducing a new type
of device in their computing environment should be minimal. The advantages of
such an approach can be illustrated using the following hypothetical scenario:
Charlie is on the train commuting to work. Before getting to the office, he
enjoys checking his emails and watching his favorite news programme on his N900
phone. The phone is configured to observe Charlie’s phone tariff plan that includes
500 MB of free mobile Internet browsing per month. Over this limit, Charlie gets
charged much more. To ensure not to exhaust his browsing capacity too quickly,
Charlie configures his email client to automatically use the phone network without
the need for an explicit approval, but has blocked other data-intensive applications
like the video player and photo library.
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Every morning, before leaving home, his email client fetches the new emails,
and his video player downloads the latest news programme to which Charlie has
subscribed. Both applications can conveniently use the WiFi network at home,
much faster and cheaper than the cellular network.
On the train, Charlie replies to some emails and decides it is time to organize
the photos he has taken in the last month. From his photo library he selects
some photos to be uploaded to Picasa and others to be copied to his home server
for backup. His N900 uses the 3G network to send the new emails, but starts
uploading photos only when Charlie reaches his workplace, where free WiFi is
available. His home server resides in a private WiFi network, and therefore cannot
be reached from outside. However, when connectivity is required, his phone can
use a public cloud server to tunnel the photo transfer to the home network.
In the office, Charlie connects his phone to his desktop PC through USB. As
USB provides faster data transfer than WiFi, Charlie’s calendar and file synchronizer use USB for communication. When Charlie has to rush to a meeting he
unplugs his phone’s USB cable and the phone goes back to use the WiFi network.
Such a scenario highlights a typical user behavior and at the same time it discloses important user requirements a personal cloud networking framework needs
to fulfill in order to support Charlie’s applications. Characteristics of personal
clouds such as heterogeneity, dynamicity, scale etc. are described in detail in
Chapter 2 of the dissertation. All those key characteristics relate to the problem of routing. Moreover, personal cloud applications can be very different and
therefore present highly diverse requirements. For instance, even though various
communication links are available, an application may be allowed to use only some
of them or may have specific requirements on the link performance. Acquirable
resources are touched in the context of personal cloud characteristics again in
Chapter 2. Users may employ cloud infrastructures to store their data or carry
out intensive computation tasks, but in terms of routing they can also benefit from
the public accessibility of cloud resources to tunnel traffic or connect disconnected
networks.
In meeting the above requirements of Charlie, one first has to handle the heterogeneity. It is hard to build a networking architecture consisting of diverse
devices and communication links. A communication source is confronted with a
wide range of link characteristics to find the best path to a destination: different
packet loss rates, different latencies, different bandwidths, different costs, and different levels of congestion (possibly caused by other communication sources). In
addition, communication nodes also exhibit a high degree of heterogeneity in their
network interfaces, computation and storage capacity, pattern of disconnection,
failure likelihood, price, etc. It is hard to represent this information in a compact format, and reason about it without resorting to much hard-coded policies.
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Ultimately, this translates into a complex optimization problem which must be
executed online.
Moreover, there is also the challenge of reactivity. As a personal cloud is a
dynamic environment, the overlay network must react quickly to changes in network connectivity (devices leaving or new resources available), load (increase in the
number of running applications, heavy data transfers), cost (pricing structures of
cloud providers or phone network tariffs) as well as application requests (minimize
transfer latency, establish paths to disconnected networks).

6.2.2

Approach

In order to address the problem of routing in heterogeneous communication networks, the work presented in this chapter proposes to integrate the discovery and
representation of the network elements into declarative routing. To turn these
ideas into a concrete overlay network where routes can be optimized based on
multiple metrics, we identified three design principles:
• explicit network representation,
• constraint route optimization,
• acquirable resources for extra paths.
The section starts with an overview of the basic concepts behind declarative
routing, then describes the three key principles of the approach developed in detail.
Background: declarative routing
The concept of declarative routing was first proposed in [LHSR05, LCG+ 06] as an
application of database techniques to the domain of networking. The main idea is
to specify routing protocols using a database query language like Datalog. In this
way, declarative routing can express various routing protocols (best-path, policybased routing, dynamic source routing, etc.) in a compact and clean fashion, and
high-level routing demands can also be achieved via simple modifications.
The following example illustrates the execution model of declarative routing:
path(S, D, [(S, D)], L) :link(S, D, L).
path(S, D, [(S, Z)|P], L) :link(S, Z, L1),
path(Z, D, P, L2),
L is L1+L2.
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The program has two rules. Both rules use a ground fact link(S,D,L) describing a network link between S and D with latency L. These are used to derive a path
from source to destination and its corresponding cost. Intuitively, the first rule
says that “if there exists a link between S and D, then there exists a path between
them which is [(S,D)]”. The second rule says that “if there is a link from S to
Z with latency L1, and there is a path P from Z to D with latency L2, then there
exists a path [(S,Z)|P] (concatenating (S,Z) with P) with latency L=L1+L2.
In declarative routing, a routing protocol is implemented by writing a simple
query in a declarative query language such as Datalog. As other logic programming
languages, it uses facts and rules to represent information and deduction to answer
queries, specifically, routing queries.
We have implemented a declarative version of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm using Prolog in a concise fashion. The full declarative code belonging to
this algorithm can be found in Appendix .2.
Explicit network representation
The challenge of heterogeneity in personal communication networks calls for explicit treatment of different network types. The idea here is that, rather than
assuming a common IP substrate and abstracting the underlying network complexity, one needs to expose lower level details, such as which devices are present,
which network interfaces they can provide, and what kind of performance they can
achieve.
The motivation of this approach comes from the fact that logic programming’s
powerful facilities for expressing concepts, such as unification, make it suitable to
represent this network heterogeneity. Previous research work [WPR04, YCBR08,
YSC+ 09] has shown the benefits of adopting logic programming to unify information from a set of heterogeneous sources. Moreover, with the aid of simple inference
rules, once can derive different high-level knowledge on the current status of the
network.
In practice, instead of taking link as a ground fact, as shown in the previous
example of declarative routing, once can derive it from some known low-level
network facts. To exemplify how this works, the section uses the network scenario
shown in Figure 6.1.
wifi(’laptopA’,wlan0,’public’,’172.30.58.226’).
wifi(’laptopB’,wlan0,’public’,’172.30.59.26’).
link(S,D,LAs) :wifi(S,_,SSIDs,_),
wifi(D,_,SSIDd,_),
not S=D, SSIDs=SSIDd,
LAs is [].
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Figure 6.1: Example scenario with home and office networks.
As shown above, information about the devices and their network interfaces
are detected and given as known facts. For instance, the first fact says that the
interface wlan0 of node laptopA is connected to a wireless network with SSID
public and has an assigned IP address 172.30.58.226. A similar representation
holds for laptopB.
The link rule is used to derive new network knowledge. The rule says that
”if the wireless interfaces of two different devices have the same SSID then a link
between them exists1 .
Various link attributes (LAs in the example) can be defined: link(S, SIFace, D,
DIFace, latency, cost, bandwidth). Moreover, all (known and derived) facts have
to be regularly updated to reflect the network dynamics such as devices joining
and leaving, failures, changes of interface status, and variations in cost.
The same approach can be used to detect heterogeneous multi-hop paths. Below is an example:
usb(‘laptopB’,usb0,‘192.168.2.1’,‘tablet’,usb0,‘192.168.2.22’,3).
bt(‘laptopB’,bt0,‘A8:7B:39:DC:65:50’,‘phone’,bt,‘00:0E:6D:71:A2:0B’,5).
link(S,D,LAs) :1

In the actual implementation, before declaring the existence of a link, the “candidate” link
is tested to ensure it is actually usable by, for instance, pinging it. The (LAs list will be filled in
by this process as well.
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usb(S,_,_,D,_,_,LAs);
bt(S,_,_,D,_,_,LAs).

USB and Bluetooth interfaces are identified by the pair of connected devices
(through their addresses). By a simple inference rule, unified link information for
the USB and Bluetooth networks is derived. By using the path relation defined in
Section 6.2.2, a multi-hop path from the tablet to the phone via laptopB can also
be identified.
Constraint route optimization
By exposing the network heterogeneity, it becomes possible to optimize the path
calculation. With more information about the underlying network, the routing
algorithms can evaluate a larger number of link combinations and find the path
that more closely meets an application’s requirements.
As shown in declarative routing, logic programming provides a way to express
the control plane of a routing algorithm in a declarative way. However, the work
done in this chapter of my thesis conjectures that the problem of routing in a personal cloud environment can be better modeled using constraint logic programming
(CLP).
CLP combines logic programming, which is used to specify a set of possibilities
explored via a simple built-in search method, with constraints, which are used
to minimize the reasoning and search by eliminating unwanted alternatives in
advance. Constraints tend to offer a natural way to express resource requirements
such as bandwidth, loss rate, and cost limitations. As it will be shown later in
this section, this choice also enables one to treat routing as a flexible optimization
problem. An application specifies its performance goals as an objective function
(which takes into account the path utility and the cost to achieve it). The CLP
solver searches for a path that satisfies all constraints and maximizes the given
objective function.
An example of path request expressed as a constraint optimization problem is
as follows:
path(S,D,[(S,D)],[LAs],[SNAs|DNAs]) :link(S,D,LAs),
node(S,SNAs),
node(D,DNAs).
path(S,D,[(S,Z)|P],[LAs|LAsList],[NAs|NAsList]) :link(S,Z,LAs),
link_constraint(S,Z),
node(Z,NAs),
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node_constraint(Z),
path(Z,D,P,LAsList,NAsList).
bestPath(S,D,P,Obj) :maximize(obj_path(S,D,P,Obj),Obj).
obj_path(S,D,P,Obj) :path(S,D,P,LAsList,NAsList),
utility(LAsList,NAsList,Util),
cost(LAsList,NAsList,Cost),
Obj is Util-Cost.

The path utility, the path cost as well as node and link constraints of an
application are integrated into the routing algorithm shown here. For the sake
of brevity, information about the device interface is omitted but it can be easily
integrated in the decision process. Path utility describes the path quality, path
cost describes the cost for using the devices and/or links along the path, and
node_constraints and link_constraints are used to specify specific properties
that resources should exhibit (e.g., nodes not over-loaded, links with more than a
minimum bandwidth).
The utility and cost values are computed by evaluating their functions for the
link attributes (LAs) and the node attributes (NAs) of all links and nodes composing
the path from source to destination. The objective value Obj to be maximized is
then obtained by deducting the cost from the utility value.
Using acquirable resources for extra paths
So far this chapter focused on only the network resources that users own. However,
with the emergence of cloud computing infrastructures it is becoming increasingly
common to rent VMs from private (Amazon’s EC2 [Ec13]) or public (PlanetLab [pla13]) clouds. An almost unlimited number of acquirable resources can be
dynamically added to a user’s personal overlay in the time scale of seconds. For
example, renting a VM from Amazon’s EC2’s US data centers takes less than
20 seconds and from PlanetLab [pla13] takes about 10 seconds. The experiments
with EC2 involved acquiring a 32-bit machine in us-1a/b/c/d data centers and
run a c1.medium size instance. This is the same time a link-state routing protocol
needs to re-calculate a route. For example, IS-IS has a convergence time of 5 up
to 18 seconds [ICM+ 02].
Virtual resources can be represented in the same way as physical resources
with the use of logic programming. Moreover, a system like Rhizoma [YSC+ 09]
has shown the feasibility to dynamically add and remove acquirable resources to
an overlay, while maintaining its connectivity. Given these conditions, acquirable
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resources represent appealing candidates for optimizing routing in personal cloud
networks.
An overlay network has the option of acquiring one or more (virtual) routers,
at some cost, if the benefit in routing efficiency makes this worth it. For example,
acquirable resources may enable more connectivity and network reachability by
providing public IP addresses. However, this adds an additional dimension to the
routing problem: an algorithm must explore not only the space of possible paths
within the current overlay, but also the paths made possible by acquiring new
nodes whose properties may be only partially known.
However, constantly monitoring “all” possible acquirable resources will incur
in a high overhead or will be simply infeasible. An option is to pick a small set
of candidate resources subject to certain constraints (e.g., cost) or coarse-grained
rules (e.g., choose nodes from the same geographical region).
Selecting which resources to acquire depends on how much information (location, price, network configuration, etc.) one has about them. In turn, the granularity of information about acquirable resources depends on the resource provider
itself. For instance, PlanetLab provides real-time monitoring statistics of the network nodes and links through third-party services like CoMon and S3. On the
other hand, Amazon’s EC2 provides only basic configuration information and the
location of a data center where a VM resides.

6.2.3

Implementation

The software prototype is built in the context of the code base of Anzere [RYJ+ 11]
personal data storage and replication system presented in Chapter 3. The architecture and implementation of Anzere is described in detail in Section 3.5, Chapter 3.
This section will elaborate on the modules of Anzere that are relevant to the
problem of routing.
The overlay module is deployed on every node participating in the system and
provides network functionality such as failure detection, membership maintenance
as well as message routing. It maintains a network among reachable system members. To manage one connected overlay, one node is elected as the coordinator.
This node manages the overlay, stores the knowledge base, and runs the reasoning
engine.
Sensors monitor the resources of the overlay nodes and collect information
about the devices and links forming the current network overlay, and optionally
the information about potentially acquirable VM resources from PlanetLab and
Amazon EC2 if the node is the overlay coordinator. Overlay device and link information is gathered by the local sensors deployed on every overlay node, and is
then propagated to all other overlay nodes. As used in Rhizoma, the information
about acquirable resources is collected by the coordinator node from external mon-
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itoring services such as CoMon [PP06] and S3 monitoring [YSB+ 06] for PlanetLab
or instance monitoring services for Amazon EC2. This information is used by
the coordinator node to make decisions about how to change the current overlay
configuration to fulfill an application’s connectivity, cost or other requirements.
As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, actuators acquire and release VMs from
PlanetLab and EC2 and are the modules responsible for the execution of action
plans returned from the reasoning engine. The action might be to form an optimal
routing path to forward network traffic, or to acquire some resource in order to
establish reachability among overlay nodes, or release some resource in order to
reduce overlay maintenance cost.
The reasoning engine is used for optimization, running on the coordinator
node. It constantly evaluates an application’s routing requirements against the
network status stored in the knowledge base, solves the optimal routing paths and
propagates them to all overlay members.
As mentioned already in the previous chapters of the thesis, Anzere is built
as a framework loosely inspired by the OSGi [OSG07] module system, allowing
different modules in the system to be easily added or removed. This enables to
deploy on each overlay node a customized software stack with a minimal overhead. Moreover, Anzere provides support for the acquisition and release of cloud
resources, necessary to support the idea of trading acquirable resources for extra
routing paths.
The current routing framework works as follows: network sensors running on
each overlay member collect information about the available links. The routing optimizer running on the coordinator periodically evaluates an application’s routing
requests against the current network status stored in the knowledge base, computes the optimal routing paths, and propagates the information to all overlay
members. In addition to the routing tables, the coordinator sends the members
other reasoning results about the current network. For instance, the reasoning
engine informs peers about all their potential neighbors located in the same network (e.g., a WiFi, a local area network) such that they can discover each other
automatically. Actuators take action plans returned from the reasoning engine.
The actions may be acquiring VMs from PlanetLab or Amazon’s EC2 in order
to establish reachability among overlay nodes, or release some resources to reduce
overlay maintenance cost.

6.2.4

Related Work

The problem and the approach presented in this chapter of the thesis relates to the
field of overlay networks. Overlay networks try to solve routing problems of the underlying network substrate (e.g., the Internet) to accommodate the needs of various
classes of applications. The requirements can be improved resilience [ABKM01],
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higher throughput, IP multicast [Eri94], or QoS support [SSBK04]. In this space,
with the existence of acquirable resources such as PlanetLab [pla13], Amazon
EC2 [Ec13], and GENI [gen13], the work of this chapter explored one more dimension of the problem: What happens if additional parts of the network substrate
can be enabled by acquiring extra nodes and the overlay can use them to meet an
application’s requirements?
There is a significant amount of useful related work and partial solutions to
the problem. In particular, a research project highly relevant to my work is Haggle [SSH+ 07]. Haggle is an architecture aimed at achieving seamless network connectivity in mobile environments. The key idea is to separate the application
logic from the underlying networking technology, and delegate network decisions
to a central resource manager running on each node in the network. This manager can select the right just-in-time bindings for the node’s network interfaces
and protocols, based on application-level semantics. DTN [Fal03] proposes a network architecture for challenged environments and application interface structured
around optionally reliable asynchronous message forwarding, with limited expectations of end-to-end connectivity and node resources. There is also other related
research work that has investigated how to use late-binding of interfaces to provide flexibility to applications. For instance, Horde [QG05] is an architecture that
provides flexible network striping across different network channels, in accordance
with application-level policies. The system proposed in [WKG99] enables policyenabled handoff across heterogeneous wireless networks, with a focus on limiting
the need for user involvement in dynamic environments. Compared to these systems, my work in this chapter is more routing-centric, and complementary to them.
My Ph.D work offers a way to represent the network heterogeneity and integrate
this knowledge into declarative specifications of routing algorithms. These services
could be used, for instance, by Haggle to increase the number of supported network
interfaces and achieve more fine-grained control of routing or by Horde to specify
a declarative representation of its striping algorithm.
Routing between different networks is challenging due to firewalls, NATs, and
other limitations that stem from the current architecture of the Internet. There is
a large body of work done in this field which relate to development of the approach
presented in this chapter of the thesis.
Mobile IP [Per02] gives a mobile device the illusion of a fixed IP address, which
requires a dedicated forwarding server at a static, public IP address. SIP [RSC+ 02]
employs rendezvous mechanism with registrar servers which accept registrations
from user agents, containing information about their current location. This information is then used by proxy servers which help user agents to locate other
user agents. Dynamic DNS [TRB97] is intended to enable real-time updating of
resource records. By this way, from the viewpoint of a mobile user connecting
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home becomes easier by employing DNS queries in the usual way. By incorporating automatic and on-demand acquisition of cloud resources into the design,
the approach developed here provides an alternative way for reaching home networks which can be done with the help of cloud resources that provide globally
accessible machines. UIA [FSLL+ 06] relies on opportunistic use of peer devices for
rendezvous and traffic forwarding to support mobility. However, efficient routing
to arbitrary EIDs remains an issue in UIA. One of the motivations behind the
work presented in this chapter came from the fact that this can be achieved by
using constraint logic programming techniques. In addition, the work I developed
within the course of work presented here borrows ideas from work such as UDP
and TCP hole punching [Keg99, FSK05] which are general-purpose techniques for
establishing peer-to-peer connections in the presence of NATs and firewalls.

6.3

Routing between personal clouds

Section 6.2.2 presented the main approach to tackle the routing problem in personal communication networks, and discussed the implementation efforts spent in
integrating these high-level concepts into a complete system such as Anzere. There
are still a number of open research and engineering challenges, regarding routing
within a single personal cloud. These open questions and challenges are described
in detail in Chapter 7.
This half of the chapter describes the related work, motivation, approach, and
implementation effort for addressing the routing between multiple personal clouds.

6.3.1

Background and Related Work

Similar to the work presented in the previous chapters of my thesis, this work is
also inspired by the work on personal storage systems [SSCG09,RRT+ 09,SPLL+ 11,
RYJ+ 11] which aim to support personal data and content-based partial replication,
without the need for centralized online services. In these systems, a user generates
new data items by taking photos and videos, downloading music and documents.
These items are replicated across the devices according to a system policy, and
vary in size from a few kilobytes up to a few gigabytes. Most of the devices in the
personal cloud offer multiple options for communication, such as Ethernet, WiFi,
UMTS, Bluetooth, and USB.
Perspective [SSCG09] is a storage system designed for home devices. Cimbiosys [RRT+ 09] is designed for users to be able to selectively distribute data across
their devices by associating content filters with each device and by employing opportunistic peer-to-peer synchronization among the devices. Eyo [SPLL+ 11] is a
personal media collections storage system. Anzere [RYJ+ 11] is a personal storage
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system aimed for policy-based replication showing how to flexibly replicate data
in response to a complex, user-specified set of policies in a dynamically changing
environment. All of these systems encounter the inter-overlay routing problem as
soon as two instances need to exchange data. Despite influential naming and architecture work in this area such as UIA [FSLL+ 06], as far as we know the problem
of enabling efficient routes and optimizing data object transfers among different
personal clouds has received little attention to date.
Dexferizer [UR11] presents an approach to optimizing the transfer of data objects within a user’s collection of computation devices, subject to a variety of userdefined quality metrics such as cost, power consumption, and latency. Dexferizer
employs techniques from declarative networking together with application-defined
transfer policies and priorities to select appropriate transfer mechanisms and schedules.
The work of this chapter was also influenced by ideas from large-scale network
architectures. SCAFFOLD [FAG+ 10] aims at better support for widely-distributed
services, and argues that rather than today’s host-based unicast, the main abstraction of future networks should be service-based anycast. Content-Centric
Networking (CCN) [JST+ 09] proposes replacing the host-to-host communication
scheme of the Internet, arguing that named data is a better abstraction for today’s
network applications than named hosts. Similarly, DONA [KCC+ 07] proposes a
service-centric approach, arguing that most Internet usage is data retrieval and
service access, and this requires clean-slate design of Internet naming and name
resolution. The eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) [ADH+ 11] argues that elevating only one principal type above others hinders communication between other
types of principals and, thus, the evolution of the network. Instead, XIA provides
native support for multiple principal types.
The work presented here is related to the problem of cross-layer visibility [KGR+ 05].
Strong layer abstractions hinder network management tasks, failure diagnosis, and
ultimately the reliability of the network [BKC+ 98]. A similar observation has also
been made by Plutarch [CHR+ 03] and Metanet [Wro97]. Plutarch suggests making heterogeneity among different networks explicit through the notion of contexts
which are linked via interstitial functions. Metanet proposes a new architectural
object called a region as a first-class component of future networks. Our approach
is based on similar general observations.
Various pieces of work done on MANETs has greatly contributed to the problem of routing in personal computing environments. MANET routing protocols [DPBR00, PR99, CJ03] cannot rely on a centralized component or infrastructure, and must quickly react to device and link failures, changes in topology, and
network partitions. MANETs can also be seen as an extension to the Internet: if
a node in the MANET has Internet connectivity, it can function as a gateway [ES-
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BRP02, SBRA07]. On the other hand, handling heterogeneity and privacy related
concerts do not appear to be a primary focus of MANETs, which the work of this
chapter has taken as a primary challenge to tackle.
The research I have done here is also related to the work on Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) [NSS10,WPP+ 04,FFM04], which aim to address similar
problems, in a different context. CDNs aim to choose the best replica to deliver
data to end users. In this work, the focus has been on enabling selective advertisement of the network information, depending on the trust level, between the peer
overlay networks that are owned by different users. Moreover, our work is in a
smaller and more heterogeneous context as compared to CDNs.
It is also worth mentioning that the approach that has been developed in
tackling the problem is partly inspired by BGP [RLH06]. Similar to the operation
of BGP, the approach employed in this work also uses the idea of route and network
information advertisements. However, BGP addresses a significantly larger and
different problem scenario that involves large networks acting as traffic carriers.

6.3.2

Motivation and Challenges

This section firsts motivates the problem further with three use-cases, and then
outlines some more information about the design space, trade-offs and the challenges involved in tackling the problem.
Use cases
As a first example, consider the scenario in which Alice meets Bob in a cafe and
they want to exchange a short movie file of 100MB. The file is initially replicated
on Alice’s phone, home computer and office PC. Bob wants to add this item to his
collection so that he can watch it later. The phone is running on a 3G connection
whereas the home computer and the office PC are on faster broadband connections.
In such a scenario, ideally, the phone should be simply an initiator of the data
transfer: the file should be moved between machines with better connectivity.
As a second example, consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 6.2, where Alice
and Bob want to make their devices (phone and laptop) talk to each other. One
option is to establish a communication through the cloud. Another option which
may not always be possible is that, whenever the two devices happen to be on
the same WiFi or Bluetooth network (even though TCP/IP over Bluetooth is not
very mainstream) and they are aware of each other’s available network interfaces,
they may be able to establish a much more efficient route. Hence, exposing more
network information can significantly improve routing.
As a third example, imagine that Alice wants to receive a large movie file from
Bob who keeps two replicas of the movie, one on his home computer and one on
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User 1's
personal cloud

User 2's
personal cloud

45.5 ms on the same WiFi
Phone

Laptop

223.3 ms

161.2 ms

dropbox.com

Figure 6.2: Exposing more network information can significantly improve routing.
his cloud storage. If Alice happens to own cloud storage from the same provider
as Bob and if Bob exposes this information about his network to Alice, then they
may be able to perform a very fast copy of the large file in the cloud. Alternatively,
Alice could simply flag the file as shared with Bob on the cloud storage, without
actually having the data to be moved from one location to another. Of course, in
practice, the realization of sharing on the cloud can mean a variety of things such
as sharing a URL (e.g., in Dropbox’s case). Moreover, it may also require implementation of additional mechanisms/interfaces depending on the cloud provider’s
way of operation. In any case, the take away message from the example is the
fact that if the two separate data storage systems shared more network and data
storage information with each other, this could potentially result in better data
transfer performance (i.e., smaller transfer time).
Design space, Trade-offs and Challenges
As shown later in this chapter of my thesis, there is a trade-off between how much
information the users expose about their personal clouds to each other, and the
efficiency of subsequent routes and transfers. The more information is available
across the peer networks about topology, node locations and capacities, and current
network conditions, the better the resulting connectivity can be. In addition, here
are some of the technical challenges involved in solving this problem:
• Dynamic nature of connectivity: many of the devices used in a user’s personal
cloud are mobile. These devices do not have permanent connectivity to the
rest of the cloud.
• Routing challenges (NATs, firewalls, mobile devices, etc.): the current In-
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ternet architecture (that is, based on end-hosts) poses certain challenges for
routing and data transfers among multiple personal clouds. For instance, establishing peer-to-peer connectivity between the devices residing behind two
different NATs require usage of special techniques such as TCP and UDP
hole-punching [Keg99, FSK05].

6.3.3

Design

This section of the thesis starts by first describing the scenario we target, with
disjoint peer overlays and their respective network information and routes. The
section then illustrates the problem of establishing efficient routes, and presents
the initial approach I developed in order to tackle this problem.
Setting
The setting of the challenge addressed in this work in the context of inter-overlay
routing can be characterized as the following:
• Initially the two disjoint networks do not have any information about each
other regarding the nodes each of them contains, the internal network topology they have, connectivity interfaces available, item distribution, the current state of the network, etc.
• There may be multiple routes and multiple connectivity interfaces between
the nodes.
• Links and the topology of the network are dynamic. One might or might not
have the schedules of when certain links will appear or disappear.
• The network links have associated costs. This may be monetary cost, power,
bandwidth or latency. Moreover, typically this information is not known to
other peer overlays.
• For privacy reasons, users may want to expose only certain parts of their
network topology to each other.
General approach: Selective advertisement
The overall idea of my approach developed here is inspired by the BGP advertisements. The aim is to provide the users of personal clouds with the means to
flexibly advertise their network information to the users of other peer personal
clouds, as they wish, depending on the network, transfer circumstances and user
preferences.
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Network A

Network B

F(nd_B, id_B)

nd: network data
id: item distribution data
F: privacy filter

Figure 6.3: Overview of the approach at an abstract level
Figure 6.3 illustrates at an abstract level, the general approach of advertising
network information between personal clouds. The main idea is that the user
(owner of network B in this case) applies his own privacy filter to the data of
his network and sends this information to the peer overlay. Following describes
further the elements that are shown in this illustration.

• nd B : is the network data that belongs to the network B. It consists of the
information such as devices (their hostnames/IP address, port numbers to
connect to), the internal network topology, link status information (ping
latency, bandwidth estimation etc.). The focus has been on this type of
information within the context of the work presented in this chapter.
• id B : is the item data belonging to network B. Item data consists of the
tuples showing where an item is replicated within the personal cloud. This
information becomes relevant in the context of scheduling and optimizing
object transfers. It is shown as part of the whole framework and is part of
the immediate future work. The current state of the work is more focused
on the routing aspect.
• F : is the privacy filter applied by the owner of network B. This filter can be
adjusted differently by the users of the systems depending on the trust level
to each other.
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Calculating efficient routes between two networks
This section, with the help of an example scenario shown in Figure 6.4, describes
how the calculation of efficient routes between two networks is done by using
network advertisements and employing Dijkstra’s shortest path routing algorithm
in a variant of link-state routing. The figure shows two disjoint networks, network
A and B, with their representative weights to represent the network latency. At
this point in the presentation of the idea, I do not claim that these topologies and
the numbers shown are entirely realistic. The aim here is to rather have a means
to illustrate the approach and to have an initial reference point for performing the
initial simulations.

Network A
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38
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laptop

47

90

phone

12

ipad
41

cloudVM

officePC

cloudVM

officePC
38

Network B

homePC

28

78

laptop

47

51

90

phone

12

ipad
41

Figure 6.4: The example network scenario used in our simulations
Following are further details about the steps employed for the detection and
the calculation of efficient routes between the members of two disjoint personal
clouds via flexible advertisements of the network information:
1. Network B sends a network advertisement to network A. An advertisement
message consists of a list of reachable nodes and topology information between these advertised nodes. In this example, the network B may choose to
advertise information about its 3 nodes (homePC, cloudVM and laptop) and
part of the connectivity information among them. The information about a
node in this case consists of a combination of its hostname/IP address (or
a gateway) and the port number to use in order to reach that node. The
topology information consists of the edges between the devices together with
the weights.
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2. Network A then adds the network information it received from network B
into its own network knowledge base.
3. Network A tries to establish connections (preferably as many as possible)
between each of its nodes and the nodes advertised by the network B. It is
quite possible that due to NATs, firewalls or other strict network policies,
some of the nodes of network B may not be reachable or not be accepting connections from outside. Following the attempts, successfully formed
connections are also added as edges to the topology graph of the Network A.
4. Network A then calculates all-pairs-shortest-paths using Dijkstra’s algorithm
on this extended set of nodes and edges.
If a node is not exposed from the network B, the shortest paths to that node
are calculated with the assumption that the exposed nodes of the network B will
act as network gateways to the non-exposed node. At the end of the last step, each
node in network A knows the shortest paths to the advertised nodes of network B.

6.3.4

Implementation

As in the previous chapters, the work presented in this paper is also done in the
context of Anzere [RYJ+ 11], our data storage and replication system that has
been developed during the course of my Ph.D. studies. To summarize, Anzere is
a system in which the objects are replicated according to declarative replication
policies specified by the users. The policies written in Anzere do not need to refer to
specific devices, but are based on device properties. Anzere obtains its replication
actions by solving a constrained cost-based optimization problem derived from the
set of replication policies. Anzere employs a replication subsystem to replicate
user data as well as information necessary for the system operation (e.g., overlay
and sensors information). It builds on existing replication techniques, in large
part on PRACTI [BDG+ 06]. In order to achieve consistency, Anzere employs
Paxos [Lam98]: all nodes in the overlay reach consensus on the total order of
updates. The combination of these protocols provides the basis for a broad range
of consistency possibilities in Anzere, even though the work so far has not yet
experimented with update scenarios in the context of my PhD studies.
Anzere currently runs a little over 32,000 lines of Python. The implementation
makes heavy use of the Python Twisted framework [twi13], which is an eventdriven networking engine. The software architecture of Anzere is modular, which
was initially inspired by the OSGi [OSG07] module management system. The main
motivation of this modular architecture is to make the system maintenance easier
and also to enable us to customize the functionality and the libraries running
on each device based on its hardware architecture and OS platform. The most
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relevant module of Anzere regarding this paper is the overlay network, which
includes network sensors that run on every node in the ensemble and continuously
monitor link and device status. In the context of the work presented in this
chapter, the network sensors perform ping latency measurements (such as every
5 seconds) between the devices and keep track of both the instantaneous and the
exponentially smoothed RTT values. Anzere also employs models to estimate the
expected bandwidth, energy consumption and the throughput of the network links
using the measurements performed.
The storage module of Anzere has been the primary application driver for this
work: it contains storage sensors that monitor the status of the data items in the
system and partially replicated content according to user-supplied policies. The
inter-personal cloud communication architecture that is being developed makes
use of the continuous information flow generated by these two modules in order to
compute the optimal routes and object transfer schedules. At the initial simulation
stage, the route establishment algorithm was driven using a prototype simulator
implemented in Python, with the goal to first establish the potential benefits of
our approach. At the system implementation and deployment stage, two disjoint
Anzere instances were employed. The following two sections (Sections 6.4 and 6.5)
of this thesis present the detailed information on these networks.
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6.4

Evaluation: Simulation

The evaluation of this work so far consists of two parts: Simulation and system
implementation. This section presents initial simulation results that are aimed at
evaluating the approach developed. Since personal clouds are newly emerging and
they may vary quite significantly from one user to another, currently there is no
extensive data about how a typical personal cloud and its connectivity topology
look like. Therefore, at the simulation stage of this research, we have been trying
out the ideas using hypothetical model graphs which in practice may resemble
personal clouds. As a general note, for the set of simulations to evaluate this
approach, I identified 3 different parameters which I see as important and relevant
in this context.
• Topology exposed : This parameter denotes how much of the network topology
is exposed to the peer network. In these simulations, the network topology
is exposed at the granularity of number of nodes, together with all the edges
that belong to that particular set of nodes.
• Connecting edges: This parameter denotes how many connecting edges are
present in between the two networks.
• Weights: This parameter denotes the weights of the connecting edges.
So far, the simulations performed had the aim of experimenting with the first
item in the list: The network topology that is exposed to the peer overlay.

6.4.1

Potential benefits of the approach

This section shows the initial simulation results aimed at illustrating how much
the approach can be beneficial to a user. At the moment, I have experimented with
metrics such as end-to-end latency (msec) and shortest path to the peer overlay, but
I conjecture that other metrics such as bandwidth (bytes/sec), cost (price/byte),
power consumption (energy/byte) can also benefit from such an approach.
Pairwise end-to-end routes
This simulation looks at the potential benefits that the approach can provide in
terms of improving pairwise routes between the nodes that belong to two different
personal clouds.
The simulations employed the two example peer overlays shown in Figure 6.4.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, one can say that these topologies and the
numbers are not be entirely realistic. This is a valid point, however, they still
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give an initial reference point in term of evaluating the approach. The presentation of an initial experience with a real system follows in the next section of
the chapter. In this simulation, the network B advertises its network topology to
network A and then we looked at how the pairwise latencies between the nodes of
the two networks are affected depending on the amount of network information exposed. At each stage of the experiment, Network B gradually increases its exposed
network topology by one node using the following order of the nodes: officePC,
homePC, phone, ipad, laptop, cloudVM. In all the cases (except for the case in
which there is only one node advertised from network B), there are 3 connecting edges between the two networks: A.officePC-B.officePC, A.laptop-B.officePC,
A.officePC-B.homePC. The weights of all the connecting edges are the same (21)
for this simulation.
Figure 6.5 shows the effect of varying the amount of exposed topology information on the shortest paths to nodes in network B. The y-axis shows the shortest
path latencies to the nodes of network B from the phone, homePC, laptop and
officePC of network A. The x-axis shows the number of nodes exposed according
to the order mentioned above. This order is not taken for any specific reason; any
other order would also result in a similar graph. The numbers shown here are
obtained from a single run of the complete simulation. For the sake of brevity and
relevance to the chapter, the section does not show the latencies originating from
the remaining two nodes (ipad and cloudVM) of network A.
These initial figures presented here suggest that maybe not for all, but for
some of the node pairs in these networks, changing the amount of exposed network
information can significantly improve the pairwise end-to-end route quality.
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Figure 6.5: Shortest path latencies to each node of network B from A.phone,
A.officePC, A.homePC and A.laptop
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Evaluation: System Experiments

This section of my thesis presents the initial results of the experience with deployment of the approach (from Section 6.3.3) in the context of a real system
implementation. As mentioned before in Section 6.3.4, I implemented the ideas
within the Anzere personal storage system [RYJ+ 11].
So far, I have investigated two aspects of the approach in the context of system implementation. Firstly, I investigated the effect of increasing the number of
advertised nodes from one Anzere instance to another. Secondly, I looked at the
effect of exposing the internal connectivity and topology information (in addition
to the advertised nodes) on the shortest paths achievable between the members of
two disjoint Anzere instances.

Anzere Instance A

Anzere Instance B

homePC
cloud VM(us)

homePC

cloudVM (us)

phone

officePC

officePC

phone

cloud VM(eu)

Figure 6.6: The network and the topologies of the two Anzere instances used in
the system experiments.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the network elements and the internal network topologies of Anzere instances employed in these experiments. The current experimental
setup consists of two (initially disjoint) Anzere instances. The first network consists of five devices whereas the second one contains four devices. Other than
the locations noted in parentheses in the figure, the rest of the devices reside in
Switzerland.
Anzere’s current network and routing layer is designed to establish as many
connections as possible between each member of the different instances when an
advertisement is received. Therefore, the current topologies in both of the systems
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can be visualized as fully-connected graphs. The smart-phones run on a wireless
connection and are residing behind NATs. The rest of the devices have publicly
accessible IP addresses. Typically, the homePCs are also behind NATs but the
ones employed in this experiment had public IP addresses. In Anzere, the devices
that reside behind the NATs utilize hole punching techniques in order to establish
connections to the other members of the Anzere instances.
For the experiments performed in this section, the link measurements were
taken every 4 seconds and 0.125 (the same as the value used by TCP) was chosen
for the value of α, which is used for the exponential smoothing of the measured
data. The advertisement messages were sent from the officePC of the instance A
to the officePC of the instance B.

6.5.1

Effect of increasing the number of advertised nodes

The aim of this experiment is to try to investigate whether increasing the number
of advertised nodes from one Anzere instance to another changes the shortest
paths between the all the members of each instances. During the course of the
experiment, the Anzere instance A increases the number of nodes it exposes to
B, one by one, with every iteration of the experiment. The information exposed
about a node is a combination of the hostname/IP address and the port number
to be connected to.
The advertisement scheme in this experiment works as follows: The coordinator
node (officePC) of the instance A sends its advertisement to the coordinator node
of the instance B. The advertisement consists of the exposed nodes’ hostnames (or
IP addresses) and the port numbers, in addition to the connectivity and topology
information (i.e., the links and their weights) that exists between the advertised
nodes.
If a node is not being exposed from the network A to B, then the shortest paths
to that node are calculated by using the assumption that one of the exposed nodes
will act as a gateway to this unexposed node.
The nodes from the instance A to instance B are advertised incrementally
in the following order: OfficePC, cloudVM (US), homePC, cloudVM (EU). In
other words, at each iteration of the experiment, one more node is added to the
advertisement message. As soon as an an advertisement is received, all the nodes
belonging to the instance B try and establish connections to the set of exposed
nodes of instance A and then start measuring their link properties, in case the
connection establishment attempt has been successful.
Figure 6.7 shows the change in the shortest paths between the pairs of nodes
as the number of exposed nodes from instance A to instance B increases. Similar
to the case of simulations, the numbers shown here are obtained from a single run
of the complete experiment. As illustrated by this figure, the initial experience in
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this work with the implementation in a real system supports the figures presented
in the preliminary simulations. The main message of these plots is that, while
it may not affect some of the shortest paths between some pairs of the nodes in
disjoint personal clouds, depending on the topology and the network configuration,
the routes between some pairs devices can be improved significantly by increasing
the number of exposed nodes between the two Anzere instances.

6.5.2

Effect of exposing the topology between the advertised nodes

The advertisement messages in the previous experiment included the nodes exposed as well as the internal network topology information in between the advertised nodes of the instance A. This experiment tries to investigate whether or not
exposing the internal network topology information in addition to the advertisement of the nodes makes a significant difference in terms of the shortest paths
achievable between the pairs of devices.
Figure 6.8 shows the shortest paths from B.phone to the members of the instance A. The shortest path values are shown for both the case in which the internal
network topology information (the set of edges and their weights) is shared to the
peer Anzere instance, and also the case in which this information is not shared.
The four nodes that are exposed from the instance A in this experiment are the
following: officePC, cloudVM (US), homePC and cloudVM (EU). The set of devices and the topologies of both the personal clouds employed in this experiment
are the same as in Figure 6.6 except for the location of the cloud VM in Europe.
In this particular case, A VM in Switzerland was employed instead of a VM in
Germany due to the failure of the instance in Germany. Again, the numbers shown
here are obtained from a single run of this experiment.
As shown in Figure 6.8, exposing the internal network topology of an Anzere
instance can actually reduce the shortest path latencies to some of the instance A
nodes significantly.
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Figure 6.7: Latencies to each node in network A originating from B.officePC,
B.homePC, B.cloudVM (US) and B.cloudVM (EU).
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Figure 6.8: The effect of exposing internal network topology information on the
shortest paths achievable by B.phone to the members of the Anzere instance A.
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6.6

Conclusion

The work presented in the first half of this chapter tackles the challenge of seamlessly connecting heterogeneous devices in modern computing environments, consisting of personal dedicated devices, remote servers, clusters of machines as well
as emerging cloud computing infrastructures.
Today’s networks interconnect by sharing a coherent low-level transport layer,
e.g., IP protocol for the Internet. The network layer typically hides details about
the underlying network and abstracts its complexity by providing facilities to the
end hosts to send and receive data packets. The work here breaks this assumption
and make the heterogeneity of the network explicit such that it can be used by an
application’s overlay to more closely meet its performance goals. The approach
to the problem borrows ideas from declarative networking and extend declarative
specifications of routing algorithms with detailed representations of the network
elements. The work presented here so far has been exploring the use of CLP to
provide a tractable solution to the problem and cover a wide range of optimization
scenarios and parameters.
Ongoing work about this half of the chapter includes gaining more experience
in realistic scenarios. We are interested in integrating the networking services
into complete applications, and evaluating the expressiveness and flexibility of the
approach.
The second half of this chapter dealt with establishing efficient routes between
personal clouds and the higher-level problem of optimally transferring data objects among personal clouds which are new and important problems. In this half
of chapter, I have presented a technique which provides users with a means to
selectively advertise their network information to each other and still arrive at
efficient routes. Currently, the results obtained show the benefits for one metric:
latency.
The technique developed during the course of this work has been integrated
into the Anzere personal cloud platform. Ongoing work is about incorporation of
other metrics into the system such as bandwidth, power consumption and monetary cost. The initial observations show that one can really get more or less
benefit from exposing more or less information. Hence, the trade-off is significant.
As an immediate future work, one can plan to extend the approach developed
here and apply the idea to the larger problem of optimizing data object transfers
between personal clouds. This would involve implementation of advertising the
item distribution data between the two personal clouds in addition to advertising
the network information.
Another important direction of future work for this second half of the chapter
is to test the approach on as many other instances of personal clouds as possible.
Since the concept of personal cloud is relatively newly emerging, we currently do
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not have extensive amount of data about them. The approach developed was tested
on existing Anzere personal cloud instances in the research group. I conjecture that
running the experiments on various personal cloud instances (which have different
links, topologies, connectivity patterns etc.) will help derive stronger conclusions
regarding the approach and implementation. An interesting longer term future
work is to look at the problem of routing, communication and data sharing between
multiple instances (i.e., more than two) of personal cloud systems.
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7

Conclusions
This dissertation contributes towards exploring the field and tackling six different
problems in the context of personal cloud platforms.
The first problem that the work of this dissertation tackles is storage and
replication in personal clouds. Anzere is a novel approach to this problem: It
suggests the use of device-neutral policies, and therefore is capable of operating
with a changing set of devices. It demonstrates an alternative way to use the cloud
infrastructure, where cloud VMs are used as acquirable resources about which the
system can reason, and acquire on demand. Anzere not only offers greater policy
expressivity, but also a tractable approach, scaling to large number of data items.
Anzere is a novel yet practical system: it is shown in action in trials across phones,
laptops, desktop PCs, EC2 and PlanetLab.
The second problem tackled by the dissertation is the problem of optimizing
data transfers in the personal clouds. Dexferizer framework employs a novel declarative approach to the problem. It demonstrates that the approach proposed can
accommodate flexible user specified declarative transfer policies that are not easily implemented with existing solutions. Moreover, the approach shows significant
potential for savings in terms of time, power, bandwidth and other costs.
The third problem this dissertation tackled is how to provide users of personal
clouds a way to optimize the data transfers using a set of user-friendly metrics.
The approach is based on the idea to translate low-level network information and
events into the metrics the owners of personal clouds care about and can make
sense of. The work suggested the idea of building statistical models of the links
in order to estimate the costs of transfers from low-level network data. The initial
137
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implementation of the approach to estimate transfer time gives promising results
and shows the feasibility of the approach for future work on other set of metrics
such as monetary cost and energy consumption.
The fourth of the problems addressed in this dissertation is about routing
within a single personal cloud. The contribution of this work is to break the
assumption of hiding the details of underlying network and make the heterogeneity
of the network explicit such that it can be used by an application’s overlay to
more closely meet its performance goals. The approach to the problem borrows
ideas from declarative networking and extend declarative specifications of routing
algorithms with detailed representations of the network elements.
The last problem addresses in the dissertation is routing between multiple instances of personal clouds that are owned by different users. This work introduces
the problem of optimally transferring data objects among multiple personal clouds
as well as the problem of establishing efficient routes between them. The work contribute a technique have which provides users with a means to selectively advertise
their network information to each other and arrive at efficient routes. The technique developed here has been integrated into the Anzere Personal Cloud. The
initial observations show that one can really get more or less benefit from exposing more or less information. Hence, the trade-off is significant. The current
results obtained show the benefits for one metric which is latency, but the approach
demonstrates the potential to be useful for other metrics as well.

7.1

Directions for future work

As mentioned earlier in the dissertation, personal clouds are relatively less explored
area of research despite the fact that they are becoming more and more common
in the lives of modern users. This is due to the fact that centralized cloud based
solutions seem to be the current trend of the industry.
There is a large number of open challenges and problems related to the personal
clouds. Some of these are the following:
In terms of particular projects, Anzere can involve the following future work:
The current CLP solver is not entirely an optimized piece of code. In order to make
the system scale better, the policy calculation can be based on entirely equivalence
classes. For example, the conversion from equivalence classes to per-item actions
could be outsourced from the Prolog base to the actuating devices. In addition,
the solver can also be replaced with a more powerful one as mention in Section 3.6.
ECLi PSe was chosen in this work because of its extensive library support and ease
of use, but its performance is not as good as more recent solvers. Improvements
on the GUI of Anzere is also another direction that can be followed in terms of the
future work. A more intuitive and easy-to-use GUI would make the system much
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more usable for the end-users. Currently in Anzere’s system implementation, the
knowledge base runs on a central node. This is an acceptable solution for the time
being, given that the network scale is small and the information to be maintained
is not extremely large. As more devices are in the overlay and more applications
issue routing requests, having a distributed knowledge base might be a better
choice. How to maintain such a distributed service is an interesting challenge. As
a broader direction of future work, a user study to find about common sets of
replication policies, if any, might also be promising. Results of such a research
can allow an end-user simply download and install a set of replication policies as
”off-the-shelf” plug-ins.
Dexferizer can continue in various directions for future work. Firstly, the existing framework can incorporate more information which can help improve the
optimization. Pricing models of various network and cloud services are two of
such examples. Secondly, the idea of declarative transfer optimization can also be
considered to be implemented in the context of data centers and larger networks.
Thirdly, Dexferizer can incorporate the possibility of concepts such interrupting
on-going transfers and re-scheduling in order to optimize for a global objective
function. As a broader future direction, the declarative framework can also make
use of the improved user-friendliness such as a GUI that helps to compose the
transfer policies easier and in a more intuitive way.
The work on data transfer estimators is currently at its beginning stages and
there is a large number of possible future work directions. The current estimation
method of the transfer bandwidth (hence the transfer time) can be improved.
The performance and accuracy of the models developed need to be tested with
various link types such Wi-Fi, 3G, Bluetooth, etc. The estimation models need
to be completed and integrated into the framework for the other metrics such
as monetary cost and energy consumption. A longer term future work for this
project would be to store and mine the historical data about the links that should
be collected. Existence of such historical and usage data can help us estimate
better the cost of potential and upcoming transfers and hence give the users of the
system more accurate information and forecast.
There exists interesting future work directions regarding the research on routing within a personal cloud. For instance, reducing the overhead of monitoring the
devices and link availability and still remaining responsive to environment changes
is an important challenge. The current routing optimization approach is to maximize the objective function associated with one application. However, this local
optimization approach may introduce control loop issues. For instance, using a
certain link may improve the throughput of one routing path, but may negatively
affect a path used by another application. In these cases, it becomes necessary to
consider an aggregated objective function over multiple paths belonging to one or
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multiple applications.
There is also a large number of open directions regarding the work on communication between personal clouds. One immediate future work is to extend the
framework so that the users can advertise more network and connectivity interface information. This way, local area networks such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB
can also be exploited and utilized for establishing more efficient routes. Another
immediate future work here is to extend this piece work to the larger problem of
optimizing data object transfers between personal clouds. This involves implementation of advertising the item distribution data between the two personal clouds in
addition to advertising the network information. As also mentioned in Section 6.6,
one very interesting longer term future work is to tackle the problem of routing,
communication and data sharing between multiple instances (i.e., more than two)
of personal cloud systems. This problem is likely to exhibit slightly different challenges and opportunities from the problem of establishing communication between
only two instances of such systems.
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Appendix A
.1

An example set of Anzere replication policies

This appendix shows a sample set of replication policies in Anzere along with
short explanations of what each of the policies enforce in the system. This is the
actual set of replication policies that is used in majority of the experiments during
evaluation of Anzere.

% 1. recent music on phones
policy([[audio_item], [mod_item,#<,86400]], [repall], [[phone_device]]).
% 2. photos on any fixed device
policy([[picture_item]], [repany], [[fixed_device]]).
% 3. music on more than two personal devices
policy([[audio_item]], [rep,#>=,1], [[pc_device]]).
% 4. videos on any home device
policy([[video_item]], [repany], [[home_device]]).
% 5. public items on at least 2 devices
policy([[public_item]], [rep,#>=,2], [[any_device]]).
% 6. private items on at least 2 fixed devices
policy([[private_item]], [rep,#>=,2], [[fixed_device]]).
% 7. video items recently modified on at least one mobile device
policy([[video_item], [mod_item,#<,86400]], [rep,#>=,1], [mobile_device]]).
% 8. photos in the cloud
policy([[picture_item]], [repany], [[cloud_device]]).
% 9. videos on a fixed device at 1-minute latency from the laptop
policy([[video_item], [mod_item,#<,86400]], [rep,#>=,1], [[fixed_device],
[close_device,’laptop1’,100]]).
% 10. no private items in the cloud
policy([[private_item]], [repnone], [[cloud_device]]).
% 11. public photos in the cloud
policy([[public_item], [picture_item]], [repany], [[cloud_device]]).
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APPENDIX A

A declarative implementation of Dijsktra

This appendix shows a declarative implementation of Dijsktra’s routing algorithm
(which initially took inspiration from by Colin Barker’s implementation [Dij13])
used in Anzere’s declarative routing framework. It was implemented during the
course of the work presented in Chapter 6. The meaning and use of each rule is
explained with a series of comments on top of it.

% collectAllPaths runs the algorithm for every node and puts them in a
% flat list L.
collectAllPaths(L) :setof(N, node(N), AllNodes), !,
runForAll(AllNodes, ResLst, []),
flatten(ResLst, L).
collectAllPaths([]).
runForAll([], Rs, Rs).
runForAll([X|Xs], Result, Rs) :dijkstra(X, Ss),
runForAll(Xs, Result, [Ss|Rs]).
node(N) :- link(N, _, _, _); link(_, N, _, _).
% dijkstra(Vertex0, Ss) is true if Ss is a list of structures
% s(Vertex, Dist, Path) containing the shortest Path from Vertex0 to
% Vertex, the distance of the path being Dist. The graph is defined
% by link/3. e.g. dijkstra(desktop, Ss)
dijkstra(Source, Ss):create(Source, [Source], Ds),
dijkstra_run(Ds, [s(Source,localhost,0,[])], Ss).
dijkstra_run([], Ss, Ss).
dijkstra_run([D|Ds], Ss0, Ss):smallestDist(Ds, D, S),
difference([D|Ds], [S], Ds1),
S=s(Vertex,Addr,Distance,Path),
reverse([(Vertex,Addr)|Path], Path1),
combine(Ss0, [s(Vertex,Addr,Distance,Path1)], Ss1),
create(Vertex, [(Vertex,Addr)|Path], Ds2),
difference(Ds2, Ss1, Ds3),
incr(Ds3, Distance, Ds4),
combine(Ds1, Ds4, Ds5),
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dijkstra_run(Ds5, Ss1, Ss).
% create(Start, Path, Edges) is true if Edges is a list of structures
% s(Vertex, Distance, Path) containing, for each Vertex accessible from
% Start, the Distance from the Vertex and the specified Path. The list
% is sorted by the name of the Vertex.
create(Start, Path, Edges):setof(s(Vertex,Addr, Dist,Path), link(Start,Vertex,Addr,Dist), Edges), !.
create(_, _, []).
% smallestDist(Edges, Edge0, Edge) is true if Edge is the element of
% Edges, a list of structures s(Vertex, Distance, Path), having the
% smallest Distance. Edge0 constitutes an upper bound.
smallestDist([], Best, Best).
smallestDist([Edge|Edges], Best0, Best):shorter(Edge, Best0), !,
smallestDist(Edges, Edge, Best).
smallestDist([_|Edges], Best0, Best):smallestDist(Edges, Best0, Best).
shorter(s(_,_, X,_), s(_,_,Y,_)):-X < Y.
% difference(Xs, Ys, Zs) is true if Xs, Ys and Zs are sets of structures
% s(Vertex, Distance, Path) ordered by Vertex, and Zs is the result of
% deleting from Xs those elements having the same Vertex as elements in Ys.
difference([], _, []).
difference([X|Xs], [], [X|Xs]):-!.
difference([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], Ds):eq(X, Y), !, difference(Xs, Ys, Ds).
difference([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [X|Ds]):lt(X, Y), !, difference(Xs, [Y|Ys], Ds).
difference([X|Xs], [_|Ys], Ds):difference([X|Xs], Ys, Ds).
% combine(Xs, Ys, Zs) is true if Zs is the result of merging Xs and Ys,
% where Xs, Ys and Zs are lists of structures s(Vertex, Distance, Path),
% and are ordered by Vertex. If an element in Xs has the same Vertex as
% an element in Ys, the element with the shorter Distance will be in Zs.
combine([], Ys, Ys).
combine([X|Xs], [], [X|Xs]):-!.
combine([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [X|Zs]):eq(X, Y), shorter(X, Y), !,
combine(Xs, Ys, Zs).
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combine([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [Y|Zs]):eq(X, Y), !, combine(Xs, Ys, Zs).
combine([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [X|Zs]):lt(X, Y), !, combine(Xs, [Y|Ys], Zs).
combine([X|Xs], [Y|Ys], [Y|Zs]):combine([X|Xs], Ys, Zs).
eq(s(X,_,_,_), s(X,_,_,_)).
lt(s(X,_,_,_), s(Y,_,_,_)):-X @< Y.
% incr(Xs, Incr, Ys) is true if Xs and Ys are lists of structures
% s(Vertex, Distance, Path), the only difference being that the value of
% Distance in Ys is Incr more than that in Xs.
incr([], _, []).
incr([s(V,A,D1,P)|Xs], Incr, [s(V,A,D2,P)|Ys]):D2 is D1 + Incr,
incr(Xs, Incr, Ys).
link(X, Y, Addr, Z):- is_predicate(ollink/4), ollink(X, Y, Addr, Z).
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